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différents  éléments  constitutifs de  la production et  de  la consommation  des 
principaux produits  agricoles dans  chacun des Etats membres  et  cela suivant 
différentes hypothèses  de  base et  compte  tenuw  dans  la mesure  du  possible, 
des  évolutions  structurelles. 
Le  volume  n°  108  contient  les résultats  des  travaux pour le Royaume-Uni  et 
le n°  109  ceux  pour le Danemark  et  l'Irlande. 
Les  travaux,  pour lesquels l'horizon 1977/78  a  été retenu7  portent sur les 
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Pour les nouveaux Etats membres,  vu  que  leur adhésion entraînait 1  notamment 
pour leur agriculture,  des  changements  très  import~1ts dont  toutes les inci-
dences  ne  sont  pas  toujours faciles à  évaluer~  certaines hypothèses  de  tra-
vail particulières ont  dü  être retenues. 
Les  volumes  contiennent  l'analyse de  la demande  intérieure ainsi  que  de  l'of-
fre des  principaux produits  agricoles tels  ~ùe céréales1  betteraves sucrières 
et sucre,  pommes  de  terre,  graines oléagineuses,  lait et  produits laitiers, 
oeufs,  viandes  ainsi  que  pommes,  pêches  et  tomates. 
Les  différentes méthodes utilisées dans  l 1ru1alyse  de  la demande  et de  l'offre, 
les prévisions  en matières  de  consommation  alimentaire globale et  par tête, 
de  production,  de  revenus  et  de  prix,  sont  également  exposées  dans  ces vo-
lumes. I  !1111111 
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DIRECTORATE  FOR  "AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMICS  AND  STRUCTURE"- DIVISION  FOR 
"BALANCE-SHEETS,  STUDIES,  INFORMATION" Foreword 
This  study,  the purpose  of which is to make  possible a  forecast  of the 
production and consumption of agricultural products in the United Kingdom, 
Ireland and Denmark,  was  produced as part of the programme  of studies  of 
the Directorate-General for Agriculture of the European Communities  by the 
Kiel Institute of World Economics 
.Coordination of all the contributions was  carried out by Dr  Martin Hoffmeyer. 
The  work  was  carried out: 
- for the United Kingdom  and Ireland,  by Dr.  Rainer Schmidt; 
for Denmark,  by Dr Torsten Tewes. 
Two  divisions of the Directorate-General for Agriculture also took part; 
these were:  "Statistics,  Balance  sheets;  General Studies" and "Agricultural 
Prices and Incomes  Policy and General Economic  Questions affecting Agriculture". 
This volume  contains the report relating to the United Kingdom.  The  reports 
for Denmark  and Ireland constitute Number  109  in this same  series. 
*  * 
* 
This work  does  not necessarily reflect the  opinion of the Commission  of the 
European Communities  and does  not anticipate its future attitude in this field. 
The  contents of this report ~  be reprodnced,  in w~ole or part,  only with 
acknowledgement  of source. -I-
Introd.uct  ion 
The  aim  of these studies is a  projection of the production and consumption 
of agricultural products in the three new  Member  States,  the United Kingdom, 
Denmark  and Ireland,  in the 1977/78  farm year,  assuming that these States 
adopt  the present Community  agricultural system and prices immediately upon 
accession or during a  5-year transitional period.  This  implies dra'tic changes, 
in some  oases,  in the former national market  support  systems,  in the position 
of the producers'  organizations and,  above all, in agricultural prices,  which 
will rise extremely sharply in these countries.  There will also probably be 
considerable changes in some  parts of the agricultural price structures of 
the new  Member  States.  The  main problem  involved in making a  forecast is 
therefore to predict what  will happen if there is a  structural revolution in 
the most  important  frameworks  of the agricul  tura.l  system (market  support ar-
rangements,  etc.) and in the time series for prices. Under these circumstances 
there is a  danger that prediction of demand,  and more  especially of supply, 
using simple trend extrapolations would produce no  meaningful results. Attempts 
have  therefore been made  to obtain as much  information as possible,  in particular 
regarding the sensitivity of production and consumption to price changes,  by 
using detailed econometric models.  These  estimated equations applicable to the 
framework  condi  tiona prevailing in the past were  then adapted to the new  con-
ditions in the light of considerations pertinent to the subject.  In addition, 
appropriate modifications were made  to price elasticities in oases  of abnormally 
large price  jumps. 
In order to be able to predict production and consumption,  hypotheses must  be 
made  concerning agricultural prices in the enlarged Caamunity in the 1977/78 
fa:nn  year (see Table 1). In view of the  contiDUed high rates of inflation to 
be expected in the Member  States,  these price hypotheses  imply only a  fairly 
small  increase in producer prices.  These  hypotheses are based on the fact that, - II-
even in the  enlarged Community,  there is still a  danger that structural 
surpluses will  continue to increase  on  the markets for some  key agricultural 
products,  above all those for milk and wheat,  unless a  relatively restrictive 
prices policy is introduced.  Quite a  large increase in producer prices in 
comparison with other products was  forecast  only for beef and veal,  and mutton 
and lamb,  as  even the  enlarged European Community  is likely to continue  to be 
a  deficit area for these products. 
A special explanation is necessary concerning the hypothesis  on  the prices 
of mutton and  lamb.  We  have  assumed that,  after the accession of the United 
Kingdom,  Ireland and Denmark,  a  start will  have been made  on  the  common 
organization of the market  in mutton and lamb,  whereby account  should be  taken 
in particular of the great  importance of sheepfarming to the agriculture  of 
United Kingdom  and Ireland compared to the  other States  of the European Com-
munity.  If it is further assumed  that a  common  market in mutton and lamb  would 
be  set up  on  the  same  basis as that in beef and veal,  the  only question still 
to be answered is how  high the price could be in relation to the prices  of 
beef and veal.  In our opinion,  the most  important price for mutton and lamb 
within the Community  of the Six is the  one  at which the French Government  permits 
imports.  This price,  which  corresponds to the wholesale price for mutton and lamb 
on  the Paris market,  stood at approximately L  353  per 1  000  kg live weight  in 
mid-1972.  The  average prices for top quality mutton on the Paris market  in 
1968/70  were  approximately 120 %  of the beef and veal prices (hind quarters, 
top quality)1•  However,  even compared  to world market prices for mutton and 
for beef,  this ratio seems  to us  to be rather an exception than the rule.  The 
average  producer price ratio in France in 1968/70  was  (lamb  :  veal) 0.91 
1  See  "Agricultural Statistics",  Brussels 1970,  No  4,  p.  100,  isaued by  the 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































("a.gneaux gris"/fattened calves1).  In the  'nlarg£d Community  the United 
Kingdom  will  be  by far the largest producer of mutton and lamb.  The 
average guaranteed price for fat  sheep in the United Kingdom  in 1968/69  -
1970/71  was  fixed at 0.91  of the guaranteed prices for clean fat cattle. 
This  coincides exactly with the price ratio at the producer level  in 
France,  which is w~  we  fixed the fictitious guide price in a  hypothetical 
common  market  in mutton and lamb  at 91  %  of the  guide price  fo~ beef and 
veal. 
A relatively large increase in the price of skimmed  milk powder was  also 
suggested,  in response to the desire to give greater value to milk protein 
than to milk fat.  However,  in view  of the Decision of the European Council 
of Ministers  on prices for 1973/74  (reduction of the butter intervention  • 
price by 5.4 %  and increase in the  intervention price for dried skimmed 
milky 18.5% compared  with 1972/73),  our milk fat/ milk protein ratio 
for 1977/78  seems  rather "conservative". 
The  floating of the UK  and Irish pound which began at the  end of June 1972 
leads to some  difficulties in converting the hypothetical prices,  expressed 
in European Communities'  units  of account,  into pounds  as the fluctuations 
which have  since  occurred in the rate of exchange  of the pound will mean  a 
considerable devaluation of the pound  in relation to the European Communities' 
unit  of account if the parity of the pound  should be fixed again.  The  related 
problems are discussed in detail in the  individual  studies on the  "United 
Kingdom"  and "Ireland". 
1  Statistical Office  of  the European Communities,  loc.  cit.,  p.  98. -V-
In the studies on  the United Kingdom,  Demna.rk  and Ireland it was 
unnecessar.y to give a  detailed description of agriculture and 
agricultural policy in these caantries,  as adequate details have 
already been provided in previous studies1• 
1  J. SchUler Landwirtschaft und Agrarpolitik in einigen westeuropaischen 
Landern.  II. Danemark,  Commission  of the European Communities,  Internal 
Information on Agricu.l ture,  No  57,  :Brussels,  April 1970. 
R.  Schmidt Landwirtscbaft und Agrarpolitik in einigen westeuropiischen 
Landern.  V.  Vereinigt~s Konigreich,  loc.  cit., No  66,  :Brussels, 
December 1970. 
R.  Schmidt Landwirtschaft und Agrarpolitik in einigen westeuroplischen 
Landern.  VIII.  Irland,  loc.  cit.,  No  73,  :Brussels,  May  1971. -VI-
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I. Analysis  of demand  for foodstuffs 
1.  General  remarks 
In the  following report  we  are going to try,  by way  of econometric 
methods,  to identify the most  important factors  determining the demand 
for  foodstuffs in the United Kingdom.  The  principal aim  of this analysis 
is to estimate  income  and price elasticities, which will serve as a 
basis for a  forecast  of the demand  for foodstuffs.  This forecaat is to 
be prepared in view  of  the fact that after entr,y into the EEC  at the 
beginning of 197 3 the United Kingdom  is to adopt  the  common  agricul  ture.l 
policy of the Community,  and British agricultural prices will be  raised 
in stages  over a  period of five years  (up to 1977)  to the level  of agri-
cultural prices in the Community.  In the .course  of this adaptation process 
some  serious  changes in prices and relationships between prices of food-
stuffs in the United Kingdom  will take place which will in all probability 
cause  considerable shifts in the structure of British food consumption.  On 
the  one  hand it would  probably be asking rather too much  of the demand 
fUnctions and/or elasticities calculated b,y  us· for the period under review 
to try to forecast  the effect of British entry into the EEC  on food con-
sumption (referred to hereafter as EEC  effect for short) using these 
functions alone.  On  the  other hand,  the fact that only the  sum  of experiences 
collected in the past  can be  expressed in a~ forecast,  is also valid for 
this  one.  In order not to be  dependent at the outset upon subjective 
specul~tions alone in preparing the forecast,  initially we  will calculate 
the EEC  effect exclusively on  the basis of  the demand  functions  estimated 
by us for the reference period- i.e.  on  the limiting assumption that there 
is no  significant change  in consumer behaviour. At a  later stage,  we  will 
tr,y  to correct the results obtained on the first forecast with the help of 
special economic  considerations. 
2.  Development  of the model;  forecasting methods 
In accordance with the microeconomic  theory of demand,  we  would like to 
start from  the basic assumption that demand  in an individual  household -2-
for a  given foodstuff is primarily determined by  the  income  of that 
household,  the  number  and age  of the members  of the household,  the 
preference  system  of the household,  the price of the foodstuff  con-
cerned,  the price of competing foodstuffs,  and the prices  of all other 
goods  purchased by  the household.  If the individual  demand  functions 
are aggregated to produce  the macroeconomic  demand  function,  total 
domestic  consumption of the product  concerned provides the  independent 
variable.  Total  domestic  consumption  of a  product  could be  eXplained 
by a  variable reflecting consumer  incomes  in national accounts  (e.g. 
the private disposable  income),  ~  the population and its age  structure, 
by  food  consumption habits,  by the national average price of the product 
concerned and of close substitutes and/or complementary goods  and by the 
general level  of prices.  In order to save degrees  of freedom  and at the 
same  time  to reduce multicollinearity,  which  often proves to be  troublesome 
in demand  analysis,  it is usually advantageous  to use per capita data 
(food consumption)  and deflated income  and prices (the latter implies 
that the majorit,y  of households  is free  from  money  illusion). Under  these 
hypotheses  we  first  obtain the  following model: 
where: 
Q  per capita consumption of the product  concerned 
Y  private disposable  income  per head of population,  divided by  the 
p~ 
weighted index of all retail prices 
P1;  P2;  P
3
;  ••••  :  average national retail price of the products  concerned 
and of competing products,  divided by the weighted 
index of all retail prices 
t  :  time variable (t =  1  - T,  in which T is equal  to the number  of years 
included in the investigation). 
The  main function of  the  t-variables in the equation is to take account 
of slowly and steadily developing influences  on  per capita consumption - 3-
are independent  of income  &Dd  prices (for exaaple,  oh&Dges  in the age 
structure of the population or certain gradual shifts in the preference 
system). 
In addition to the private disposable  income,  persoD&l  disposable  iJlOcae 
or total priT&te  oODSUJBption  expeDdi ture -.y be considered as appropriate 
income variables.  We  have  chosen private coDSUilption expeDdi ture because 
today usually long term contract saviug methods are preferred,  vi.th con-
tributions beiDg fixed mainly in advance,  so that there is much  to be 
said for the theor,y that consumer decisions are largely made  on the basis 
of the available inoCIIle  miDU8  savinga (this should aoreover be considerably 
truer of foodstuffs  than of certain coDSWBer  du~bles  which account for a 
relatively high proportion of the total disposable illO_. ot thoae  earniDg 
average  iD.CCIDes} • 
In choosing the type  of tunction to be used in (1} it should be reaabered 
that as a  rule the inccae elasticity of deaai decreases as inccae inoreues1 
- except in the  case  of a  few  notable luxury foodstuffs with "snob appeal". 
There are -~  types  of functioDS  which express this phencaenonJ  of these 
only the two  relatively simplest are mentioDed heres 
1. !he ••i-loprithaic function 
Q •  a+ b  log C  pr 
with the elaaticit,y 
')  Q/cpr •  0.4343  •  ~ 
b 
•  0 ·4343  •  a  +  b  log C 
pr 
1  See  inter alia  L.X.  Goreux,  IDCcae  aDd  food  OOJUI'tlllption.  J'.l.O, 
"Monthly !Ulleting of Agricultural Econaaics and Statistics", 
Vol.  9 (1960),  lo. 10,  p.let seq. where: 
-4-
2.  The  inverse function 
Q •  a- b <cl  ) 
pr 
with the elasticit,y 
1)  Qjc  •  ___,b __ 
pr  Q •  C 
pr 
b 
C  1  Real private consumption expenditure per head of population.  pr 
As  can be seen quite clearly froa the above  fomulae,  both types  of funotion 
always  show  income  elasticit,y falling as  incaae increases,  if the correlation 
between Q aDd  C  is positive - i.e. in the case of prodncts reacting normally  pr 
to chaDges  in inccae.  In the case of inferior goods,  for which deu.nd falls as 
C  rises (e.g. bread and potatoes),  the se.i-logarithaic type  of function  pr 
would  show  an increasing inooae elasticity in absolute tems as  inccae rises. 
This  seems  feasible fran  an  econcaic point  of view in so far as  one  can accept 
that readiness to substitute high-grade products for st.ple basic foodstuffs 
increases as  inoe~~e rises, at least within a  certain inccae r&Dge.  When  the 
inverse :fUnction is used,  the absolute value  of the incoae elasticity for 
inferior goods falls (rises)  as  incaae rises,  if the constant  a  is positive 
(negative). If the value  of the constant  a  is zero,  the absolute value  of 
the inocae elastioi  ty remains unchanged as  inocae rises1•  The  differeDCe 
between the two  types  of function lies ll&inly in the fact that the inYerse 
function approaches asymptotically a  "saturation point" as iacaae increases, 
whilst Q  moves  towards  iDfini  ty as  C  increases when  the s•i-logari  tbaic  pr 
1  Cf'.:  CCIIllllission  of the European COIIIIIIUDi ties, Directorate-General for A.gri-
cul  ture,  Landwirtschaftliche Vorausschi.tZ'11Dg8n  - II. Xoglichkei  ten der A.n-
wendung bestt..ter Xodelle,  Xethoden UDd  ~echniken in der Gemeinach&ft. 
HausmitteilUDgen uber LaDdwirtschaft,  Brussels,  October 1970,  No  63,  p.  100. - 5-
function is used.  This difference is,  however,  only of theoretical importance 
for the range  of income  covered by this analysis.  The  fact that, all other 
things being equal,  the  inverse function shows  a  sa.ewhat smaller increase in 
per capita consumption as  income  increases than the seai-logarithmio function 
is of practical importance - especially for forecasting.  In the cas  of inferior 
goods,  the exact reverse is true:  here the inverse function implies a  sharper 
decline in the level  of  consumption as income  increases than the semi-logaritn.ic 
function. 
We  would  in a~  case like to represent the relationship between deaand for a 
product  and the price of the product by  the semi-logarithmic type  of function. 
Normally there is a  negative correlation between the demand  for and the price of the 
product,  so that all other things being equal,  the absolute value  of direct 
price elasticity increases as the price rises.  This means  that in the case of 
extreme price increases the reaction of the  consumer is relatively greater than 
with smaller price increases.  This  could be  of particular use in forecasting, 
as the EEC  effect will bring about a  very sharp increase in the prices  of many 
British foodstuffs. 
Ver,y  little knowledge  of the form  of the relationahip between demand  aDd  cross 
price can be obtaiud from  the  theory of de•nd.  We  are also goiug to use the  semi-
logarithmic type  of functioa here because  of its simplicity. When,  as is Rormal, 
there is a  positive correlation between  demand  and cross price,  the adoptio• of taie 
method  won:ld  imply,  all other thinge being equal,  an increasing (decreasing) 
cross price elasticity as the cross price falls (rises). 
In accordance with these considerations we  obtain the following two  equatioDB 
for the determination of deaand: 
....... 
where: 
Cpr  :  private consumption expeDditure at 1963  prices per head  of population (•) - 6 -
P1,  P  2 
1  real retail prices (nominal  retail prices divided by the weighted 
index of all retail prices;  16th Januar.y  1962  =  1.00) 
~' u2  :  unexplained residuals in the equations  concerned. 
The  parameters  of equations  (2)  and (3)  shall to be estimated with the help 
of the  ordinary least squares method  (OLS  method).  If the OLS  method is to 
provide unbiased and efficient parameter estimates,  the following conditions, 
among  others,  JDU.St  be fulfilleds 
1. !he residuals (u.)  follow a  random  distribution with zero mean  and 
1 
constant variance. 
2.  The  distribution of the residuals must  be  independent  of the 
distribution of the explanatory variables. 
3.  The  residuals must  not be autocorrelated. 
Ve  have  no  a  priori knowledge  of the distribution which  may  underly the variables 
used by us in demand  analysis.  Condition (2)  is maiAly  broken ia our 
experience when  endogenoo.s  variables are used as  expl&Datory variables.  In 
ot1r  case this danger can,  in reali  t;',  only exist in respect  of prices - i.e. 
not  only do  prices influence demand,  but deaand  too has a  clearly noticeable 
influence  on prices. Where  sillul  tauoua relationships  of this kind occur, 
the OLS  aethod may  produce paraaeter est~tes which are subject to a  bias. 
Apart fraa seaaoD&l  variations, llhioh play no role when  amm.al  averages are 
used,  the .assuaption that demand  for ••t agricrill tural products develops 
relatively steadily should be  justified.  The  big chamges  in prices, 
the effect  of which is •ainly measured in demand  analysis,  are as a  rule the 
result  of factors relating to the supply side of the Mr:Ot (for example, 
the cyclical movements  in the case  of livestock products  or the influences 
of weather conditiona in the case  of arable products).  UDder  these oircu.-
stancea there is auch to be  said for the  opinion that the OI.S  method yields 
satisfactory parameter estimates. - 7-
If there is autocorrelation in the residuals,  the estimates are unbiased 
but not efficient1•  However,  there are only asymptotic properties which 
cannot help us very much  in ou.r  very  small  samples  (covering only a 
short period).  To  that extent we  must  always  remember  that,  in 
the case  of a  significant degree  of positive or negative autocorrelation, 
the estimated regression coefficients are also subject_to a  comsiderable 
bias.  This is particularly true when  the autocorrelatioB is due  to, 
specification errors in the model2•  For this reason it is necessary in such 
a  case to improve  the equation by the inclusion of additional variables aDd 
by sui  table transformations  of variables already included until the auto-
correlation of the residuals is reduced to an acceptable level.  We  are 
going to use the Dll.rbin Watson statistic (D.V.)  as a  test value for the 
autocorrelation of the residuals. 
In equ.atioDS  ( 2)  and ( 3)  the  time variable is only included in brackets. 
The  reason for this is as follows:  deund equations are estiaated at first 
in &D\f  case both with and wi. thout a  time variable.  Later on in the pre-
sentation of results a  time variable is  i~cluded o.Iy in those  equatioDB 
in which time actually has a  significant influence. 
If s;ysteaatic shifts and other trend iDfluenoes are ta.lcen  into accOIUlt  by 
the introduction of linear time variables, it shou.ld be noted that this 
is just the same  as correlating deviatioDB frc. a  linear trend in the case 
of the other variables in the equation ( conauaption,  inccae and prices) 3; 
i.e.,  only the short-term reactions  are  expressed in the regression 
coefficients for income  and prices,  while  the differences between long 
and short term effects are added  together or - i• the case  of divergeat tread de-
veloJW,ents  in the explanatory variables - balanced againat each other in 
the regression coefficients of the t-variables. !his shou.ld be pointed oa.t 
in view of the following example4: 
1  See J.  JOhnston,  Econometric Methods,  Iew York 1963,  p. 179. 
2 See E.  Kaliuvaud,  Statistical Methods  of Econaaetrics, Amsterdam  1966, 
p.  420. 
3  Col'lSWilption  ( Q)  - ari  thaetical:  absolute deviatioDS  f'r~ the treDdJ 
income  ( C  )  aDd  prices (P):  logari:lihaio (percentage)  deviations fr• 
the  trend~r 
4 See H.  Gollnick,  Einfiihrtmg in die (lkoncaetrie,  Stuttgart 1968,  p.  123  et. seq. - 8-
The  following simple regression equation aay have been eatt.ated. 
For the trends in income  and price the equations 
are assumed  to be valid.  Then  the caaposition of the regression coefficient 
of the time variable - in the case of an sufficiently well  specified equation -
wonld  be as followsa 
where: 
;}_ t  aDd:_ e a  regression coefficient,  which represents the loDg  term relatio:n.st::.-;  1  2 
between demand  and  incoaae  anii/ or price. 
If the regression equation is incomplete,  the coefficient of the  t-varia;.l.~ 
can additionally include the influence  of all not explicitly included, 
systematically cha.Dging  factors.  If there is •ore than oDe  explanatory 
variable,  the  long term  reactions  of coDSWDers  (J. i>  cannot UDf'ortunate1::r 
be  estimated separately,  with the result that we  have  to resort to  gu.et=~s 
work  in the interpretation of the regression coefficient of the  time variable. 
This is  of particular hi•draace when  preparing forecasts based on  the 
assumption of an important  change  in the trend in explanatory variables ( B, 
problem which  is posed in particular in the  assessment  of consumer  reaction 
to major changes  in prices resulting from  the EEC  effect). If,  for example, 
in equation (7)  there would  be a  b1  of -o.2 for the  assessment period and 
a  b1  of +0.3 for th• forecasting period,  equation {4)  would yield a  marked 
A. 
overestimate  or underestimate·  of Q  - accordiug to which value oL.  3 and - 9-
the  other parameters in equation (7)  wau.ld  assume.  This  shows  that the 
explanatory power  of regression equations when  using time variables is 
very closely linked to the  assessment period.  Their use for the pu.rpose 
of forecasting in the  case  of changes  in price trends is therefore  only 
possible after appropriate corrections to the regression coefficients 
of the t-variables have been made.  As  has still to be  shown after 
discussion of the results  obtained in the parameter estimatPs  of the 
demand  equations,  an estimation of the regression equations without 
t-variables can be decidedly helpful  in many  oases for such corrections. 
This is connected with the fact that in the regression coefficients of 
an equation estimated without t-variable the long and short-term 
influences combine,  whereby however in the majority of oases the long-
term influence  seem  to make  themselves more  felt than the short-term 
influences.  In other wordss  The  actual regression coefficients in the 
equation without  time variable are very close to the long.-.term  ooeffi-
.  t  (/'e)  o1.en  s  rJ.-. 1  • 
3.  The  results  of the estimate  of the demand  tunotions 
Generally the  assessment period covers the years 1958  to 1969  for data 
relating to calendar years,  aDd  1958/59 - 1968/69 for seasons.  Only 
variations from  these periods will be  noted for the individual equations. 
The  retail prices are,  without  exception,  those quoted in the ammal 
reports  of,the "National Food Survey Committee"1  and are baaed on  extensive 
household  surveys  carried aut in all regions  of the United XiDgd.ca.  In 
the analysis of demand  we  were  able to evaluate  om.ly  the National Food 
Survey Cammitteew annnal  reports up to 1970  inclusive,  in which the prices 
were still given in old pennies {d) 1 to cut down  ou.r  work  we  did not 
convert them  in new  pennies (p). In order to f'aoili  tate UDderstaDdiug of 
the following it should be  pointed ou.t  that in the  caee  of the inverse 
type  of function a  negative (positive)  regression coefficient for the 
inccme  variable implies that dell&nd  rises (falls) as  ino011e  increases. 
1 Ministr,y of Agriculture,  Fisheries and Food,  Household Food  Consumption 
and E:xpendi ture,  Ammal  Report  of the National Food  Sul"V'ey  COBti ttee. 
London,  H.K. s.o.,  various issues. - 10-
a.  Wheat  flour 
According to the results of  our esti.ate wheat  flour consumption  is,  i• 
practical  terms,  determined exclusively by the development  of  income: 
(8) Q- +  30.178  + 16064.0  (0
1  ) 
(10.1)  pr 
2 
r  •  0.919  D.W.  •  1.76 
where: 
Q  :  total per oapi  ta coD8Uilption  of wheat  flou.r (kg product weight) 
in the  farm  year July - Juae. 
'!'he  figure in brackets UDderneath  the regression coefficient (0 
1  )  is the 
t-test value,  which  gives the ratio of the regression coetficieR{ to its 
standard deviation.  D.W.  is the  Durbi~atson statistic and 6the standard 
error of the estimate 
f.  2 
"  i  u. 
(6 •  W~l ),  where  B is the unmber  of  obaervatioDS  and •  the unmber 
of explanatory variables.  Hence 6/'Q is the standard error of the estiu.te 
in relation to the arithmetic aean of the dependent variable.  The  dcainant 
factor influencing UK  wheat  flour consumption is the  consumptio• of white 
bread.  White bread is an inferior product which is replaced uinly by 
higher grade  products  of animal  origin.  The  extent  of this "substitution" 
is largely detersined by the growth of  inc~•. Vi th the help of f'lmction ( 8) 
an income  elasticity of the d..and for wheat  fl~r of -o.61  can be calculated. 
b.  Rolled oats and corn flakes 
1  (9) Q- 4.9403 + 587.25 <c>  + 2.7024 log P1 
(5.3)  pr  (2.0) 
2 
R  •  0.934  D.V.  •  1.59 
1  Measured  in the arithmetical mean  - this is also true  of all following 
price and income  elasticities. - 11  -
where: 
Q  per capita consumption of rolled oats  (kg product weight; 
farm year July - June) 
P1  :  real retail price for cora flakes  (d/kg) 
1  (10)  Q = +  3.1629  - 2359.8  <c--) 
( 3.8)  pr 
+  4.5284  log P1 - 0.65612  log P2  (1.3)  (0.1) 
2  R  =  0.867  D.W.  =  3.13  ~  -=- =  6.9 % 
Q 
where: 
Q  per capita consumption of corn flakes  (kg product weight; 
farm year July - Juae) 
P1  aad P2  :  real retail price for rolled oats and cor.a flakes res-
pectively (d/kg). 
Demand  for rolled oats must  be  loOked at in the light  of the coaswmptio• 
of corn flakes.  There  is a  ver,y  close snbstitution relatioBBhip betwee• 
these two  products in the United Kingdom,  in which  rolled oats are clearly 
the  iaferior product (estimated income  elasticity of rolled oats coasumptio•: 
-1.1;  i•came elasticity of corn flakes  consumptioa:  +0.3).  The  degree to 
which  rolled oats are substituted for cora flakes is,  however,  determined 
only by  income  but also by price.  Thus,  the regression equations for both 
rolled oats and corn flakes show  the price of the  campetiag product to be 
the most  important factor influencing substitution after iBcome.  It can 
hardly be  a  coincidence that equation (9)  gives the  same  cross price 
elasticity for dema.Jtd  (rolled oats  compared with corB flakes)  as equ.atio• (10) 
(corn flakes  compared with rolled oats)  - 11811lely  +0 .8. On  the other haad, 
at -0.11  the direct price elasticity of demand  for cora flakes is ver.y 
small;  the price of rolled oats was  seen to have  no  impact Whatsoever  on 
demand  for this product. 
1 The  ver,y  low  t-value of  the regression coefficient of P2  in equation (10) 
is partly  t~e result of the high intercorrelation between Cpr'  P1  and P2, 
which  probably had a  negative effect on  the t-value  of the coefficient of 
P  2,  above all. - 12-
c.  Potatoes 
Income  can be considered as the main  factor determiaing the demaad  for 
maincrop  ware  potatoes: 
(11)  Q = +  106.71  - 11271.0  Cal-) 
( 4.0)  pr 
2  R  = 0.639  D.W.  = 1.72  6  - = 2.5% 
Q 
where: 
Q  :  per capita coasumption of maincrop ware  potatoes 
(kgJ  farm year July - June) 
In contrast with most  other couatries in north-vest Europe  there is a 
sigBificant positive correlation betveea ware  potato coasumption and 
income  i• the United KingdomJ  the iacome  elasticity is surprisingly 
high at +0.4 (equatio!l (11)).  The  reaao:a for this is that a  long-term 
downward  trend in direct coasumption of ware  potatoes by private house-
holds is greatly overcampeasated for by a  rapidly expaBding  consumptio~ 
of ware  potatoes in processed form  (chips,  crisps,  etc.)  (negative  income 
elasticity ia demand  for ware  potatoes for household consumption;  stroagly 
positive iacome  elasticity in demaad  for potatoes to be  processed into 
chips,  crisps,  etc.). The  iaclusion of the price of potato chips in the 
regressio• equation bri~s oaly slight improvement,  as the consumption 
of chips,  crisps,  etc.  is probably primarily determiaed by income: 
1  (12)  Q- + 131.52- 9680.7  (c--)  - 18.267  log pl 
pr 
(2.1)  (0.5) 
2  R  = 0.648  D.W.  = 1.79 
where: 




The  small t-value of the price variable is also due  in part to a  high 
intercorrelation between incane and price. Equ.ation {  12)  gives an income 
elasticity for ware  potato demand  of +0.31  the absolute value  of the 
elasticity of total ware  potato consumption in relation to the price 
of chips  only is in a~  case expected to be rather low  (estimate frCIIl 
equation {12): -o.l). 
Income  and price  of the product penni  t  only an inadequate explanatioa 
of the demand  for early potatoes. 
(13)  Q- + 4.4040  + 7457.3 (0
1 )- 6.2718  log P1 
(2.4)  pr  (0.8) 




- 11.0 "' 
Q 
Q  :  per oapi  ta consumption of early potatoes (kgl  calendar years) 
P
1 
1  real retail price of early potatoes (d/kg) 
The  income  elasticity of early potato consumption according to equation (13)  is 
-1.1 a•d the direct price elasticity -0.2.  This result does  not entirely 
correspond to oa.r  a  priori expeotatioDS.  We  had supposed that early potatoes -
as well as maincrop  ware  potatoes - are an inferior product, 
but that consumers  nevertheless react oouiderably aore sharply to chauges 
in the price of earlies,  which are available for· only a  short period 
period,  than the calculated price elasticity of -0.2 per cent .uggeats. 
(due  to the fact  that wheK  supplies  of nwe  potatoes are at 
their peak1ware  potatoes from  the previous year's main crop are also still 
available,  generally at considerably lower prices,  so that coDSlUiers  oan 
revert to  a  cheaper substitute if the price of early potatoes increases 
sharply.) It must,  nometheless,  be  admitted  that in contrast to the 
almost  ccaplete price inelastioi  ty of demand  for mainorop  ware  pota.to_es  for 
household consumption the elasticity of demand  for ea.rlies (which 
are also used almost exclusively for household oonsumptio•)  oaa be  regarded as beiag 
fairly high (absolute value  a 0.  2).  'fhe  large relative at&Ddard  error in 
1 If both domestic  and  imported D81f potatoes are includ_ed,  this 
period stretches from  April to July. - 14  -
equation (13)  points to the fact  that  some  care must  be taken in uaiBg 
equation (13)  for forecastiBg despite the possible theoretical  justi-
fication of the assumed  relationship. 
d.  Sugar 
(14)  Q =  +  46.725  +  4209.5  (~) - 2.9165  log P1  pr 
(1.4)  (0.2) 




Q  per capita consumption  of refined sugar (including products 
containing sugar)  (kg of white  su.gar;  farm year July - June) 
P1  :  real retail price of white sugar for direct coasumption ia 
private households  (d/kg). 
In principle equation (14)  shows  that the demand  for sugar in the 
United Kingdom  is essentially determined by traditioDal  food  con-
sumption habits and only marginally by econanic factors  (income, 
prices)  (income  elasticity: -0.2;  direct price elasticity:  -o.02 -
i.e. practically zero).  The  marginal  iBfluen.ce  of the price of sugar 
should also be  looked at in the light of the fact that direct coa-
sumption of sugar in households accounts for only about  50  per cen.t 
of total  sugar collSUDlptio:a.  For all iadustries usiag sugar as a  raw 
material,  sugar prices are likely to affect stoCkbuilding only in 
the short  term,  whereas sales prospects for the main  output  items 
(sugar and chocolate coafectionery)  are believed to be  the decisive 
factor for sugar co.aumptioa ia this sector i• the long term.  Con-
sumption of sugar products ia the United Kiagdom  was  alrea~ relatively 
high at the end of the 1950's aad increased oBly margi.ally thereafter. 
The  direct co.aumptioa of ~r  fell slightly after 1958;  accordiagly, 
total per capita consumption of sugar chaBged little dnriag the period 
1958/59  - 1968/69.  The  low  coefficient of determi.atioa in eqa&tioa (14) 
should also be  looked at a.gainbt  this background.  As  may  be  concluded 
from  the D.W.  statistic,  we  have  introduced ia equation (14)  at least 
all the  important  economic  factors  iBflueacing the demaad  for sugar. - 15-
e.  Beef 
1  (15)  Q- + 105.84- 163.18  <c-->  - 48.360  log pl +  9·7249  log p2 
2  R  =  0.656 
(0.1)  pr  (1.9)  (0.4) 
~ 
D.W.  = 1.53  ...L- 4.2% 
Q 
(16)  Q = + 88.oo2  + 16425.0  (0
1  )  - 91.154  log P1 +  36.371  log P2 + 1.2042  t 
( 2.  4)  pr  ( 3. 6)  ( 1 • 6)  ·  ( 2.  6) 





•  . 
per capita coBSUIIption  of beef a.B.d  veal  (kg ai.aughter weight) 
real retail price of beef (d/kg) 
p2  :  real retail price of pork  (d/kg) 
t  time  treDd (T  = 1,  2,  3  ••••••  ,  T) 
According to equatioll (15),  the maim.  factor iJlflueacillg beef colUIWilptio• 
would be the price of beef (direct price elasticity calculated from  (15): 
-0.8). Pork would be  of some  importaace as a  substitute (cross price 
elasticity: +0.2).  However,  i~come does  Bot appear to have~  si~fie&Bt 
iBflueace  (i•come elasticity: +0.02- i.e. practically zero).  The  iatro-
ductioa of a  linear time variable,  however,  bri:ags subst&D.tial  improveme•ts; 
the coefficient of determination,  adjusted for degrees  of freedom,  i•creases 
by 19.7  per ceat1,  aDd  the partial regression coefficieats are all •ow  well 
established (see equation (16)).  This could meaa  that ia the case of tae. 
demand  for beef there are coDBiderable  differences betweea lo~  aad short-
term reactioas for which adequate allowaace  caa be made  oBly by the iatro-
duction of a.  time variable. As  has alread;y' bee• outliaed in (I,  2),  the 
regression coefficieats for prices aDd  iacame  show  oBly  the short-tera 
reactions when  a  time variable is used,  whilst the regressioa coefficients 
1  The  coefficient of determiDation (R2(a)) adjusted by the awaber of degrees 
of freedom  is calculated as follows:  2  2  2 
R  (a)  •  R  - •-=-l  •  (1  - R ) J  where 
N is the DUmber  of observatioDS aDd  m the DUmber  of  explaaa~or.y variables 
{see also H.  Gollaick,  op.  cit., p.  99).  I• (15)  aad (16)  R (a)  equals 
0.527  and 0.724  respectively. - 16  -
mainly reflect the long-term reactions in estimates wi  thou.t  time 
variables (strictly speaking,  a  mixture vi  th an a  priori unknown 
weighting of long and short-term reactions). Equation (16)  gives 
the following elasticities relating to the demand  for beef:  in-
come:  -1.8;  own price:  -1.6;  cross price (pork):  +0.6.  This would 
suggest that the demand  for beef always  reacts more  sharply in 
the short term than in the  long term.  However,  the very high, 
short-term negative income  elasticity seems  to raise problems •. It 
is difficult to find reasons wny  of all prodncts beef should be 
an inferior product in the United Kingdom,  which is not  the  case 
with the other t,ypes  of meat,  as will be  shown  later. One  possible 
explanation is that the regression coefficients in equations (15) 
and (16)  are influenced not  only by the behaviour of coDSWiera  but 
also in part by supply restrictions. Total supplies of beef on  the 
British market  were  heavily dependent  on  imports during the period 
1958  - 1969  and still are.  In the years after 1958,  and in particu-
lar 1959/60  and 1964/65,  there were  repeated,  relatively lengthy 
supply shortages  on  the world beef market when  British importers 
often seem  to have been unable to obtain the desired quantities on 
the world market.  Importers in the EEC  and the USA.  in particular, 
where  the prices of beef and of other t,ypea  of meat  were  substantially 
higher than those in the United Kingdam,  were  prepared to pay corres-
pondingly higher prices than the British import trade.  Tra.di tionally 
important suppliers  of beef to the British market  such as Australia 
and Argentina reacted to this price difference by preferring after 
1958  and 1963  to supply chiefly the US  and EEC  markets respectively, 
whilst exports to the United Kingdom  were  forced increasingly into 
the role  of a  stop-gap measure.  British importers  could,  of  c~rae, 
have  obtained greater quantities from  the world aarket by raising 
their offer prices to the level  of those paid by US,  Italian and 
Federal  German  importers.  This,  however,  was  clearly not possible 
in view  of the marketing situation and profit aargina (rather pessi-
mistic assessment  of the chances  of passing on  the higher coat prices 
to the retail trade and con&Uilers).  This would  then have  had the - 17-
result that - at the given price - supplies  on  the UK  beef •rket could 
not for a  time meet  demand,  os that consumers  would have been forced 
indirectly to change  to other types  of meat  (not prioe-cODdi  tioned,  but 
supply-conditioned substitution). It might be possible that dnriug the 
period 1958  - 1969  there was  to a  certain extent a  purely raDdom  nega-
tive correlation between the c.yclical fluctuations  of C  and the supply- pr 
conditioned substitution. If,  for this reason,  C  is eliminated from  pr  . 
equation (16),  the following is obtained: 
(17)  Q- +  118.20  - 70.126  log pl +  24.983  lQg  p2  + 0.18835  t 
(2.4)  (0.9)  (0.9) 
2  R  •  0.684  D.V.  •  1.61  g 
-- 4.0 "'·  Q 
Equation (17)  yields a  direct price elasticity of -1.2 aDd  a  cro•s price 
elasticity (pork)  of +0.4. As  in eqaation {15),  the  own  price is domina.nt 
factor influencing the  deJD&nd  for beef in (17). Equation (17)  hardly re-
presents a  considerable step forward ccapared vi  th equation ( 15). If the 
hypothesis  of a  random  correlation between C  and the supply-conditioned  pr 
substitution were  accepted,  equation (16)  should be discarded and the 
origi:aal  equation (15)  used for forecasting purposes. 
f. Mutton and Lamb 
Income,  the  own  price and the prices of pork and  p~ltr.ymeat provide a 
good  explaD&tion of mutton and lamb  consumption: 
(18)  Q •  + 12.970- 2739.1  (0
1  )  - 30.795 log P1  +  23.640  logP2 + 9.2180  logP3 
(1.2)  pr  (3.9)  (3.6)  (1.8) 
2  R  •  0.858  D.W.  •  2.01  6  --
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption  of mutton and lamb  (kg slaughter weightJ 
calendar years) - 18-
P 
1
,  P  2,  P 
3 
:  real retail prices for mutton and lamb,  pork and 
paul  tryaea  t  ( d/kg) 
The  elasticities calculated from  equation {18) all lie in a  range 
covered by the a  priori expectations.  The  inoOJDe  elasticity is 
+0.7,  the  awn  price elasticity -1.2,  the cross price elasticities 
..0.9  {pork)  and +0.4 (pou.ltrymeat).  The  price of beef was  not seen 
to have significant influence  on the demand  for mutton and 1-.b, 
which is surprising in view of the great similarity in taste pro-
perties of both types  of meat.  As  the price of lamb  likewise playa 
no part in the equations determining beef coDSUm.ption,  we  IIUSt 
as.ume that in the consumer's view beef and lamb  are both close 
substi  tutea for pork,  whereby - easurea in terms  of the ratio of 
the cross price elasticities in equations {15)  and {18)  - the 
degree  of substitution between lamb  and pork is considerably 
greater than that between beef' and pork. 
g.~ 
From  the above results we  can assume  that demand  for pork is in-
fluenced not  only b,y  income  and the  awn  price but also b.y  the price 
of'  lamb  and possibly that of beef: 
(19)  Q- - 34.278 +  30.041  log cpr- 29.508 log P1  + 14.471 log P2 
(7.7)  (3.6)  (1.6) 
2  R  •  0.928  D.W.  •  1.63 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of pork {kg slaughter weight;  caleDdar 
years) 
P  1  and P  2  :  real retail prices of pork,  and of JDUtton  and lamb  ( d/kg). - 19  -
The  additional  inclusion of the price of beef in the analysis brings 
hardly aey improvement1: 
(20)  Q ==  - 52.477  +  35.482 log Cpr- 25.293  logP1  + 19.858  logP2 - 7.2375  logP3 
(2.9)  (2.0)  (1.3)  (0.5) 
2 




:  real retail price of beef ( d/kg) • 
The  negative sign of the regression coefficient of P
3 
is not what  was 
theoretically expected (beef as a  substitute for pork).  The  sharp drop 
in the t-test value for the regression coefficient of Cpr in equation (20) 
compared with equation ( 19)  and the low  t-"Rlue for the regression 
coefficient of P
3 
should be considered in relation to the high inter-
correlation between log C  and log P3 
(correlation coefficient:  +0.83).  pr 
For this reason equation ( 20)  does  not provide satisfactory proof that 
demand  for pork is not  influenced by  the price of beef.  The  elasticities 
estimated using equation (19)  show  not  only that demand  for pork is highly 
sensitive to price (which has already been established for the consumption 
of beef and lamb),  but that growth in income  also is a  significant  fact~r 
in promoting the  consumption of pork:  income  elasticit,y:  +1.21  own  price 
elasticity: -1.1;  cross price elasticity (lamb):  +0.6. 
h.  Bacon 
The  consumption of bacon in the United Kingdom  seems  to be  strongly 
influenced by  tradi  tioual habits.  This  could primarily be seen from  the 
fact that the per capita consumption of bacon in the years 1958  - 1969 
only fluctuated between around 14.3 and 15.6 kg.  This is a  relatively 
small  range  of fluctuations when  canpared with that of other types  of 
meat.  In view  of this small range  of variation in the demand  for bacon -20-
during the assessment period,  we  are not expect satisfador,y results 
from  the regression analysis: 
( 21)  Q •  + 65.469  - 3.6450  log C  - 20 .28o  log P1  pr 
(0.9)  (2.4) 
2  R  •  0.433  D.W.  •  1.45  g  --
Measured  in terms  of the coefficient of determination adjusted for 
degreees of freedom  and of the  other statistical test values,  the 
introduction of a  time variable is a  considerable iBprovement: 
(22)  Q.- 22.798  +  31.735  log c  - 20.652  log pl- 0.31191  t  pr 
2 
R  •  0.660 
(2.0)  (3.0)  (2.3) 




Eggs  are an important  complementary good for baconJ  therefore the 
egg price should also be  included in the regression equation for the 
demand  for bacoru 
1  (23)  Q- +  71.011  + 4742.3  <c--)  - 19.848  log pl - 1.8199  log p2- 0.31547  t 
(2.1)  pr  (2.8)  (0.5)  (2.4) 
2  R  •  0.688  D.W.  •  1.77 
where: 
Q  :  per oapi  ta consumption of bacon (in kg fresh meat  equivalent  J 
calendar years) 
P  1  and P  2  :  real retail price for bacon and shell eggs reapeoti  vely 
( d/kg product weight and d/  egg) • 
All  three equations yield an own  price elasticit,y of the demand  for 
bacon of -o. 6 •  There are significant differences between short and 
long-term reactions as regards  inccae.  The  short-term inccae elasticity 
according to 8quations (22)  and (23)  ranges from ..0.8  to -+0.9.  This is \ 
- 21  -
in contrast with a  very 1 ow,  but negative income  elasticity of -o .1 in 
equation ( 21),  which probably represents in the main the loug-tera 
reaction. Accordingly,  in the long-term demand  for bacon wou.ld,  in fact, 
be determined  primarily~ traditional food  consumption habits which are 
moving  away  from  bacon,  albeit very slowly.  The  egg price exerts  only a 
small  influence on bacon consumption- equation (23)  gives the elasticity 
in relation to the  egg price as -0.1.  (As  eggs are a  complementary product, 
the negative elasticit,y and regression coefficient of P
2  correspond to the 
theory).  The  low  t-test value for the regression coefficient of P2  ia due 
mainly to the high intercorrelation between the egg price 0  and the time  pr 
variable (correlation coefficient< -0.9 in each oaae). 
i. Pou.l tr,ymeat 
The  explanation of the extraordinarily rapid expansion in d.-nd for poultry-
meat  is hampered  considerably by problems  of multicollinearity.  Thna  the 
influence of income  on  the consumption of pooltr.ymeat,  which is no  doubt 
present,  and the effect of the sharply falling deflated retail price of 
p~ltr,ymeat (P1)  cannot be satisfactorily distinguiShed from  one  another 
(correlation coefficient log Cp/1oe; P1:  -0.98).  However,  given the 
paul  try price and the price of two  important substitutes (pork and lamb) 
the consumption of  p~ltr.yaeat can be ver,y  clearly determined: 
(24)  Q =  12.017  - 20.516  log P1 + 15.889  log P2 + 13.820  log P3 
(25.3)  (3.0)  (3.0) 
2  R  = 0.988  D.W.  •  2.14 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of paul  trymeat  (kgJ  calendar years) 
P2 and P
3 
:  real retail price of lamb  alui pork respectively (d/kg). 
Equation ( 24)  clearly shows  that the sharp increase in demand  for 
poultr.ymeat  in the period 1958- 1969  could be ascribed on  the whole - 22-
to the drop in the (real}  price  of the product (direct price elasticity 
according to (24):  -1.2).  However,  the cross price elasticities for the 
demand  for paul  trymeat are also surprisi:ogly high:  +1.0  (lamb}  and +0.8 
(pork). 
j. Edible offals (liver,  heart,  kidneys etc.) 
Liver consumption has  b,y  far the greatest importance in the  consumption 
of offals.  We  have  therefore tried to explain the demand  for offal& in 
terms  of income  and the price of liver: 
(25)  Q =- 3.2395  +  6.3348  log C  - 4.2068  log P1  pr 
(2.1)  (0.9) 
2 
R  = 0.860  D.W.  =  0.76 
where: 
6  -- 2.8 % 
Q  :  per capita consumption of offals (kg product weight;  calendar 
years) 
P1  :  real retail price for liver of all kinds  ( d/kg). 
The  high coefficient of determination of equation (25)  reflects primarily 
the trend relationship between Q and C  •  As  oan be seen from  the very low  pr  . 
Durbi~atson statistic,  this does not,  however,  provide a  satisfactory 
explanation of annual fluctuations in demand  for edible offals.  The  additional 
use  of a  time variable produces  considerably better results: 
(26)  Q =- 28.098  +  21.595  log C  - 10.710  log P1 - 0.16934  t  pr 
(4.4)  ( 3.0  ( 3.4) 
2  R  a  0.943  D.W.  = 1.26  ~  --
Equation (26)  gives a  (short-term)  income  elasticity of +2.1  and a  short-
term  own  price elasticity of -o.1.  If these values are compared with the 
elasticity coefficients calculated from  equation (25)  (+0.6  and -0.4), 
this shows  that in the  case  of the demand  for edible offals,  as in the 
case  of the demand  for beef and bacon,  consumer reaction in the short term 
is much  sharper than in the 1 ong  term. - 23-
k.  Liquid whole  milk 
Demand  for liquid milk  ought  to be mainly determined by the  own  price 
and by  income.  Condensed milk can be  considered as a  possible substitute 
but it should be remembered  that the total consumption of condensed milk 
compared with that of liquid milk is only marginal: 
(27)  Q = +  223.93- 885.50  (0
1  )  - 91.224  log P1 
( 0 • 3)  pr  ( 1 • 2) 
2  R  = 0.410  D.W.  = 0.83 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption for liquid whole milk in kg,  natural fat 
content (only deliveries to dairies1,  excluding consumption by 
producers;  calendar years) 
P1  :  real retail price of liquid whole milk (weighted average for sales 
at the normal  price and at Government  subsidised prices (welfare 
a.nd  school milk);  d/pint). 
The  additional introduction of the  condensed milk price brings no 
improvement  in the still unsatisfactory results of equation ( 27);  only 
the  inclusion of a  time variable achieves this: 
1  (28)  Q = +  282.48- 27689.0  (c--) - 66.094  log P1 - 1.4238  t 
(5.0)  pr  (1.6)  (5.1) 
2  R  =  0.859  D.W.  =  2.05  t  --0.5% 
Q 
The  coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees  of freedom is 
almost  trebled2 by this procedure and the D.W.  test no  longer shows 
any significant  a.uto~orrelation between the residuals as in equation (27). 
1  Including direct sales  of liquid whole  milk by  the producer to the 
consumer 
2 R2(a)  in (27):  0.279;  R2(a)  in (28):  0.806. - 24-
Consequently,  the representation of the year-to-year variations in 
liquid milk consumption by (28)  is rather good.  As  with a  number  of 
other products,  the short-term income  elasticity (+0.5)  calculated 
fran equation (28)  is considerably higher than the mixed and thua 
the long-term income  elasticit,y also (+0.02  from  equation (27)).  Both 
equations yield a  similar estimate for the  own  price elasticity of 
demand:  -0.3 (27)  and -o.2 (28).  The  very inealstic reaction of liquid 
milk demand  to price changes  should primarily be  seen in the light of 
the fact that there is no  perfect substitute for liquid milk (unlike 
margarine for butter or pork for beef,  for example)  and that liquid 
milk is one  of the  important daily necessities in most  households. 
1 •  Fresh cream 
In constructing the equation for the determination of fresh cream  con-
sumption it should be  remembered  that nearly 50  per cent  of total fresh 
cream  sales go  to bakeries (for the production of pastries and cream 
cakes).  The  demand  of the bakeries for fresh  cream  is almost  exclusively 
derived from  the sales prospects for the  end products,  pastries and 
cream  cakes,  which in turn can best be explained in our analysis by 
reference to incane.  The  direct demand  fran private households for fresh 
cream  (mainly for use as whipped  cream)  may  similarly be  dependent  on 
income  and - in contrast to the sales to bakeries - also partly on  the 
price of  cream.  After the  end  of food rationing in 1954,  which had 
already affected cream  production to a  certain extent,  there was  a 
manifold increase in cream  consumption as a  result of the considerable 
pent-up demand.  In order to take this special circumstance into consi-
deration in the type  of function,  we  are going to give the equation 
for fresh cream  consumption a  double  logarithmic form  (here it is 
supposed that rising income  elasticit,y remains constant): 
(29)  log Q =- 7.8319  +  4.7292  log C  -0.87787  log P1  pr 
(13.8)  (3.6) 
2  R  = 0.997  D.W.  •  1.82 - 25-
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of fresh cream in product weight 
(g;  calendar years) 
P1  :  real retail price for cream  (d/pint whole  milk equivalent}. 
A  further improvement  in equation ( 29)  is hardly possible and,  what 
is more,  unnecessa~. The  elasticity coefficients are given directly 
by the regression coefficients in the double logarithmic type ·Of 
function.  The  income  elasticity of +4.7,  which  seems  extremely high 
at first sight,  is,  as explained earlier, mainly due  to the fact that 
at the time  of food rationing the production and sale of fresh cream 
came  almost  entirely to a  halt as emphasis was  laid on  securing adequate 
supplies  of liquid milk and other essential dairy products. 
m.  Tinned sterilised cream 
To  a  certain extent  the situation of tinned sterilised cream is 
similar to that of fresh  cream  {suspension of production and imports 
until 1954,  followed by a  rapid increase in consumption,  which 
levelled off after 1963  - this in contrast to fresh  cream for which 
the boom  in consumption is still continuing).  In some  sectors con-
densed milk is an important substitute for tinned cream: 
(30)  Q =- 2.9341  +  1.7575 log cpr- 0.91507  log pl + 0.46067  log p2 
(1.5)  (1.2)  (0.5) 
2 
R  = 0.885  D.W.  •  0.85  z  -=-- 7 ·9% 
Q 
where: 
Q  •  . 
pl 
p2  : 
per capita consumption of sterilised tinned cream  in prodnct 
weight  (kg;  calendar years) 
real retail price for cream  (d/pint whole milk equivalent) 
real  retail price for condensed milk ( d/pint whole  milk 
equivalent - average price for sweetened and unsweetened 
products). - 26-
The  low  D.W.  statistic and the large relative standard error already 
suggest that in spite of the rather high coefficient of determination 
of equation ( 30)  an unsatisfactory explanation of the yearly fluctua-
tions in the demand  for tinned cream  is still given.  The  reason for 
this may  inter alia be  the merging of widely differing short and long-
term  influences in the regression coefficients  of equation (30).  This 
~othesis is confirmed by the inclusion of a  time variable: 
(31)  Q =- 10.658  +  5.3608  log Cpr- 1.6623  log P1 + 0.52279  logP2 - 0.03943  t· 
(5.7)  (3.9)  (1.2)  (4.9) 
2  R = 0.974  D.  W.  = 2.32  6  -=  - Q 
The  influences of income  and prices on  the demand  for tinned cream are 
now  well  established and the significant positive autocorrelation of 
the disturbance term in (30)  has become  an insignificant negative auto-
correlation in (31).  The  representation of the yearly fluctuations in 
demand  for tinned cream  in (31)  can be described as rather good.  A com-
parison of the elasticity coefficients in (30)  and (31)  gives the usual 
picture.  The  short-term elasticities in equation (31)  (income:  +6.5; 
own  price:  -2.0)  are much  higher than the mixed  elasticities in equation (30) 
(income:  +2.1;  own  price:  -1.1). Only the cross price elasticity (condensed 
milk)  is about the  same  in both functions  (+0.6).  The  almost "exotic", 
short-term income  elasticity of +6.5  and also the very high mixed  income 
elasticity are,  as with fresh  cream,  related to the "rationing effect" 
(see above) • 
n.  Condensed milk 
Problems  of multicollinearity among  explanatory variables and the small 
range  of variation of condensed milk consumption offer little hope  of 
an acceptable explanation of the demand  for condensed milk  of all kinds 
being given.  In addition to income  and  own  price,  demand  for condensed - 27-
milk is mainly influenced by the price of liquid milk,  but here it 
should be  remembered  that on  the  consumer preference scale liquid 
milk rates above  condensed milk (condensed milk as a  cheap substitute 
for liquid milk): 
1  (32)  Q = + 0.88494  + 170.86  (c--) - 3.2729  log P1 + 5.3584  log P2 
(0.2)  pr  (0.7)  (0.5) 
2  R  =  0.344  D.W.  =  1.48 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of condensed milk of all kinds in 
product weight  (kg;  calendar years) 
P1  real retail price for sweetened and unsweetened condensed milk 
(d/pint whole  milk equivalent) 
P2  real retail price for liquid milk (weighted average for sales 
at the normal  price and Government  subsidised prices (welfare 
and school milk);  d/pint). 
The  coefficient of determination in equation (32)  and the t-value of 
the partial regression coefficients are all very low.  It should,  however, 
be  remembered  that the intercorrelation between the explanatory variables 
is very high (the correlation coefficients between the explanatory 
variables vary from  +0.83  to +0.97).  The  D.W.  statistic shows  that at 
least we  have  not  ammitted any  important factors  influencing the demand 
for condensed milk from  equation (32).  The  elasticity coefficients ob-
tained from  (32)  are also plausible (income  elasticity:  -0.2J  own  price 
elasticity: -0.5;  cross price elasticity: +0.8)  - this is especially so 
because the high estimate for the  cross price elasticit.y demonstrates 
the outstanding importance  of liquid milk as a  substitute for condensed 
milk.  In spite of  the poor results of the statistical tests (R2,  t-value) 
equation (32)  seems,  therefore,  not unsuitable for forecasting purposes. 
o.  Whole  and skimmed  milk powder 
B.y  far the greatest customers for milk powder are the chocolate and 
confectionery industries,  bakeries (dried skimmed  milk used in the - 28-
production of white bread)  and some  branches  of the canning industry 
(particularly the producers  of preserved meat  and fish).  For these 
buyers the marketing prospects for their end products,  but hardly ever 
the milk powder  price,  have bearing on  their buying arrangements.  The 
marketing prospects for the  end products  can be reflected here  only by 
reference to income.  Direct consumption of whole  milk powder is concen-
trated in the baby food sector (branded whole  milk powder at market 
prices and dried whole  milk at reduced prices under the Government  wel-
fare milk programme),  that  of skimmed  milk powder  taking the form  of 
the production of instant dried milk as a  drink.  We  have  no  adequate 
information about retail prices of instant skimmed  milk powder.  The 
retail prices of branded whole  milk powder and "welfare" dried milk 
are known;  however,  their inclusion in the regression analysis in 
addition to income  brought no  significant improvement: 
(33)  Q =  + 4.7836- 1305.3  (0
1  )  - 0.08314  t 
(2.7)  pr  (3.2) 
2  R  = 0.630  D.W.  =  1.79  .L  =  7.9% 
Q 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of whole  milk powder  (kgJ  calendar years). 
(34)  Q =  - 15.563  +  6.5891  log C  - 0.04045  t  pr 
(1.1)  (0.8) 
2  R  = 0.316  D.W.  =  2.12 
where: 
3  --
Q  per capita consumption of skimmed  milk powder  (kgJ  calendar years). 
p.  Butter 
1  With  reference to a  study by J .A.C.  Brown  we  are going to explain the 
demand  for butter in terms  of income  and the price of butter,  but not 
in terms  of the price of rne,rg-a.r1 ne.  Tl"ds  decision is based on  the 
1  J.A.C.  Brown,  Seasonalit.y and Elasticity of the Demand  for Food in Great 
Britain since Derationing.  (University of Cambridge,  Department  of Applied 
Economics,  Reprint Series,  No.  148)  London 1959,  p.  8 et seq. - 29-
assumption that the effect  of the considerably cheaper substitute for 
butter (margarine)  is only a  substantial increase in the absolute value 
of the  own  price elasticity of the demand  for butter.  This is because 
butter ranks higher than margarine  on  the preference scale of the British 
consumer.  With a  given income  a  household's demand  for butter is as high 
as its subjective  judgement  of the butter price allows.  The  proportion of 
total demand  for spreading fats  (excluding lard)  not  covered by purchaaes 
of butter is made  up  by margarine,  the price of which is here irrelevant. 
(One  condition must  however be fulfilled,  namely  that the price  of marga-
rine remains substantially below that of butter). It follows  from  this 
that in principle the sale  of and demand  for butter and margarine are 
conditional  on  the butter price alone and not  on  the price of margarine. 
1  (35)  Q =  +  14.701  +  351.81  (c--) - 3.5887  log P1 
(1.3)  pr  (3.9) 
2  R  = 0.632  - 1.8 %  D.W.  =  1.39  -= 
Q 
where: 
Q  per capita consumption of butter in product weight  (kg;  calendar 
years) 
P1  :  real retail price of butter (d/lb). 
At first sight the negative  income  elasticity for butter demand  (-o.l) 
obtained from  equation (35)  seems  rather surprising. It should,  however, 
be  remembered  that,  as in the United States in the fifties,  there is now 
a  growing trend in the United Kingdom  towards limiting consumption of 
fats  on health grounds,  the so-called visible fats,  predominantly butter, 
being affected first.  The  estimated value  of the  awn  price elasticity of 
the  demand  for butter is also unexpectedly low:  -0.2 (equation (35)). 
During 1971  there were  extraordinarily sharp increases in the prices of 
dairy products  on the world market as a  result of the  (random)  interaction 
of a  number  of factors  on the supply side (to name  only the most  important: 
draught in New  Zealand;  slaughter premiums  for dairy cows  and draught  too - :IJ  -
in the EEC).  During the short period from  December  1970  to Januar.y  1972 
alone these events  caused the prices of New  Zealand butter on  the London 
commodity  exchange  to rise by  nearly 70  per cent and those  of Danish 
butter (ex quay)  by nearly 50  per cent to a  level  closely approaching 
butter prices inside the Six.  This period offers an excellent opportunit.y 
to investigate the effects on  demand  of extreme  increases in the price of 
butter (which were  also to be  expected in a  slightly more  acute manner 
after the adoption of EEC  agricultural prices by the United Kingdom).  In 
order to make  this possible,  we  have  correlated the average weekly con-
sumption of butter per quarter with the changes  in the real wholesale 
price of New  Zealand butter in the United Kingdom  and with real private 
consumption expenditure during the period from  the 1st quarter of 1970 
to the 1st quarter of 19721•  An  adjustment for population growth was 
omitted because  of the short assessment period.  For the  same  reason a 
double  logarithmic function was  chosen in contrast to (35): 
(36)  log~=+  0.94362 + 0.27268  log c1  - 0.39348 log pl\  pr 
(2.3)  (11.7) 
2  R  =  0.960  D.W.  =  3.45  ~  - = 0.7% 
Q 
where: 
Ql  :  average domestic weekly consumption of butter per quarter 
( 1  000  t; moving  two-quarter averages) 
cl  private consumption expenditure per quarter at 1963 prices  pr 
(a  100  million;  not seasonally adjusted) 
P~  :  unweighted,  average wholesale price per quarter  of New  Zealand 
butter ("in bulk;  finest")  on  the London  commodity  exchange, 
divided by  the index of all retail prices (16.1.1962 •  1.00) 
(L/112 lb; moving  two-quarter averages). 
With a  value  of -0.4 a  direct price elasticity of butter demand  twice 
as  high as  that resulting from  equation (35)  (in absolute terms)  results 
1 Assuming  relatively constant retail margins (retail price  (RP)~;l.33 
wholesale price (WP),  the reaction of demand  at the retail stage can 
be measured by  this process  ( 4 WP  :  WP  = A  RP  :  RP) • - 31-
from  equation ( 36).  This  shows  very clearly that with unusually sharp 
price rises consumers  can react considerably more  acutely than with 
price rises within a  range which is still felt to be  "normal".  It is 
remarkable that for the quarterly estimate a  significantly positive in-
come  elasticity ( +0. 3)  is obtained fran  ( 36),  compared with a.  small 
negative income  elasticity resulting from  the application of annual 
data,  not  comprising a  time variable (-D.l from  (36)).  A short-term 
positive income  elasticity is also produced by equation (35)  after 
the  introduction of a  time variable: 
1  (37)  Q- +  24.602- 2046.1  <c--)  - 4.9307  log pl - 0.13977  t 
(1.3)  pr  (4.0)  (1.5) 
2 
R  •  0.714  D.W.  = 1.76 
The  own  price elasticity (-0.2) resulting from  (37)  is consistent with 
that  obtained from  (35)J  according to (37)  the  income  elasticity is ..0  •. 6. 
The  results of the analysis  of the demand  for butter can be  summarised 
as follows: 
1.  Using the  own price elasticities derived from  equations  (35)  and (37), 
we  would probably seriously underestimate the price effect  on  the 
demand  for butter under EEC  conditionsJ  the price elasticity obtained 
from  equation (36)  should,  however,  provide fairly realistic estimates 
of the price effect. 
2.  Equations (35)  - (37)  give no  clear information about  the sort of in-
come  elasticity which should be used for forecasting.  In the short 
term,  i.e. when  income  is rising,  the  demand  for butter obviously reacts 
positively (negatively when  income  falls).  In the long term,  however, 
the influence  of  income  is expected to become  obscured by the trend -
independent  of  income  - towards  the contraction of overall fat  consumption, 
which  has  a  negative effect  on the demand  for butter. Equation (37)  yields 
a  reliable differentiation between long and short-term effects. A correction 
of  the regression coefficient of P1  in equation (37)  in line with the 
information gained from  equation (36),  combined with a  correction to be 
explained later of the regression coefficient of (t) in (37),  would make 
equation (37),  in our opinion,  the most  suitable equation on  which to 
base a  forecast. - 32-
q.  Cheese 
The  demand  for cheese in the United Kingdom  can be adequately explained 
by  reference to income  and the price for "natural cheeae"  - this includes, 
above all,  Cheddar,  Cheshire and related cheeses which have  not been 
processed any further (processed cheese is,  therefore,  not  included in 
the calculations): 
(38)  Q = 4-9754  +  6.1162  log C  - 3.1452  log P1  pr 
(6.8)  (4.0) 
2 
R  =  0.891  D.W.  =  1.41 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of all cheeses in product weight 
(kg;  calendar years) 
P1  :  real retail price for "natural cheese"  (d/kg). 
The  additional inclusion of the processed cheese price did not bring about 
any significant improvement  in equation ( 38);  this m~  be  primarily con-
nected with the fact that cheese still acc~ts for only a  very small pro-
portion of total cheese  consumption.  An  income  elasticity of +0.6  can be 
calculated from  (38),  together with an  own price elasticity of -0.3.  The 
low  own  price elasticity  is  probably due  to the fact that there is no 
perfect substitute for cheese. 
r. Eggs  and egg products 
According to the results of our analysis,  the demand  for fresh eggs is 
dependent  on  income,  own  price and the price of bacon,  which is  an 
important  complementar.y  product: 
(39)  Q =  +  397.50- 21133.0  (0
1  )  - 35.261  log P1 - 38.445  log P2 
(1.7)  pr  (0.9)  (0.5) 
2  R  = 0.846  D.W.  =  2.23 - 33-
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of fresh shell eggs  (eggs;  calendar years) 
P1  :  real retail price for fresh eggs  (d/egg) 
P 
2 
:  real retail price for bacon in product weight  ( d/kg). 
Fran (39)  an estimate  of +0.2 for the  income  elasticity is obtained (own 
price elasticity:  -o.07).  This  shows  that price will influence  on  demand  for 
fresh eggs  only within very narrow lim.i ts. The  situation as regards  eggs 
seems  to be similar to that of bacon:  the decisive factor for the long-term 
trends in egg  consumption is ultimately traditional consumption habit.  The 
low  t-test values in equation (39)  are predominantly a  result of the close 
intercorrelation between  Cc~r) on the  one  band,  and log P1  and log P2  on 
the other (correlation coefficients:  +0.9  and +0.7  respectively). 
If we  attempt  to explain the demand  for egg products,  we  are confronted 
with the same  problems as when  we  determine the demand  for milk powder. 
The  demand  for egg products comes  almost  exclusively from  a  variety of 
enterprises in the  food  industr,y which need egg products for the manufacture 
of quite different products. It would be hopeless to attempt to incorporate 
the prices of all end products in the regression equation for the  consumption 
of egg products.  The  only solution is to explain the demand  for egg products 
by  reference to income  alone: 
(40)  Q = + 4Q.o66  - 678o.o  <c
1 
) 
( 2.1)  pr 
2 
R  =  0.305  D.W.  =  2. 27 
where: 
g 
-=  9-5% 
Q  per capita consumption of egg products in shell  egg equivalent 
(eggs;  calendar years). 
Equation (40)  gives an incane elasticity of +0.8  - four times  the income 
elasticity for fresh eggs. It is clear from  this that egg products are 
used in the United Kingdom  mainly for the manufacture  of foodstuffs which -34-
are also characterised by a  high,  positive income  elasticity of demand 
and that for many  end products the share (by weight)  of  egg products in 
the total product weight has  increased substantially (there is much  to 
be said for the fact that the greatest  importance is attached to the 
last factor). 
s.  Fru.i  t  and vegetables 
The  demand  for apples  (cooking and dessert)  reflects above all the sharp 
fluctuations in apple prices raised by supply  conditions.  The  changes in 
the total supply of apples  on  the British market follow fairly closely 
the  changes in domestic supply,  i.e.  the extent  of the British apple 
harvest,  which is extremely dependent  on  climatic conditions.  Compensation 
of these fluctuations  in domestic supply by imports  was  substantially 
hindered by a  fairly inflexible handling of existing import  quotas and by 
seasonal tariffs for apples  from  North America and the continental Europe. 
Imports  of apples from  New  Zealand,  Australia and South Africa were  com-
pletely liberalised. As  their arrival do  not,  however,  coincide with the 
availability of British supplies,  supplies from  these countries  could 
perfonn only a  very limited "buffer function"  for the British apple harvest. 
The  apple price alone,  therefore,  provides a  ver,y  good  explanation of apple 
consumption: 
(41)  Q = +  40.458  - 19.617  log P1 
(4.3) 
2  R  =  0.674  D.W.  =  2.05 
where: 
Q  :  per capita consumption of apples  (kg;  farm years) 
P1  real retail price for apples  (cooking and dessert)  (d/kg). 
The  direct price elasticity of  the demand  for apples is -0.8,  according 
to equation (41).  In the long term  income  seems  to have practically no 
influence  on  the  consumption of apples,  but in the short term  the influence 
may  be  considerable: - 35-
(42)  Q = + 41.564  - 0.51023  log c  - 19.479  log pl  pr 
(0.1)  ( 3.6) 
~ 
2  D.W.  = 2.02  4-=7-7%  R  = 0.675 
Q 
(43)  Q =- 127.39  + 64.266  log C  - 14.971  log P1 - o. 70281  t  pr 
(1.5)  ( 2.6)  (1.5) 
2  R  =  0.754  ~ 
-=  D.W.  = 2.24 
Q 
Equation (42)  gives an income  elasticity of -0.02  ("mixed elasticity" of 
long and short-term reactions)  and equation (43)  a  short-term income 
elasticity of +2.5  (own  price elasticity from  (42):  -0.8;  from  (43):  -0.6). · 
Equation (43)  would  indicate an extraordinarily strong and positive 
cyclical  influence  of income  on  the demand  for apples which  could be 
theoretically proven only with difficulty(in contrast to the  long-term, 
almost  completely inelastic reaction especially).  The  limitations  on  the 
supply side mentioned initially (import restrictions)  possibly played an 
important part in the formation of  the regression coefficient of C  in  pr 
equation (43),  so that in reality it does  not measure  consumer behaviour 
at all. If one  also considers that the quotas for imports  of apples were 
be lifted after ent~ into the EEC,  there is a  great deal  of support for 
the notion that equation (41),  which gives,  above all,  the reaction of 
demand  to supply-induced price changes,  are better suited for forecasting 
than equations  (42)  and (43). 
Consumption of pears {dessert and cooking)  contracted sharply in the 
1958/59  - 1968/69  period.  According to the results of the regression 
analysis,  income  - in contrast to the situation as regards to apples -
was  primarily responsible: 
(44)  Q = 25.276  - 6.4852  log C  - 4.2097  log P1  pr 
(3.8)  (2.7) 
2  R  = 0.690  D.W.  = 1.99 
where: 
6  - = 7-9% 
Q 
Q  :  per capita consumption of  pear~ (  d'1."J  3~?'t  t.ni'_  cooking}  {kg;  seasons) - 36  -
P1  real retail price for pears  of all types (d/kg). 
Equation (44)  gives an income  elasticity of -1.3 and an  own  price 
elasticity of -0.8.  The  market for pears in the United Kingdom  is 
regulated in principle in the  same  way  as that for apples (see above); 
in this respect,  the  regression coefficient of C  could in equation (44)  pr 
at least partly reflect the  influence  of supply restrictions.  However, 
unlike with apples,  an explanation of the demand  for pears in terms  of 
their price  only does  not  lead to useful results and so we  must  first 
limit  ourselves entirely to equation (44)  with regard to the forecast. 
The  consumption of fresh  tomatoes  can be adequately explained in terms 
of  income  and the price: 
(45)  Q = +  50.204- 7.0939  log C  - 14.744  log P1  pr 
(3.0)  (2.4) 
D.W.  = 2.79 
where: 
Q  per capita consumption of fresh and chilled tomatoes  (kg;  calendar 
years) 
P1  real retail price for fresh tomatoes  (d/kg). 
According to equation (45),  the  demand  for fresh tomatoes reacts sharply 
to price changes  (own  price elasticity:  -1.0)  and negatively to income 
growth (-0.5).  The  negative  income  elasticity of the demand  for fresh 
tomatoes  is to be  seen in the light of the  consumption of the moat  important 
substitute for fresh tomatoes,  namely whole  peeled tomatoes,  whether tinned 
or bottled.  Unfortunately,  it is not possible for statistical reasons to 
analyse  the  demand  for tinned tomatoes  separately from  the demand  for  other 
tomato preserves and  concentrates and to  compare  the results with equation (45). 
(46)  Q = - 44.183  +  23.898  log C  - 6.4848  log P1  pr 
(3.5)  (0.9) 
2  R  = 0.725  D.W.  = 1.72 
~ 
~  =  8.0 % 
Q - 37-
where: 
Q  per capita consumption of tomato preserves and concentrates  of 
all types (including whole  peeled tomatoes  whether tinned or 
bottled)  (kg fresh weight;  calendar years) 
P1  :  real retail price for bottled,  whole  peeled tomatoes  (d/kg). 
Unlike  the  demand  for fresh tomatoes,  the  consumption of  tomato preserves 
and concentrates is characterised by  a  high positive income  elasticit.y 
(+1.4)  and a  low  (in absolute terms)  own price elasticity (-o.4)  (both 
elasticity coefficients are calculated according to equation (46)).  These 
results may  have been induced by the fact that relatively low-price tinned 
tomatoes  increasingly displacing fresh tomatoes in many  fields (for 
instance,  in the preparation of bacon,  eggs  and tomatoes for breakfast), 
and that more  and more  households are adding tomato ketchup  to certain 
special meat  dishes (a process probably connected primarily with the rise 
in the standard of living and the resulting growth in income. 
4.  Problems  of  compiling forecasts by means  of demand  equations incor-
porating a  time variable 
As  already explained in (2)  ~equations (4)  to (7)_7 the differences between 
the long and short-term influences of income  and prices  on  demand  are  gummed 
up  in the regression coefficient of the  time variable,  whereby  the trend in 
the respective  explanato~ variable acts as a  sort of weighting in respect 
of these differences.  The  short-term reactions are represented in the demand 
equations with a  time variable by the regression coefficients of the price 
and income  variables.  A direct calculation of the long-term reactions using 
equation (7)  is not possible in cases  of more  than one  explanator,y variable, 
since with only  one  equation two,  three or more  variables would  have  to be 
/'\  ..A 
detennined (for e:mmpleo!1  anda<:2 are given in equation (7),  a1  and b1  can 
be  calculated; ~  [  and 4 both remain unknown) •  When  the results of the 
statistical analysis  of the demand  for food are,  however,  examined,  will be 
noticed that the short-term reactions,  which have been estimated with the -38-
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equations  incorporating a  time variable,  are,  with a  few  minor exceptions, 
appreciably stronger (in absolute terms)  than the mixed reactions derived 
from  demand  equations without  time variables.  From  this we  have hypothetically 
deduced that: 
(47)  I r  (t)  /  <. ( r  (m)  I  <<  /  r  (k) I 
would have  to be valid,  where  r  (e)  denotes the long-term,  r  (m)  the mixed 
and r  (k)  the short term  reaction.  The  relation (47)  means  that ('in absolute 
terms)  the long-term reaction is only slightly below  the mixed reaction, 
while  the short-term reaction sonsiderably exceeds the long-term and the 
mixed  reactions. If the relation (47)  were  correct,  it would  then have  to 
be possible to replace the unknown  r(l) by  the  known  r  (m)  in the decompo-
sition of the regression coefficient of the time variable based upon the 
generalised form  of equation (7),  i.e.  instead  of~~' to use the regression 
~  1 
coefficients oL ~'  which were  obtained from  the relationship: 
1 
Equ.a tion ( 7)  would  then change  into: 
/' 
•  c  +  1  ••.•••• 
If our hypothesis  (47)  were  correct,  we  would have  to obtain an estimated 
value ford.i  from  (49),  which  as a  rule is only marginally  below~, i.e. 
the actual regression coefficient of the time variable.  Using (49)  we  would 
indeed have  no  exact,  but at least an approximate description of the structure 
of the regression coefficients of the t-variables,  the knowledge  of which is 
indispensable if corrections are to be made  for the purposes  of forecasting. 
In order to test hypothesis  (47),  we  have  compared in Table  2  the actual 
regression coefficients of the  time variables and the coefficients estimated 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 41  -
the versioa with a  t-variable has yielded sufficiently acceptable results. 
This  contrasts with  the  comment  on  the results ia (3),  in which the veraioa 
with an explicit t-variable was  used only with those  equations in which this 
version,  judging by the statistical tests,  was  clearly a  .ubatantial improve-
ment  on  the equation without a  time variable).  The  clarity  of the results 
summarised in Table  2  leaves hardly anything to be desired. 
With  only one  exception,  the regressioa coefficient of the time variable 
estimated with (49)  comes  to 85  - 99  per cent (in 10  out  of 13  caaea _ 
more  than 90  per ceat)  of the actual regression coefficient of the t-variable. 
As  this could hardly be ascribed to chance,  we  should like to regard this 
result as  confirmation of our hypothesis (47). 
By using an empirical example,  it will be  shown  how  the approximate knowledge 
of the structure of the regressioD coefficient of the time variable can be 
used for the compilation of  forecasts.  In the demaDd  aaalysis we  had 
estimated  inter alia  the  two  regression equatioBB 
(25)  Q •- 3.2395  +  6.3348  log C  - 4.2068  log P1  aDd  pr 
(26)  Q =- 28.098  + 21.595  log C  - 10.710  log P1 - 0.16934  t  pr 
(the  statistical parameters were  •ot given as they are UAimportaat for the 
following explaaations),  where  Q denotes the level  of consumption of edible 
offals and P1  the real retail price of liver. In order to apply (49)  to (25) 
and (26),  we  also need the two  trend equations {calculation period:  1958  -
1969) 
(50)  log C  •  +  2.519120  + 0.0082791  t  and  pr 
(51)  log P1  =  + 2.082479  - 0.0054728  t 
According to (25)  (26),  (49),  (50)  and (51),  we  obtain the following as an 
estimate of the regression coefficient of the time variable: - 42-
c  52)  ~  ~ = [c 6. 335  - 21. 595)  • o .oo82791]  +  [c -4.201 - c  -1o. no  l. c  -a .0054728 l] 
~,~ =  - 0.16189 
I'  I 
As  ~  t  approaches very closely the actual  regression coefficient of the  time variable 
,tt (-0.16934;  see  equation (26)),  the  long-term reaction can be  only marginally 
below the mixed reaction (equation (25)),  so that (52)  gives a  sufficient insight 
into the  structure of the regression coefficient of  the t-variable. 
The  problem is now  to estimate the  demand  for edible offals using equation (26) 
on  the condition that the real retail price for liver does  not fall as  it did in the 
estimation period 1958  - 1969,  but that,  as  UK  agricultural prices are 
aligned  on  prices level in the Community,  the liver price will  in real  terms  r~se 
so sharply that  the  following new  trend equation could,  for example,  result for 
the  estimation and forecasting period as  a  whole  (1958- 1977)  (the values here 
are purely notional): 
(53)  log P1 
=  +  2.00  + 0.005  t 
If the demand  for edible offals were  forecast under these conditions  with 
equation (26)  without  changing the regression coefficient of t,  a  systematic 
error would be  made  in estimating the  demand  for edible offals - however "correct" 
equation (26)  may  otherwise be.  If one's reasoning is at first based on  the 
estimated regression coefficient  of  the  time variable  (2~), which differs  only 
slightly from  the actual coefficient,  by using (26)  unchanged 
the  trend coefficient  of the price variable would  appear in the regression 
coefficient  of the  time variable with a  value  of about- 0.0055  (see equation (52)), 
although a  value  of+ 0.005  (equation (53))  would be actually required for 
forecasting purposes.  If the value -0.0054728  is  replaced in equation (52) 
by +0.005,  a  corrected~t of  only -0.09378  is obtained for the period 1958-77 
in place  of a  value  of -0.16189  for the period 1958-69.  It is easy 
to imagine  using  the resulting relationship between the  two  estimated 
regression coefficients  of the t-variable,  which we  shall denote  with  z,  to 
correct  the actual regression coefficient of the  time variable in 
equation ( 26): - 43-
~~ {corrected;  1958  - 1977) 
(54)  z  = -----------
~i (1958-1969) 
z  = 
z = 0.579 
After introducing z  into equation ( 26)  the following corrected forecasting 
equation is obtained: 
(55)  Q =- 28.098  +  21.595  log c  - 10.710 log pl- (0.579)  •  (0.16934)  t  pr 
Q =- 28.098  +  21.595 log C  - 10.710 log P1 - 0.09805  t  pr 
A comparison of  (55)  and (26)  shows  immediately that,  other things being 
equal,  (55)  gives higher estimates for per capita consumption of edible offals 
than (26). At first glance,  this result is somewhat  surprising since  one  would 
be  inclined to assume  simply by intuition that in view  of equation (26),  which 
in fact  implies a  downward  trend_ in real prices,  the level  of con-
sumption of edible offals at rising prices was  overestimated in comparison 
with equation (55),in which rising real prices are expressly assumed.  One 
should,  however,  bear in mind  that it is  possible to take the different 
price trends  (1958  to 1969)  and  (1958  to 1977)  into coDSideration only as far as 
their special  influence  on  the regression coefficients of the t-variables is 
concerned and that in this the short-term and long-term elasticities·must be assumed 
to be unchanged.  From  equation (52)  it can be  easily deduced that in the  case 
of the  own  price elasticities resulting f~om (25)  and (26)  the partial influence 
of the price  componeBts  on  the regression coefficients is negative in the case 
of a  downward  trend in prices. Accordingly,  in the  case  of an upward  trend in prices 
this partial influence is positive so that the absolute value  of the regression - 44-
coefficient  of the t-variable in (55)  must  be  lower than in (26).  (In 
theor,y,  it is also conceivable that with ver,y  sharply rising prices the 
positive price components  would  outweigh the negative  income  components, 
thereby resulting in a  positive corrected regression coefficient  of  the 
t-variable). It is another matter whether  consumers  would perhaps have 
reacted to a  rise in prices in a  manner  other that suggested by  the re-
gression coefficients of log Cpr  and log P2 in (25)  and (26).  If one  had 
good reasons  for assuming this,  not  only the trend coefficients but also 
possibly the differentials between short-term and long-term (or mixed) 
reactions would have  to be  changed in (52)  and this could also require 
further corrections to the  regression coefficient of the t-variable.  We 
can however make  only subjective speculations about  the direction or 
indeed the extent of such  changes in consumer behaviour vis-a-vis different 
price tendencies.  Consequently,  we  cannot  expect  a~ further results from 
econometric analysis in this field and we  therefore have  to limit ourselves, 
whether we  like it or not,  to correcting the trend influences in (52),  i.e. 
purely formal  correction which must  not be  expected simply to overcome  the 
difficulties facing demand  forecasting in the  event  of large price increases. 
A generalisation of this example  is readily possible.  Assume  the following 
two  demand  equations: 
.....  and 
(  ) 
./\,  /"- A  A  ,.... 
57  Q( 58-69)  = .X. 0  +  ·~ 1  1 og  C  pr +  ~  2  1 og P  1  +  oL3 1  og P  2  +  • • • • •  +  cl  t  t 
Both equations are supposed to refer to the assessment period 1958  - 1969; 
Am  A 
oC.  denotes the mixed  and~. the short-term reactions.  For the estimated 
~  ~ 
regression coefficient  of the t-variable in the assessment period 
,/\1  Am  /\.  ""- )  (Am  """")  ( 58)  .:)[ t  ( 58-6 9)  =  ( OL  l  - ::f- l )  •  a1 ( 58-6  9  +  \X.  2  - ol 2 
+ ( ~  ~ - 2  3)  •  ~1  ( 58-6  9)  +  ••••••••• - 45  -
period would  then be valid,as would  the following equation for the estimated 
regression coefficient  of  t  during the entire period (assessment and fore-
casting period): 
Aj  ..Am  A  A.  Am 
( 59)  oL t  ( 58-77)  =  ( o(  1  - o( 1) • a1  ( 58-77)  + ( oe.,  2 - ~  2) •  b1  ( 58-77) 
Am  ""  + ( oL  3 - ~  3) ~ cl ( 58-77)  +  ••••••• 
The  correction factor z  is given by the  relationsh~p between the estimated 
regression coefficient  of the  time variable: 
(60)  c2i (  58-77) 
z  = A. 
o( i (58-69) 
By  introducing z  into (57)  we  obtain as a  forecasting equation for 1977: 
) 
.A  A  A  A 
( 61  Q ( 58-77)  = oL 0  +  o( 1  1  og  C  pr + oL 2  1 og  P  1  +  £>(, 3 
1 og  P 2 +  ••••••••• 
•• ••• ••• •  +  (z)  ( ~  t)  t 
The  calculation of  z  makes  sens  only  when  ~  ~ (58-69)  and J. ~ {58-77) 
have  the  same  sign. If this is not  so,  the  simple difference between the 
two  values  may  be  chosen as a  substitute: 
(62)  Q1  (58-77) 
'"  .-0- A  .-"'\ 
=  eX. 0  +  o(_ 1  1 og C  pr +  r;J.. 2  1 og p  1  +  o(  3 1 og  p 2 +  • • • • • • • 
........ + [< ext) - <  o2 i  (58-69)  - c2~ <58-77)]  t - 46  -
II. Forecasting the  demand  for foodstuffs 
l. gypotheses relating to the development  of  income,  population and the 
level  of consumer prices up  to 1977 
As  can be  seen from  Table  3,  we  have  assumed  that the growth  of real private 
consumption expenditure in the  period 1971  - 1977  (average annual  growth rate 
assumed:  2.4 per cent)  will  continue  only marginally weaker than in the period 
1958  - 1971  (2.7 per cent).  However,  compared with the  growth rates achieved 
during recent years  (1965  - 1971:  2.1  per cent),  pour hypothesis  for 1971  - 1977 
means  a  considerable acceleration in the  growth  of real private consumption 
expenditure.  The  basis  of this mildly optimistic assumption is the belief that 
during the first years  of United Kingdom  membership  of the EEC  the British 
economy will  to a  certain extent receive additional  stimuli to growth.  Special 
mention must  be made  of  the phased dismantling of tariffs for industrial pro-
ducts between the Six and the United Kingdom  as  of 1973,  since this will  con-
siderably facilitate the access  of British industr,y to the market  of the Six. 
This  could lead to a  strong boost in British exports which,  via the  export 
multiplier and the  consumption function,  would,  in turn,  be reflected in an 
again somewhat  faster growth in real private consumption expenditure in the 
United Kingdom. 
From  1955  to 1962  the  growth rate  of the UK  population moved  in a  clearly 
upward direction (average 1955/57:  0.44 per cent;  average 1960/62:  0.83 per 
cent).  The  reasons  for this were an almost  continuous  increase in the birth 
rate (from 15.4 per 1 000  inhabitants in 1955  to 18.3 per 1 000  inhabitants 
in 1962)  and considerable net  immigration from  a  number  of Commonwealth 
countries and Ireland.  Since 1963  the growth rate of the population slowed 
down  appreciably (average annual  growth rate from  1962  to 1972:  0.46 per cent). 
Apart  from  a  fall in the birth rate (1970:  16.2 per 1 000  inhabitants),  a 
sharp decline in net  immigration due  to economic  reasons (rising domestic 
unemployment,  which also means  reduced  employment  opportunities for foreign 
workers)  was  also thought  to have been a  contributor.y factor.  In forecasting 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 49  -
not fall below its current level but that net  immigration will drop slightly 
for the next  few  years.  (The  employment  of British labour in some  EEC  countries, 
Germany  mainly,  a  development which  had already been  observed for some  time and 
which will presumably have  made  itself more  sharply felt since,  is one  of the 
points for consideration here.)  The  estimated growth rate in the UK  population 
for 1972  - 1977  will  be about 0.5 per cent according to these considerations. 
The  average annual  increase in consumer prices in the United Kingdom  was 
4.2 per cent in the period 1958  - 1972,  which  can be broken down  into two 
clearly distinguishable phases: 
1.  1958  - 1968,  when  retail prices rose by less than 5 per cent  each year; 
2.  after 1969,  when  the rate of retail price increases rose abruptly (1969: 
5.4 per cent;  1970:  6.4 per cent;  1971:  9.4 per cent).  The  highest "in-
flation rate" for consumer prices was  recorded in August  1971:  10.3 per 
cent  (compared with August  1970).  Rates  of price increases have  slowed 
down  considerably since then,  but  compared with 1968  they are still very 
high.  The  lowest  rate recorded since August  1971  was  5.8  per cent in 
July 1972  (compared with July 1971).  After this the upward movement  in 
prices accelerated again to between 7.0  and 7.9  per cent  from  September 1972 
to January 1973  (compared with the  corresponding period the previous year) 
in spite of the wage  and price freeze  introduced at the beginning of N~ 
vember. 
The  reasons  for this development  (since 1969)  are firstly to be  f~d  in a 
change  in attitude on the part of British trade unions which are for appearances' 
sake pushing strongly for the highest possible increases in nominal  earnings, 
partly by fairly extensive use  of the right to strike,  whereby  job preservation 
seems  in many  cases to be  of only secondary importance  (wage- price spiral). 
Trade unions'  growing preoccupation with a  fair distribution of  income  can be 
observed in varying degrees in other Western industrial countries also and is 
likely to be  of a  long-term than a  short-term nature.  The  annual  rate of 
increase in retail prices  of 5.2 per cent assumed for the period between 1972 
and 1977,  would,  under these  circumstances,  still appear to be a  fairly -50-
"optimistic" hypothesis  ("optimistic" in the  sense that thi:;  supposes  that 
the UK  Government  conducts a  considerably mor  successful anti-inflation 
policy in the future).  Nevertheless,  we  maintain this "optimistic" hypo-
thesis for a  very specific reason.  As  can be  seen from  Table  4,  when  con-
verting the EEC  agricultural prices imputed for 1977/78  from  units of 
account  into pounds  sterling,  we  based our calculations  on  the exchange 
rate of the L before it was  floated on  23  June 1972.  As  the fluctuations 
in the  exchange  rate of the pound  have  since shown,  a  considerable deva-
luation of the pound  seems  to be fairly certain when  a  new  parity for the 
pound is fixed at some  future date.  Accordingly,  the producer prices for 
1977/78  in Table 4,  which are expressed in old pounds,  would  prove to be 
too !£! by an amount  corresponding to the anticipated rate of devaluation 
of the pound against the old US  dollar ( =  1 unit of account);  this would 
also have  a  considerable effect on  the level of the hypotheses relating 
to real retail prices.  In order to balance to some  extent this"negative 
effect"  on  real retail prices,  a  rate of price increase may  be assumed 
which is too low  canpared with the recent increases ("positive t-ffect") 
so low,  in fact,  that from  the purely theoretical point  of view,  given 
this rate of inflation the  old exchange rate of the pound could have been 
maintained.  B1  doing so no  definite relation between the rate of inflation 
and the exchange rate is to be postulated - along the lines,  for instance, 
of the "naive purchasing power parity theory";  it is merely to be made 
clear which direction the argument is taking. 
2.  Hypotheses relating to retail prices 
a.  Hypotheses relating to producer prices 
In order to be able to construct hypotheses relating to retail prices, 
assumptions must first of all be made  about producer prices as these 
represent the raw material  costs  or the  cost prices to the processors  or 
the wholesale  tre~e respectively.  The  hypotheses relating to the possible 
level  of the producer prices of important agricultural products  in the 
enlarged EEC  in the 1977/78  farm year are summarised in Table 4,  which  is 
largely based on the table in the Introduction,  so that nor further ex-
planation is required here.  In addition to the hypotheses relating to the 
threshold prices of milk and milk products formulated in Table 4,  further - 51  -
Table 4- Hrpotheaea  on prices• of iaportant agricultural products in the  enlarged EEC  in the  1977/78 farm rear 
Product 





White  sugar 
Ware  potatoes 












Beef and veal 
Mutton and lamb 
Piga~eat 
Paul  trymeat 
Type  of price 
- Basic intervention price 
- Basic intervention price 
- Intervention price 
{France) 
- Market price 
- Minimum  priceb 
- Intervention price 
- Market priced 
- Basic intervention price 
- Target price ex-dairy 
(3.  7 'fo  fat) 
- I.ntervention price 
- Threshold price 
- Intervention price 
- Threshold price 
- Threshold price 
,  ( 26  per cent fat) 
- Threshold price 
- Threshold price 
- Threshold price 
- Ou.ide  price 
- Guide  price 
- Baeic price 
- Sluice-gate priceh 











11/1000  kg 
1./1000 kg 
1./1000 kg 
11/1000  kg 
11/1000 kg 
11/1000 kg 
















































Peroentase  chaDge 
1977/78  ccmpared 
with 1972/73 
+  10.8 
+ 11.8 
+  6.8 
+  5·9 
+ 10.1 
+  14.8 
+  7.5 
+  9.4 
+  29.8 
+  25.4 
+ 12.1 
+  12.1 
+  12.6 
+  14.3 
+  21.2 
+  21.0 
+  9.9 
+ 15.3 
+ 16.2 
Average  &DDQ&l  rate 
of incraaee between 
1972/73 and 1977/78 
('fo) 
+  2.1 









+  2.3 
+  2.4 
+  2.7 
+  3.9 
+  3·9 
+ 1.9 
+ 2.9 
+  3.0 
:  Pricea given in it on the buia of 1 unit of aooount •  11/0.416667  ( vaatd until 2).6.1972 - i.e. until the  floa.ti:~~~: ot aterliDC). 
li'or beet vi  thin the baaio quot&J  areas  A.isDII,  Sc.ae, Oion  (li'r&noe).  Auguat  1972.  Avera.p producer price  f~r ~  potatoea 
from  the West  German  main crop.  e  Valid from  15.9!1972.  Threshold price fixed for milk products on 1.4.1972.  91  per cent of 
the  guide prict for beef {e:x:pla.nation see  text).  "Fowle  70 per cent" {plucked,  drawn,  withwt head aad. lege,  with heart,  liver 
~d  gissard).  Valid from  17.5.1972- 31.7.1972.  j  Pc:JU.ltry  eggs in shell,  fresh or prenrved (clue .14  •  55-60 giUDea per egg). 
Valid from  1.8.1972 - 31.10.1972.  1  Mllrket  price in the Federal Republic  of Gel:'!I&D\1  in Aueust 1972  (Hanover). 
~:  Directorate-aeneral for Agriculture,  Directorate for  EcoD.C~~~;Y and Agricultural Stncture,  El!lC  Infcmu.tiom Agricultural 
markets prices (livestock and vegetable product•),  Brussels,  various iaaues.  Own  calculations and estimates. - 52  -
hypothetical  threshold prices had to be deduced for projecting the demand 
for fresh and tinned cream  respectively: 
1. Sterilised tinned cream  is produced in principle according to the  same 
methods  as unsweetened condensed whole  milk.  This has led us  to the 
simplified assumption that the price difference between unsweetened 
condensed whole  milk and tinned cream  can mainly be  traced back to the 
differences in milk fat and milk protein content.  In the United Kingdom 
tinned cream  generally has  a  fat  content  of  23  per cent and unsweetened 
condensed whole  milk an estimate average  (comprising all marketed types) 
content  of 8 per cent,  giving a  ratio of  2.88  :  1  (tinned cream:  con-
densed milk in terms  of fat content).  If this ratio alone were  applied 
to prices,  this would result in a  considerable  over-valuation of tinned 
cream as the milk protein content  of tinned cream  comes  to only a 
fraction of the milk protein content  of  condensed milk.  As  we  do  not 
possess  a~ reliable information on  the milk protein content  of tinned 
cream,  however,  we  are also unable  to estimate a  corresponding price 
reduction to account for the low  milk protein content  of  tinned cream 
(quite apart from  the fact that an evaluation of milk protein could be 
only fairly arbitrar,y).  In order to obtain some  idea of the price re-
lationship between tinned cream  and condensed milk,  we  compared  the 
average  import prices in the British overseas trade accounts for "tinned 
cream"  from  Denmark  (most  important foreign supplier of tinned cream  to 
the United Kingdom  market)  with  the  import prices of unsweetened con-
densed whole  milk from  the Netherlands.  The  comparison gave  a  price re-
lationship between tinned cream  and condensed milk  of about  2.0  :  1  for 
the years 1967/69.  If this figure is applied to the EEC  threshold price, 
it gives a  hypothetical  threshold price for tinned cream  of  ~ 462/1  000  kg 
for 1977/78. 
2.  Fresh cream  has  a  fat  content  of  48  per cent (double  cream)  in the United 
Kingdom.  The  price  of fresh  cream  can be derived directly from  that  of 
tinned cream  since,  in termes  of production methods  and packaging,  both 
products differ in respect  of milk fat content  only (48  :  23~  2). Ac-
cordingly,  a  hypothetical threshold price for fresh  cream  of L 924/  1000  kg 
was  arrived at for 1977/78. - 53  -
b.  Hypotheses relating to nominal  and real retail prices 
The  hypotheses relating to the nominal  retail prices for food in the 
United Kingdom  in 1977  and their decomposition in particular,  can be 
taken directly from  Tables 5 and 6 so that a  detailed discussion of 
the separate price hypotheses is hardly necessar.y at this point.  The 
method we  applied in forecasting the cost  of raw materials and/or 
cost prices and the processing and sales margins per product unit 
shall be demonstrated by using only two  examples: 
1.  Rolled oats:  The  producer price for 1.7  lb of  oats in the form  of 
grain,  i.e.  the producer price of the average quantity of oats 
estimated to be  necessar.y for the production of 1  lb of rolled 
oats was  subtracted from  the retail price per lb product weight 
of rolled oats.  In so doing,  the deficiency payments  had to be 
eliminated from  the producer price beforehand since they enter 
neither into the market price nor into the cost price for the 
milling industr.y.  The  difference between these two  amounts,  retail 
price per lb product weight and producer market price obtained 
from  1.7  lb of oats,  corresponds in substance to the processing 
margin and also to the wholesale and retail margin including VAT 
(henceforth referred to as total margin for short).  The  producer 
market price obtained from  1.7  lb of oats assumed for the 1977/78 
farm year can be  equated with the market price of the same  quantity 
of  oats assumed for the 1977/78  farm year in the enlarged Community 
(see Table 4).  The  total margin for 1977/78  was  forecast  with re-
ference to the hypothesis relating to the trend in the general price 
level until 1977/78.  From  1958/59  to 1968/69  the level  of retail 
prices in the United Kingdom  registered an average annual  growth 
rate of 3.3 per cent.  The  average annual  growth rate of the total 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If one  considers that the  cost factors  influencing the total margin 
are to be  found primarily in labour costs and only secondarily in 
capital costs (this is particularly true of the wholesale and retail 
trade,  but not  so  or only co:a.d.i tiona.lly so  of  the rnilling industry) 
and that wages  have  risen considerably faster than prices,  the fairly 
low  growth rate of the total margin in relation to the general inflation 
rate indicates that both for the production and for the marketing of 
rolled oats appreciable productivity gains must  have been achieved and 
that,  moreover,  following a  relatively sharp increase in competition-
accompanied by a  rapidly growing degreee of concentration in marketing 
and,  above all,  in the milling industry - profit margins  have fallen 
considerably (there are,  of course,  close links between the concentration 
in processing and marketing,  on the one  hand,  and in productivity gains, 
on the  other). If it is now  assumed that this development will also 
continue in the future in a  similar form,  one  can also assume  that the 
relationship  of 0.55  to be  observed in the reference period between the 
growth rate of the total margin and that of the price level will also 
persist until 1977/78.  From  1968/69  to 1977/78  we  had estimated an average 
annual  increase in prices of 6  per cent  (see Table  3);  if this figure  is 
multiplied by the factor 0.55,  we  obtain an average annual  growth rate of 
the total margin of 3.3  per cent for 1968/69  - 1977/78.  (In this estimate 
it is implicitly assumed  inter alia that the relationship between nominal 
wage  increase and the rise in prices - or,  in other words,  the  growth 
rate of real wages  - will  not  change  substantially during the  forecasting 
period compared with the reference period.) 
2.  ~:  The  total margin (see above)  for beef in the reference period was 
estimated by  subtracting,  on  a  slaughter weight basis,  the average  domestic 
producer market price obtained for 1  lb of meat  from  clean fat cattle 
(excluding deficiency payments)  from  the retail price of 1  lb of beef. 
The  total margin for beef consequently represents  in the main the proces-
sing and trading margins  (including the VAT)  of the butchers  operating 
at wholesale and at retail.  The  producer price  of beef assumed for 1977/78 - 59  -
in Great Britain cannot  be automatically equated with the EEC  guide 
price for cattle assumed for 1977/78,  since both prices are defined 
in a  different way.  While  the EEC  guide price includes  cattle of all 
classes and categories (for instance,  cows  and bulls for slaughter), 
the average producer market price calculated from  the deficiency pay-
ments  systems in the United Kingdom  applies  only to meat  from  clean 
fat cattle1 of  good quality (hence,  fat  cows  in particular are not in-
cluded).  In order to account for this,  we  have,  for the special pur-
pose  of this price comparison,  raised the estimated EEC  guide price 
for 1977/78  by 5 per cent.  This  is a  purely arbitrarily determined 
percentage,  since no  adequate  information was  available to us as to 
how  differences in quality between separate types  of beef are valued 
from  on  country to another and how,  above all,  the differences in 
valuation which  would very probably result would  compare.  In additien, 
the question arises whether the actual market price in the EEC  in the 
1977/78  farm  year will  correspond to the guide price or whether,  de-
pending on  the market  situation,  it will settle considerably above  or 
below it. As  it is difficult for us  to say at the present  time what 
the market  situation of beef will be  in the enlarged Community  in 
1977/78,  we  must  satisfy ourselves with the assumption that there will 
be  a  fairly "normal"  market  situation in 1977/78  and that prices  on 
the  reference markets  of the Member  States will at least approach the 
guide price.  From  1958  to 1969  the total margin increased at an average 
annual  rate of 8.1  per cent,  i.e. almost  two  and a  half  times the 
increase in the  general price level (3.3 per cent).  The  total margin 
for beef has,  therefore,  increased at a  slower pace  than the average 
weekly earnings  of a  male  employee  in the food,  drink and tobacco 
industry as a  whole  (average annual  growth rate of weekly earnings 
from  October 1958  to October 1969:  9.2 per cent).  This  shows  very 
clearly that the productivity gains  achieved in the processing and 
marketing of beef were  only marginal  during the reference period.  The 
likely reason for this was  primarily that until  now  most  beef is sold 
through retail abattoirs,  which have  only a  relatively low turnover 
and which,  accordingly,  have little opportunity to undertake effective 
l  Fat steers,  fat heifers,  young fat bulls. - 60  -
rationalisation measures.  The  traditional retail abattoir is,  therefore, 
usually forced to pass  on  wage  increases almost in their entirety to the 
consumer.  For some  years  supermarkets  have been accounting for a  fast 
growing,  if still small  proportion (in terms  of volume)  of total beef 
sales.  This  process is likely to become  still more  marked  in the future 
and this  could bring about  a  certain decelartion of the rate of increase 
of  the total beef margin (increased competition on butcher's shops as a 
result of supermarkets'  more  rationalised marketing methods).  For this 
reason we  have  assumed that the ratio (rate of increase  of total margin 
rate of price increase)  of 2.45  in the reference period will fall  to 
2.00  in the forecasting period.  Under  these conditions,  the average 
annual  increase in the total margin for beef will be about  12 per cent 
(2.0- 6.1)  during the period from  1969  to 1977. 
We  cannot  proceed in the  same  way  described in (l)  and (2)  for all products. 
For example,  no  representative  time series  of wholesale and dairy selling 
prices were  available for condensed milk and  cream  respectively.  In both 
cases  we  resorted to assuming that the  threshold prices of condensed milk 
and  cream  estimated for 1977  in the  enlarged Community  were  the wholesale 
and dairy selling price respectively in the United Kingdom.  In order to 
arrive at the hypothesis  on  the retail price in 1977  in the United Kingdom, 
we  further assumed that the wholesale price and dairy selling price as a 
proportion of the retail price for condensed milk and  cream  in 1977  will be 
of approximately the  same  order of magnitude as  the average for butter and 
cheese.  The  ~etail price of liver had to be forecast  similarly.  We  simply 
assUined  -:.he, i;  -:.},e  ~;  fLI::r·f-:cH'f-'  :i 1·  -!} e  retail price of liver from  1969  to 1977 
will  roughly  correspond to the average price rise for beef,  nutton and pork 
(cattle,  sheep and pigs are by far the largest source  of liver intended for 
human  consumption).  The  wholesale price for bacon in 1977  was  calculated 
taking into consideration the average producer market price obtained for 
pigmeat as  compared with the wholesale price for British bacon (simple price 
difference)  and also the average wholesale price  of British and Danish 
bacon and the retail margin on bacon. - 61  -
The  price hypotheses  on  fruit and vegetables need special  explanation. 
The  producer price for apples  and pears in the United Kingdom  is a  cal-
culated average price (total  of prices  obtained divided by the quantity 
sold)  which  refers to all marketable varieties and qualities  of both 
apples and pears.  We  could not  find a  corresponding representative pro-
ducer price for apples and pears for the Six.  Price  comparisons are pos-
sible,  however,  for the  individual  EEC  countries1•  For example,  the average 
producer price  of class A apples and pears in the EEC  "high price country" 
for fruit - i.e. Germany- for the 1967/68  to 1969/70  farm years was  5.2 
and 4.8 d/lb respectively compared with 7.7 and 7.4 d/lb in the United 
Kingdom  (average  of 1966/67  to 1968/69  farm years).  In the  other EEC 
countries,  particularly France and Italy,  which  have  the best  climates 
for apple and pear production,  producer prices for apples and pears were 
in part far below  those in the United Kingdom  A similar situation obtains 
if we  compare  retail prices.  In 1968/69 retail prices  of apples and pears 
in Paris were  only 63  per cent and 83  per cent respectively of those in the 
United Kingdom  (national  average  for  200  towns)2•  In Germany  in 1967/68  the 
retail prices  of  top quality apples  (dessert and cooking)  stood at 78  per 
cent  of the average retail price in the United Kingdom3•  The  UK  "Economic 
Development  Committee  for Agriculture"  estimated in a  study published only 
recently that after the  complete  dismantling of tariffs and quotas  for fruit 
from  EEC  countries British producer prices for apples will probably drop by 
about  20  per cent while  producer prices for pears are likely to fall  only 
slightly4•  This  has  led us to assume  that British producer prices for apples 
(dessert and  cooking)  in the  1977/78  farm  year will  be about  15 per cent 
lower than the average price  obtained in the 1964/65 - 1968/69 farm years 
(pears:  12  per cent  lower). 
1  Statistical Office  of the European Communities,  "Agricultural Statistics", 
Luxembourg,  various  issues. 
2  See  Federal Statistical Office,  Prices,  Wages,  Economic  calculations, 
Series 9:  Prices abroad- II. Retail prices,  3rd quarter 1970,  Wiesbaden, 
page 45  et seq. 
3  See Federal Statistical Office,  Statistical Yearbook for the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  1968,  Wiesbaden,  p.  446. 
4  Quoted in the Financial Times,  London,  of 8th March  1972. - 62-
The  producer prices for tomatoes  in the various EEC  countries differ 
in part to an extraordinary degree.  In 1968/69  the price of tomatoes 
for fresh consumption in Belgium,  for example,  was  5.2  d/lb compared 
with 11.5 d/lb in the Netherlands.  The  lowest producer market price 
for fresh  tomatoes was  recorded in Italy,  namely 4.5 d/lb (1968/69). 
This  compared with an average producer price of hothouse  tomatoes 
for fresh  consumption of 16.9  d/lb in the United Kingdom  (average 
for the 1967/68- 1968/69  farm  years).  In view  of these price rela-
tionships we  have  assumed  that the average producer price for hothouse 
tomatoes  in the United Kingdom  in 1977  will  reach 15.0  d/lb at least. 
The  hypotheses  on  the real retail prices for foodstuffs in the year 
1977  or the 1977/78  farm year were  obtained quite  simply by  dividing 
the nominal  retail prices by the index of all retail prices in 1977 
or 1977/78  (cf.  Table 3).  The  resulting real retail prices are summarised 
in Table 7.  These  forecasts  indicated that there would be significant 
increases in real retail prices by  1977,  especially for beef,  mutton 
and edible offals as well  as for cream,  butter and cheese. Appreciable 
price reductions are to be  expected primarily for potatoes,  fruit and 
vegetables  (tomatoes).  The  downward  trend in the prices of poultrymeat 
and eggs  recorded during the base period (1968  - 1969)  could persist 
until 1977,  although at a  decidedly slower rate. According to our 
estimates,  there would  be little change  in the real prices of pork and 
bacon,  along with a  modest  fall in real retail prices during the base 
period offset by a  slight increase during the forecasting period. 
3.  Results  of forecasting per capita consumption of foodstuffs  in 
the 1977/78  farm year or in 1977 
Results  of forecasting per capita consumption by means  of the demand 
functions  developed under (I,  3),  which are  summarised in Table 8,  will 
now  be briefly discussed.  This has already involved a  certain preselection - 63  -
'fable 7 - S!!Pq of 1Lypo1;bt ..  a  p  1;bt n&l retail prioea of i!!por1ian1;  foods'tutfa in the United KiJ!Bdom 
tflu au,.,nt on :pc yrioul  turt1 moe  a  in 1977 
Inoreue  ~  +  ~  or InoretH  ~+)  or 
daoreue  - daoreue  -) 
Prod'II.Ct  - 1958/60  - 1967/69  1977  f~  -1958/6o- from -1967/69-
- 1967/68  19:77 
(~) 
!lolled oat•'  16.05  1).15 
I  11.65  - 18.1  - 11.4  '  ' 
Corn nu.a•  28-26  25.87  21.38  - 8.5  - 17-4 
lefiMd r~q&rt  8.72  ?.ll  '  7-92 
I 
- 18.5  +  ll-4  ! 
..  inorop .zoe potttoea  a  ;.56 
...  '"'":it  :.42  - 12.1  - 22.7  ......... ,. 
I 
llarl;r pottbea  5-89  ;;8  ;..22  - 3  "'  - <.1.6  ' 
·(  I 
I 
i 
Appleill  (dea ..  r1;  +  oooldllg)t  12.34  :s.ss  12.70  +  26.3  I  - 18.5  I  .  ' 
Pea:re  (daanr1i + oooltiDg)t 
I 
- 20-8  !5.19  ::;.02  I  11.90  - :.1  I 
'  I 
:rr  ..  h  tc.atoea  24.0  24-5  !  20-9  +  2.1  I  - 14.7 




Bottled &ad  tilliMd taaatoea  16.6  14.5  I  12.6  - 12.7  - 1).1 
I  Beef  51.6  57-9  I  86.6  +  12.2  I 
+ 49.6 
I 
XuttOD and l•b  42.9  42.6  I  55-4  0-7 
I  +  )0.0  - I 
I 
Pork  49.9 
I 
54-7  9-6  50-9  I  - 2  .. 0  + 
lao  on  50.9  l 
47.6  i  49.4  '  - s.;  I 
+  ).8 
Poul  tr,yM&t  54.0  I  32-8  24.6  I  - 39.3  - 25.0 
'  I  I 
j 
Wble otftla (liver)  54.0  47.9  58-8  - 11.3  +  22.8 
I  Liquid whole  •illl:b  '  8.0  ?.7  I  7.8  - ,.7  +  :., 
I  ! 
I 
Cre• (fresh and tirmed)0  73·9  57-7  I 
79-0  - 21-9  +  )6.9 
CaadtoDIIed ailk ( lnfeetened aDd  l 
u-etened)d  10.1  7-2 
I  8.)  - 28.7  +  15.) 
Blltter  41.9  )2.8  I 
50-8  - 21-7  + 55.0 
Cheeae  (Cheddar)  )9.7  -,6.5  57.4  - 8.1  + 57-3 
rreah ecpe 
I 
~-4  ,_,  3-1  - 25-0  6.1  I  -
i 
I 
J.ll  types of aeat 
I 
50.5  49.1  61.)  - 2.8  +  24.8 
Fish ( llhite)  )6.0  38-9  41.0  +  8.1  +  5-4 
Averap  am~~&tl 
rate• of oh&Dp 




+  1.2 
i 
I  - 2.8 






I  - 1.8 
I 
- l.  5 
+  4.6 




I  +  2.3 
'  I  +  0.1 
! 
+  3.5 
+  1.~ 
+  5.0 
+  5.2 
- 0.7 
+  2.5 
I 
+  o.~ 
:  Fara yearas  July-June (¢  1958/59-1960/611  ¢ 1966/67-1968/691  1977/78).  b  djpint (• 0.5851  q). 
4/pint llhole  ailll: equivalent.  e  d/egg. 
0  djpint product wei!ftt. 
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of results but  does  not  take  into account  the  poss~  hl"'  <>:d.lSequences  of 
a  later nutritional test.  In this first appraisal  of results  of fore-
casting it also seems  opportune  to discuss  those  products  for which  no 
demand  functions  could be  formulated. 
a.  Cereal  products 
As  can be  seen from  Table  9,  the fall  in the per capi  t;:'- '.<xnsumption  of 
cereal products  should,  according to  our estimates,  continue  during the 
forecasting period.  It is likely that decisive factor in this  develop-
ment  will be  a  further contraction in the  consumption of wheat  flour due 
to a  marked  income-dependent fall  in demand  for white bread,  while  demand 
for wheat flour in the  form  of  cakes,  biscuits,  grits,  wheat  germs  and 
similar products will stagnate.  However,  the  consumption of so-called 
breakfast cereals - rolled oats and corn flakes  - could still expand 
somewhat  by 1977/78.  At  the same  time,  rolled oats  could be  increasing-
ly replaced by  corn flakes  - according to our estimates,  the proportion 
of rolled oats in the total  consumption of breakfast  cereals would decline 
from  32 %  (average 1966/67  - 1968/69)  to  only 18  %  :i.n  the 1977/78  farm 
year.  The  main reason for this would be  the  income-dependent  substitUion 
of rolled oats by  corn flakes for taste reasons.  The  fact  that,  according 
to our price hypotheses,  the retail price relationship (corn flakes  : 
rolled oats)  would shift somewhat  during the forecasting period in favour 
of corn falkes will also play a  part.  (Here  is should be  remembered  that 
in the  demand  functions for rolled oats and corn flakes  the prices  of 
competing products  seem  in each  case to be  the most  important  explanatory 
variables after income).  During the  reference period the per capita con-
sumption of~  was  subject to marked  fluctuations  in which  no  definite 
long-term  trend is recognizable.  These  fluctuations  in rice  consumption 
could not be  explained either by  the real retail price  of rice or by 
income,  which leaves  two  main possible explanations: - 65  -
Table 8- Summa%!  of results of forecasting per capita consumption  of important  foodstuffs  in the United Kingdom 
}D 1971  b;y  111!&1111  of the a-nd t!motiOM (q) 
------------r---·-·----------. ---------- -· ---··-- ···- --···· --- - ..  - -- ---.-
B,y  applying  Regression coefficient  of 
Product  ¢ 1958/60  rf  1967/69  1977  equation No,  time  variables 
·-----------~ ---------····- ------------- ....,  .. _  .. ._i ""'"'''' ,, 
liheat  flou:r;  (product weight)a  77·9  69.1  63.0  (8) 
Rolled oate  (product wight  )a  1.65  1.26  0.78  (9) 
Corn  flaltee (product wight)•  2.03  ~.so  ;.63  (10)  i 
Refined  sugar ( trhite va.lue)a  55.1  53~3  51.7  (14)  l 
Jl&inorop  ware  pot&toee•  73 .. 2  79·7  83.7  (11)  I 
Early potatoes  19.0  :5  .. ')  :3.7  (13)  I 
Apples  ( de•ert + ooold.ng)6  12  .. 1  ';Jei  12.1  (41) 
12.0  c42) 
Peare  ( deeeert + ooelting)a  ~ "  '"'-'  .:1  :.9  44) 
i Fresh tomatoes  6.8  o.l  6.6  (45) 
I 
TiDDed  tCIIII&toee  &Dd 'tCIIII&to 
CCDOSDtl'll.tee  (fnlllh wight)  6.4  fj  .. ,  10.6  (46) 
Beef  25.8  <:'1.0  15.9  (15) 
14.6  (16)  + l.  2042 
20,8  (16)  + 1.5104 
llutton and  lamb  11.6  10.7  8.3  (18) 
I 
!Pork  9-9  12.2  15.2  (19) 
)  ·Ba.oon  (fresh weight)  ... ,  ' 
.~o"t.t)  1~.8  !4.0  (22)  - ·). ~1191 
i 
14.2  (22)  - 0.30876 
lc.S  (23)  •),31~47 
;  13.7  (23)  - 0.31228 
Paul trymea.t  5.1  9·5  14.3  124) 
Edible  offa.h  4.~  ll,7  3·9  (26)  - 0.169~4 
4.6  (26)  - ·~ .13305 
I I  Liquid whole  milk  138.2  1?>9.8  138.0  (28)  - 1.,1238 
138.:.  (28)  - 1.3973 
Freah  cream  (product weight)  0.)2  0.91  1.6o  (29) 
Sterilised  tillll8d cream 
(product weight)  0.26  c.41  0.28  (31)  - 0.03943 
c,88  (31)  - 0.00990 
Condensed milk  (product weight)  ).02  .:'.':!(  :;.oo  (32) 
:~hole milk powder  (product weight)  0.71  ~:.64  0.43  (33)  - 0.08314 
0,44  (33)  - o.o8260 
Ski-a milk powder  (product wight  1.06  1.16  :.3(:  ..  (34)  - 0.04llJ5 
1·33  (34)  - 0.04024 
All type1  of Obeele  4.'11  5·02  4.80  (38) 
Butter (fresh weight)  &.6o  8.3C  8.10  (35) 
·r .sc  (37)  - O.l~G7] 
8.50  (37)  - o.o889 
;  • '?C  (36)b 
Shell eggs  (No.)  233  249  :58  (39) 
Egg  products (Jio.)  21  24  26  (40) 
a,.~ yeare  Jul7/~¢  195G/59-1960/6lJ  ¢ 1966/67-196&/69;  l977/7C).- b  Indirect estimate  on  the basis  of average weekly 
consumption per quarter. 
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1.  The  supply situation statement  for rice contains gross statistical 
errors. 
2.  Rice is regularly consumed  in large quantities by only a  relatively 
small proportion of private households.  The  quantities  of rice required 
by these families would  tend to remain constant  over a  period of  time, 
i.e.  they depend neither on  the  income  of the families in question nor 
on  the price of rice.  The  remaining households  eat rice only occasionally 
and then in var.ying quantities. A sizeable proportion of rice consumption . 
is accounted for by  Chinese restaurants and the like. Although  the 
number  of these restaurants has  risen in the reference period,  this does 
not necessarily mean  that there has been corresponding increase in 
demand  for rice in this sector. 
In view  of the  special structure of demand  for rice it is clear that any 
determination of demand  by means  of the  customary factors  (income,  prices) 
will prove unrewarding.  Consequently,  there is no  need to try to prove that 
the rice balance sheet  contains serious errors.  In forecasting per capita 
consumption of rice we  therefore had to confine  ourselves to the assumption 
that no  appreciable  changes  were  likely in rice consumption before 1977/78. 
For pearl and roasted barley and for ;ye flour,  in respect  of which infor-
mation is also lacking,  we  have assumed that consumption will stagnate.  The 
estimate  of total per capita consumption of cereal products is hardly 
affected by this asumption as pearl and roasted barley as well as  r.ye  flour 
are  of  only  secondary importance  in the total consumption of  cereal products. 
b.  Su~r 
During the period under review the real retail price  of refined sugar fell 
by  almost  20  %,  although a  price rise of around 11  %  is indicated for the 
forecasting period.  However,  this will  not mean  any appreciable acceleration 
in the fall already noted in per capita consumption of sugar since the 
overall  demand  for sugar is almost  completely inelastic to price changes. 
The  fall  of  3 %  in sugar consumption forecast for the period (average  1966/67  -- 68  -
1968/69)  up  to 1977/78  is even to be attributed primarily to the effect 
of  income  (negative  income  elasticity) and only secondarily to the effect 
of price. 
c.  Potatoes 
For per capita consumption of all kinds  of potatoes in the 1977/78  farm 
year we  obtained an estimate  of 97.4 kg- compared with  the 1966/67-
1968/69  average this represents a  slight increase of 3 per cent.  This 
presupposes that future  demand  for potato chips,  crisps and similar 
products will increase so sharply that the decline in demand  for main-
crop ware potatoes and for new  potatoes will not  only be  offset but 
even  overcompensated - a  process,  which as in the past,  would be de-
termined mainly by  the growth in incomes.  The  same  will also be  true 
of the per capita consumption of early potatoes,  for which a  decline 
of almost  9 %  is forecast by 1977/78  (basis:  average 1966/67  - 1968/69), 
although in real  terms it is expected that early potatoes will be much 
cheaper at the retail stage (fall in the real price in the period under 
review:  -9 %;  figure assumed for  the forecasting period:  -22 %).  The 
decisive factor in this forecast  of demand for early potatoes is,  however, 
the high negative  income  elasticity,  the absolute value of which is many 
times  the absolute value  of the  own  price elasticity. 
d.  Meat  and meat  products 
If per capita consumption of£!!! is to be forecast by equation (16), 
i.e. the equation in which,  along with income  and the price of both beef 
and pork,  time also appears as an explanatory variable,  the question 
arises whether the  regression coefficient of  the time variable should be 
used for forecasting with or without adjustment  (of.  explanation under 
I,4). As  the trend in beef and pork prices during the period under review 
will not persist in the forecasting period for neither (in both cases we 
are faced with a  structural break in the price time  series),  an adjustment 
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such equation (16)  gives an estimated per capita consumption of beef of 
20.8  kg  slaughter weight.  Compared  with the average for the years 1968/71 
this represents a  decline  of 13  %.  In view  of the  ~othesis of a  50  % 
rise in the real retail price of beef by  1977  and a  marked shift in the 
retail price ratio (beef  :  pork)  in favour  of pork1  a  decline in consumption 
of  only 13%  by  1977  seems  to us rather unrealistic. Equation (15),  in which 
no  time variable is included and whose  coefficients primarily reflect long-
term consumer reactions,  gives an estimated per capita consumption of beef 
in 1977  of 15.9  kg,  which would  represent a  decrease  of 33%  compared with 
1968/71.  However,  this estimate appears too pessimistic in the light of 
recent  developments;  as  a  subjective compromise  solution we  shall,  therefore, 
assume  a  per capita consumption of beef in 1977  of 18.0  kg (-24%  compared 
with 1968/71). 
According to equation (18),  consumption of mutton and lamb would decline 
from  by  20%  to 8.3 kg slaughter weight in the period 1968/71- 77.  This 
would be due  wholly to the  own  price effect (rise of  30  %  in the real 
retail price of mutton and lamb  by 1977)  and the cross price effect in 
respect  of poultrymeat (the price ratio mutton and lamb  :  poultrymeat 
would  increase from  1.30  in the years 1967/69  to 2.25  in 1977!). 
As  a  result  of a  highly positive income  and cross price effect (mutton and 
lamb),  which are counterbalanced only fractionally by a  relatively weak, 
contractive  own  price effect,  we  obtain an increase of 19 %  in the per 
capita consumption of pork from  1968/71  to 1977  (equation (19)).  For fore-
casting the demand  for bacon equation (23)  seems  to us to be  the most 
suitable equation,  as apart from  income  and its own  price,  the price of 
its principal complementary food  (eggs)  and the factor time have been 
introduced as explanatory variables.  Divergent  trends in the price of 
bacon and eggs  in the reference and forecasting periods necessitated an 
adjustment to the regression coefficient of the  time variable.  Given these 
conditions,  we  obtain a  per capita  coa.umptio~ of bacon in 1977  of 
13.7  kg slaughter weight,  which is equal to 91%  of the consumption level 
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in 1968/71.  The  reasons for this forecast  decrease in demand  for bacon 
are the  own  price effect and especially the  influence  of the  time factor 
(it should be remembered  that the differences between long-term and 
short-term reactions are expressed in the regression coefficients of the 
t-variables and that in the  long term  the demand  for bacon obviously 
reacts negatively to the  growth  in income,  but positively in the short 
term)  (see equations  (21)  and (22)). 
Demand  for poultr.ymeat  could rise ver,y  sharply.  Both the influence  of 
its own  price and the influence  of both the cross price contained in 
equation (24)  (lamb and pork)  would have  a  decidedly expansive effect 
on  the  consumption of poultr,ymeat.  Under these circumstances  the fore-
cast increase  of 40  %  in the per capita consumption of poultr.ymeat  from 
1968/71  to 1977  seems  thoroughly realistic. 
According to our price hypotheses,  the adoption of the EEC  agricultural 
prices by  the United Kingdom  would cause a  ver.y  sharp rise in real retail 
prices for beef,  and mutton and lamb  in particular (50% from  1967/69  to 
1977  for beef and 30% for mutton and lamb).  During the same  period,  pork 
and bacon would,  however,  be  only 10  and 4 %  dearer respectively in real 
terms at the retail stage.  The  real retail price of poultr,ymeat  could 
fall  even further during the forecasting period (1967/69  to 1977:  -25 .%). 
As  the demand  analysis has  shown,  British consumers  react quite decisively 
to changes  in meat  prices when  purchasing meat  and meat  products,  i.e. the 
demand  for individual  types  of meat  is characterised by a  relatively high 
own  price elasticity (in absolute  terms)  and by a  high cross price elasti-
city.  So  it seems  probable that by  1977  those types  of meat  whose  prices 
increase at a  relatively faster rate than other meats will account for a 
smaller proportion of total per capita meat  consumption,  while the pro-
portion accounted for by types  of meat  which become  relatively cheaper 
will  show  a  corresponding increase.  As  can be  seen from  Table 10,  this is 
exactly the result  obtained.  The  proportion of beef,  mutton and lamb  in 
total per capita consumption of meat  would fall  from  44.5%  (1968/71)  to 
35.3%  in 1977  and this would be accompanied by an increase in the pro-



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The  proportion of bacon in the per capita consumption  of Meat  would  remain 
almost unchanged (1968/71  :  19.7  %;  1977  :  19  %),  although bacon will became 
considerably cheaper compared with beef,  mutton and lamb.  However,  as the 
demand  analysis has clearly shown,  consumer habits as regards bacon are 
rather rigid.  In contrast with pork and poultr,rmeat,  bacon has  only limited 
possibilities as a  substitute for beef,  mutton and lamb.  It is probable that 
carcase meat  will be primarily affected by the expected substitution process 
resulting from  the marked  shift in retail price ratios. 
According to our estimates total per capita consumption of meat  would decline 
by  3%  from  76.8  kg in 1968/71  to 74.6  kg in 1977.  Consumption would thus 
return to its 1960/62  level.  The  level  of meat  consumption is expected to 
correlate positively with the growth in incame.Assuming this,  the forecast 
decrease in the per capita consumption of meat  by 1977  is only plausible if 
overall  demand  for meat  is clearly sensitive to price changes1  (it is easy 
to deduce  from  Table 7  that in whatever way  it is construed the average real 
retail price of meat  would rise sharply by 1977). 
In order to test the price sensitivity of the demand  for meat  we  have,  in 
addition,  estimated a  demand  function for all types  of meat: 
(63)  Q = 122.10  +  43.124  log C  - 94.006  log P1  pr 
(4.5)  (3.5) 
2  R  =  0.840  D.W.  = 1.27  ~=  ~  1.3% Assessment  period 
Q  1958-69 
where: 
Q  total per capita consumption of meat  (kg slaughter weight) 
P1  average weighted real retail price of all types  of meat  (d/lb)2• 
1  A high degree  of price sensitivity for individual kinds  of meat  does  not 
necessarily imply a  price sensitivity for the  overall demand for meat  since 
calculation of overall  demand  is a  weighted average  of  own  price elasticities 
and cross price elasticities of the demand  for individual meats. 
2  The  weighting system used in calculating the average retail price for all 
types  of meat  on  the basis of nominal  retail prices was  as follows:  beef 
(0.324);  mutton and lamb  (0.149);  pork (0.162);  bacon (0.203);  poultrymeat 
(0.101);  edible offals (0.061). - 73-
Equation (63)  provides a  rather good  explanation of the  overall per capita 
consumption of meat.  The  income  elasticity of demand  for meat  would,  accor-
ding to equation (63),  be +0.3  and the  own  price elasticity -o.6 (the elas-
ticity coeffivients were measures in the arithmetical mean).  In addition to 
the price of meat  itself the price of fish (fish being a  possible substitute 
for meat)  could also influence  demand  for meat: 
(64)  Q =  + 102.23  +  34.293  log C  - pr  87 .9()2  log P1 +  20.409  log P2 
( 2. 2)  ( 3.4)  (0.6) 
2  D.W.  1.23  g 
1.3%  Assessment  R  =  0.850  =  -= 
Q  1958-69 
where: 
P
2  real retail price of fish- white,  filleted and unfilleted,  fresh 
( d/lb). 
Compared  with equation (63),  the low  t-test value for the regression coef-
ficients  of income  and the equally low t-test value for the  regression coef-
ficient  of the fish price in equation (64)  result mainly from  the close 
(random)  correlation between log C  and log P2  (  r  = +0.8o).  Consequently,  pr 
it cannot be  concluded from  equation (64)  that the price of fish exerts no 
significant influence  on the demand  for meat.  Equation (64)  yields an income 
elasticity of +0.2  for meat  demand,  an own  price elasticity of -0.5 and a 
cross price elasticity (fish)  of +0.1.  One  reason for this relatively low 
cross price elasticity is that during the reference period per capita con-
sumption of fish amounted  to only a  fraction of per capita consumption of 
meat.  The  most  important result for us is,  however,  the surprisingly high 
sensitivity of the overall  demand  for meat  to price,  which is clearly shown 
in equations (63)  and (64). It is particular.y interesting to note that,  in 
period - 74-
absolute terms,  the  own  price elasticity of the demand  for meat  is about 
twice as high as  income  elasticity. 
For control  purposes it is,  therefore,  advisable to forecast  the per capita 
consumption of meat  directly by means  of equations  ( 63)  and  ( 64).  The  hypo-
thesis  on the real retail price  of all types  of meat  can be derived directly 
from  the  ~otheses on  the nominal  retail prices for the individual  types  of 
meat,  from  the weighting scheme  for the average meat  price and from  the 
~othesis on the general price level.  This would give an increase of around 
25%  (cf.  Table 7)  in the real retail price of meat  from  1967/69  to 1977.  In 
the absence  of any other information it was  assumed that the upward trend in 
the real retail price  of fish noted during the reference period will continue 
until 1977  (see Table 7). Assuming this,  equation (63)  would give an estimate· 
of 70.0  kg  (equation (64)  = 70.1  kg)  for total per capita consumption of meat 
in 1977.  Aggregating the estimates  of per capita consumption for the  individual 
t.ypes  of meat  in 1977  we  had  obtained a  figure  of 74.6  kg.  Both esttmates are 
so close to one  another that a  revision of  our first estimate (aggregate method) 
on the basis  of the results of the  second estimate (using the demand  function 
for all types  of meat)  hardly seems  necessar.y. 
e. Milk products 
For liquid whole milk we  expect  only marginal  changes  in the real retail price 
by 1977.  Along with the  low  own  price elasticity of demand  for liquid milk 
this means  that consumption will  not be appreciably influenced by its own 
price between now  and 1977.  The  short-term income  elasticity of demand for 
liquid milk of +0.5  is certainly high;  meanwhile,  in the long term the demand 
for liquid milk is almost  completely inelastic to changes  in income.  Not  only 
the  short-term but also,  via the regression coefficient of the t-variable,  the 
long-term reactions are taken into consideration when  forecasting the per 
capita consumption of liquid milk by means  of  equation ( 28),  with the result 
that  the net effect of  income  is kept within relatively narrow limits.  This 
would explain why  the per capita consumption of liquid milk  of 138.5  kg in 
1977  obtained by using equation (28)  the regression coefficient is only 
slightly different from  the level  of  consumption in the years 1967/69  (139.8  kg). - 75-
For cream,  according to  our calculations,  an increase  of ar~  37  per 
cent in the average real retail price is to be  expected from  1967/69  to 
1977.  If the rather high  own  price elasticity of the demand for fresh 
cream  is also taken into consideration,  consumption of fresh  cream should, 
other things being equal,  fall considerably.  However,  incontrast to this 
there is an extraordinarily marked  expansive  income  effect such that on 
balance  the per capita consumption of fresh cream  is expected to expand 
appreciably in the forecasting period too (by 76%  from  1967/69  to 1977). 
As  can be  seen from  Table 8,  in no  event  does  equation (31)  give an accep-
table forecast  of the demand  for tinned sterilised cream.  If no  adjustment 
is made  to  the regression coefficient of the t-variable in equation (31), 
a  step,  which is in fact  not acceptable (in view of the serious structural 
break both in the price series for cream as well as in that for condensed 
milk due  to the EEC  effect)  that equation produces a  32 %  fall in the con-
sumption of tinned cream  for the period 1967/69  to 1977.  However,  in view 
of  the ver.y  high income  elasticity of tinned cream  consumption this is not 
plausible.  (It is rather to be  expected that,  as in the  case  of fresh crea., 
the  expansive influence  of  income  will  outweigh the  contractive influence of 
its own  price). If the regression coefficient of the t-variable in equation 
(31)  were  adjusted,  the equation would  show  that the per capita consumption 
of tinned cream would more  than double by 1977.  However,  a  much  sharper in-
crease in tinned cream  consumption than in that for fresh cream would, 
however,  be  completely inconsistent with past experience,  which points to a 
marked preference for the fresh as  opposed  to the tinned product.  The  reaaon 
for this poor forecasting performance  of equation (31)  could be the fact 
that the method  proposed under (I,  4)  for segregating regression coefficients 
of  the  time variables  on  which  the adjustment  of the coefficients for fore-
casting purposes is based is only conditionally applicable to tinned cream 
(cf.  Table  2,  column  3).  For this reason,  the per capita consumption of tinned - 76  -
cream  sh~ld be forecast by means  of equation (30),  in which  the price of 
condensed milk appears along with income  and the price of  cream  but not 
with time as  explanator,y variables.  Equation (30)  gives an estimate of 
0.47  kg product weight for the per capita consumption of tinned cream  in 
1977,  which would represent an increase of 15%  over 1967/69.  This result 
seems  at least more  realistic than that obtained with equation (31).  Total 
per capita consumption of cream  would therefore rise from  1.32 kg product 
weight  in the years 1967/69  to 2.07  kg product weight  in 1977,  representing 
an increase of 57  per cent. 
The  principal factor determining demand  for condensed milk is the price of 
liquid milk.  Since,  according to  ~r hypotheses,  the real retail price of 
liquid milk will scarcely alter Qy  1977,  only the increase in its own  price 
(15%  in real  terms by 1977)  and the negative income  elasticity will have 
any effect on  the forecast  of  condensed milk consumption by means  of 
equation (32).  Their joint effect will result in a  decline  of 11%  in the 
per capita consumption of condensed milk from  1967/69  to 1977,  with con-
densed milk  consumption falling back to its approximate level at the begin-
ning of the reference period. 
The  slight downward  trend in total per capita consumption of milk powder, 
which was  already perceptible in the reference period,  is expected  accord~ng 
to our estimates,  persist (1958/60:  1.83 kg;  1967/69:  1.8o  kg;  forecast for 
1977:  1.77  kg).  The  proportion of whole  milk powder will probably fall  even 
more  sharply (1958/60:  42.1;  1967/69:  35.6;  estimate for 1977:  25  %).  The 
substitution process between skimmed  milk powder and whole  milk powder  w~ld 
still be determined by  income  (cf.  equations  (33)  and (34))  and be limited 
primarily to the use  of milk powder in the food  industry. 
With  the adoption of EEC  agricultural prices by the United Kingdom  the retail 
price for butter will also increase very sharply in real  terms  (+ 55%  between 
1967/69  and 1977).  Bearing in mind also that the price of butter is the most 
important factor in determining demand,  the estimates derived from  equations 





































































































































































































 - 77  -
from  1967/69  to 1977  are not very plausible. According to our expectations, 
demand  for butter ~ht to react much  more  sharply to such price rises. 
Therefore,  it seems  advisable to use directly for forecasting equation (36), 
which measures,  in particular,  the effect  of extreme increases in the price 
of butter on  the demand  for butter. Average weekly  consumption on  a  quarterly 
basis estimated by means  of equation (36)  results in a  per capita consumption 
of 6.9  kg in 1977  (fall of 21.4  per cent  compared with 1967/69).  In view of 
the recent  developments  on butter market  in the United Kingdom  and since 
equation (36)  too considerably overestimates the average weekly consumption 
of butter in the first,  second and third quarters of 1972,  we  consider that 
even the forecast  obtained by using equation (36)  is too optimistic; after 
making the  corresponding correction we  still obtain an estimate of 6.2 kg 
for the per capita consumption of butter in 1977,  representing a  fall  of 
29.4%  compared with 1967/69. 
According to our price hypotheses,  the price of cheese will rise even more 
strongly in real  terms than that of butter (57%  between 1967/69  and 1977). 
However,  because  of the very low  own  price elasticity (in absolute terms) 
and the high positive income  elasticity of  the demand  for  cheese,  this would 
not lead to any significant reduction in the per capita consumption of  cheese 
(estimated decrease from  1967/69  to 1977:  4 %). 
Owing  to the lack of suitable statistical data we  were  unable  to estimate 
demand  functions for ice cream,  yoghonrt and milk drinks  (milk shakes etc.). 
We  possess  only a  time series of the quantity of whole  milk used by the 
dairies for the manufacture  of these products,  which is,  however,  believed 
to be rather unreliable as it has been estimated as a  residual value.  Calcu-
lated on a  per capita basis the quantity of whole  milk used for the manufacture 
of ice cream,  yogh~rt and milk drinks  increased during the reference period 
from  0.87  kg (1958/60)  to 2.05  kg in 1969/71.  A high positive income  elasticity 
of demand  for the  end products was  thought to be primarily responsible for this 
development.  The  adoption of EEC  agricultural prices could mean  considerable 





















































































































































































































































































































































































could increase at a  somewhat  slower rate than in the  reference period 
(figure assumed for 1977:  2.50  kg whole  milk equivalent). 
Demand  for chocolate  crumb  is entirely dependent  on  the volume  and 
especially the  composition of the domestic production of chocolate 
confectionery (chocolate  crumb  is an important raw material in the 
chocolate confectionery industry).  Therefore  one  could not  justify 
explaining the whole  milk equivalent  of the volume  of per capita 
chocolate  crumb  consumption in terms  of  income  and in terms  of an 
average retail price for chocolate confectionery.  During the period 
1958-71  the whole  milk equivalent  of the per capita consumption  of 
chocolate  crumb  fluctuated between 4.4 and 6.5  kg,  with no clear long-
term trend appearing.  This  could inter alia be  due  to the  fact that 
the per capita consumption of chocolate confectioner.y remained prac-
tically unchanged during the same  period.  The  per capita consumption 
of sweets and confectionery of all kinds in the United Kingdom  was 
already at an internationally very high level  towards  the  end of the 
fifties and has  not  risen since.  The  per capita consumption of sweets 
and confectionery is more  likely to decline slightly in the future; 
this is also indicated in the forecast  of a  fall in total sugar con-
sumption between now  and 1977.  In line with this,  we  assume  that the 
whole milk equivalent  of the per capita consumption of chocolate crumb 
in 1977  will at best amount  to 5.0  kg,  which almost  corresponds to the 
average  figure  for the years 1968/71  (5.13 kg). 
f.  Eggs  and egg products 
Demand  for ~  reacts only weakly to changes in income  and prices (own 
price and that  of bacon).  According to our estimates,  the real retail 
price of eggs will fall b,y  6%  between 1967/69  and 1977,  while that of 
bacon could rise by  around 4 %.  In view  of the small  degree  of both 
price and income  elasticity and the assumed  changes in the real price, 
the per capita consumption of eggs  in 1977  is expected to differ little 
from  its level in the base period (estimated increase from  1967/69  to 
1977:  4 %).  The  consumption of egg products is expected to expand same-
what  more  sharply since it is assumed  that the positive correlation 
between income  and the  demand  for egg products discernible in the refe-- 19-
renee period will continue in the future.  Forecasting the  consumption of 
egg products contains an element  of uncertainty in so far as it is con-
ceivable that,  as a  result of appreciable  changes in the amount  of egg 
products used in the manufacture  of various foodstuffs,  the overall de-
mand  for egg products can change  considerably within a  relatively short 
time. Apart from  such considerations,  the per capita consumption of egg 
products  could increase by 8 per cent between 1967/69  and 1977. 
g.  Fruit and vegetables 
The  real retail price for apples (dessert and cooking)  rose sharply in 
the reference period (by 26%  from  its average  of 1958/69  - 1960/61  to 
its average  of 1966/67  - 1968/69).  With  demand  almost wholly inelastic 
changes in income  but highly dependent  on price this led to a  decline 
of 20% in the per capita consumption of apples (dessert and cooking). 
Following the gradual abolition of duties and (seasonal)  quotas for 
imports  of apples  (dessert and cooking)  from  the EEC  countries the supply 
of relatively cheaper apples,  especially from  France and Italy,  to the 
UK  market  could result in an appreciable reduction in the real retail 
price of apples in the United Kingdom  by  1977/78  (according to our expec-
tations,  -19% from  its average for 1966/67  - 1968/69  to its average for 
1977/78).  According to equation (41),  in which demand  for apples is ex-
plained solely b,y  their price,  this would mean  that the per capita con-
sumption of apples (dessert and  coOking)  would return by 1977/78  to its 
level at the beginning of the reference period. A decline is also fore-
cast in the retail price of pears (dessert and  cooking)  b.y  1977/78  (-21  ~) 
for the same  reasons as given above  for apples.  Things being equal,  this 
will give a  considerable boost to the demand  for pears.  However,  there 
will also be a  marked  contractive income  effect (high negative income 
elasticity of the demand  for pears)  with the net result that the per ca.-
pita consumption of pears {dessert and cooking)  will remain unchanged 
until 1977/78  (equation (44)). 
It was  not possible to estimate the  income  and price elasticities of the 
demand  for Efeserved apples and pears by means  of the multiple regression 
analysis as no  representative retail prices were available for these pro-
ducts.  An  explanation of the per capita consumption of preserved apples 










































































































































































































of both products  changed  only slightly in the reference period and showed 
no  recognisable trend. Average per capita consumption for the 1966/67  -
1968/69  farm years was  1.20  kg for pear preserves and to 1.23 kg for apple 
preserves.  For 1977/78  we  must,  therefore,  content  ourselves with the simple 
assumption that the level  of consumption will  remain constant for both pro-
ducts  ( 1.  20  k8) • 
Because  of  the lack of adequate  information on their retail price we  were 
unable to estimate the demand  functions for fresh peaches and preserved 
peaches.  This is particularly unfortunate as it means  that the probable 
substitution between preserved peaches and other preserved fruit (for 
example,  tinned pears and pineapples)  cannot be studies.  By far the greater 
proportion of the consumption of peaches  in the United Kingdom  consists of 
tinned peaches,  of which  good quality imports are supplied at ver,r low prices 
by certain Canmonweal th countries (led by Australia)  and by South Africa. 
Consumption of fresh peaches is still, however,  quite uncommon  in maey 
regions  of the United Kingdom.  During the years 1967/69  total per capita 
consumption of peaches averaged 2.23  kg,  of which preserved peaches accounted 
for 79%  (or 1.77  kg)  and fresh peaches for only  21  %(or 0.46 kg).  Neverthe-
less,  a  strong upward movement  was  noted in the per capita consumption of 
fresh peaches  in the reference period (in 1958/60  only 0.17  kg was  sold per 
capita each year).  From  this we  would like to draw  the conclusion that the 
sale of fresh peaches  on  the British market is capable  of being developed 
much  further.  With free  entry to this market France and Italy especially 
should be able,  by means  of intensive sales promotion campaigns  and the 
maintenance  of high quality standards,  to increase their exports1  of fresh 
peaches to the United Kingdom  quite considerably.  Under these circumstances, 
the per capita consumption of fresh peaches will reach 1.0 kg by 1977.  In 
the first half of the reference period the level of  consumption of preserved 
peaches first showed  a  marked upward  trend (1958/60:  1.70 kg;  1962/64:  2.00  kg) 
which later settled between 1.7  and 1.9 kg.  After the accession of the United 
1  During the reference period the Six were  alrea~ supplying nearly 90  % of 
all fresh peaches  coming  on  to the British market. - 81  -
Kingdom  to the EEC  the low-prices imports  of preserved peaches from Australia 
and South Africa are expected to be partially displaces by higher-prices pro-
ducts from  France and Italy,  as the previous  customs  preferences for imports 
from  South Africa and Australia would have  to be abolished (treatment as  im-
ports from  non-member  countries).  This  could have  a  negative effect on  the 
overall  demand  for preserved peaches.  Moreover it should be  remembered  that 
the assumption of a  very rapid expansion in demand  for fresh peaches  can 
possibly be  justified only if at the  same  time  one  assumes  certain cuts in 
the estimate for preserved produce.  For these reasons we  sill assume  that the 
per capita consumption of preserved peaches in 1977  will  correspond to the 
average for the years 1966/69  (1.8 kg).  On  this basis the total per capita 
consumption of peaches (fresh and preserved)  would rise from  2.23  kg (1966/69) 
to 2.80  kg in 1977. 
In spite of an expected decline  of 15% in the real retail prices for fresh 
and chilled tomatoes between 1967/69  and 1977,  the  demand  for this product 
is expected to increase  only slightly in future as  income  exerts a  contractive 
influence on the  consumption of fresh tomatoes  (negative  income  elasticity). 
By  applying equation (45)  we  arrive at a  per capita consumption of fresh to-
matoes  of 6.6  kg  for 1977  (increase compared with 1967/69:  8 %).  In contrast 
with fresh tomatoes,  the demand  for preserved tomatoes and tomato  concentrates 
could rise sharply in the fugure as both price (hypothesis  on  the real retail 
price  of preserved tomatoes:  -13 %  by 1977)  and especially income  will exert 
a  positive effect on  consumption (forecast of the per capita consumption of 
tomatoes  and tomato  concentrates in 1977  according to equation (46):  10.6  kg 
fresh tomato equivalent:  increase compared with 1967/69:  25  %).  Consumption 
of  tomato  juice also showed  an upward movement  during the reference period 
(1958/60:  0.14 kg  fresh tomato  equivalent; 1967/69:  0.20  kg),  which,  it is 
supposed,  was  activated by  the growth in income.  We  were  unable  to verfy this 
supposition by means  of the regression analysis because  of the lack of data - 82-
on  the retail prices of  tomato  juice. A graphical  trend extrapolation 
of  the per capita consumption of tomato  juice during the period 1958-
1970  gave an estimate  of 0.25  kg for 1977.  Aggregating these individual 
forecasts,  the  consumption  of  tomatoes and processed tomato products 
in 1977- converted to fresh tomato equivalent- would amount  to 17.45  kg, 
which represents an increase of 18%  over 1967/68  (14.80  kg). 
h.  Oils and fats 
The  multiple regression analysis  showed  no  significant influence of 
income  of of the retail prices  of the principal fats (butter,  margarine, 
manufactured edible fat and lard)  on  the  total per capita consumption 
of oils and fats during the reference period.  From  this we  draw  the 
conclusion with a  high individual level  of  income,  the  consumption of 
fats and oils is determined only by consumer habits (inter alia the 
type  of meals  eaten and their preparation)  and to an increasing degree 
by  health considerations.  In the first half  of the reference period 
total  consumption of oils and fats in the United Kingdom  was  still 
growing (21.87  kg in 1958;  23.12  kg in 1964)1 to be  followed by a  tem-
porary fall to 22.4  kg in the years 1965/67  and then a  slight recovery 
which  did not  exceed the 1964  level. A further continuing decline in 
the per capita consumption of fats and oils is considered more  likely. 
Under  these  circumstances  our assumption that there will be a  reduction 
of  only 4.7% from  1968/70  to 1977  seems  rather optimistic (see Table 11). 
Understandably the  tendency to reduce fat  consumption for health reasons 
affects primarily the  consumption of  the  so called "visible fats",  of 
which butter and margarine are by far the most  important.  Total  per capita 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 84  -
consumption of butter and margarine accordingly fell almost  continously 
during the reference period from  12.43  kg (1958)  to 11.21  kg in 1971. 
Very  probably this trend will continue during the forecasting period so 
that it should be possible to forecast  the per capita conswmption  of 
spreadable fats in 1977  by  means  of a  graphical  trend extrapolation. 
This would still mean  a  per capita consumption of butter and margarine 
of 10.5  kg in 1977. 
As  has already been shown  in the demand  analysis for butter,  demand  for 
margarine  can also be determined  on  the basis of given income  and a 
given price of butter as well as a  given level of consumption of sprea-
dable fats.  For the per capita consumption of butter in 1977  we  obtained 
an estimate  of 6.20  kg fresh weight;  in terms  of pure fat content this 
is around 5.10  kg.  The  resulting difference  of 5.40  kg in pure fat con-
tent between the per capita consumption of spreadable fats and that of 
butter in 1977  would,  under the above  conditions,  be entirely accounted 
for by margarine.  This means  that as a  result of the  expected sharp rise 
in the price of butter the level  of  consumption of margarine would in-
crease by  28%  between 1968/70  and 1977. 
In the period 1958-65  the per capita consumption of~  (only direct 
consumption and not the quantities used in the manufacture  of margarine 
and edible fats)  showed  a  clear negative correlation with the per capita 
consumption of butter and a  positive correlation with the per capita con-
sumption of margarine.  This indicates that in the United Kingdom  initially 
lard was  still to a  certain extent a  cheap  substitute for butter as regards 
spreading on bread. After 1966  the situation changed with lard no  longer 
playing this substitution role except in a  very few  cases and this has 
led us to assume  that  only margarine  and not lard will profit from  the 
sharp  decline forecast  in the demand  for butter by 1977.  This explains 
why  only a  marginal  increase (4 %)  is forecast  in the per capita con-
sumption of lard between 1968/70  and 1977.  Demand  for manufactured edible 
!!!!  showed  a  downward  trend during the reference period which was  prima-
rily due  to the  increasing use  of specific edible vegetable oils for - 85  -
baking and fr.ying.  Demand  for vegetable  oils  ought also to have  receive 
a  boost  from  their growing use in the preparation of salad dressings and 
mayonnaise.  The  substitution of vegetable oils for manufactured edible 
fats should continue so that a  further decline in the  consumption of 
manufactured edible fats is to be  expected.  Accordingly,  the per capita 
consumption of vegetable oils during the reference period will probably 
not be repeated since,  according to  our expectations,  the trend towards 
a  lower fat content diet will also affect  somewhat  the  consumption of 
vegetable oils. 
Below  we  will briefly discuss the  importance  of those types  of oil which 
are of special interest for the EEC  agricultural policy- e.g.  rape-seed, 
sunflower-seed and olive oil - in terms  of the total consumption of fats 
and oils in the United Kingdom  (cf.  Table  27*).  Until 1964  imports  of 
rape-seed oil (direct imports  of oil plus the oil equivalent  of rape-seed 
imports)  played only a  ver,y  minor role in total UK  imports  of vegetable 
oils (less than 10  000  t  per annum).  After 1964  a  sharp rise in rape-seed 
oil  imports  took place (average annual  imports for the years 1967/69: 
31  000  t). The  principal suppliers during this period were  Pland,  the 
German  Democratic Republic,  Sweden  and the Six (chiefly the Federal Republic 
of Germany,  the Netherlands and France).  By  far the greatest proportion 
of total  imports  of rape-seed oil took the form  of seeds which were  processed 
in oilmills in the United Kingdom.  Rape  was  not  grown  on  any appreciably 
scale in the United Kingdom  before 1970.  One  reason for this could be that 
rapeseed was  not  covered by the deficiency payments  systems  so that UK 
producers  of rape seed had to compete  directly at world market prices. 
Consequently,  the  commercial  cultivation of rape for oil seed was  at a 
marked  disadvantage  compared with the cultivation of sugar beet,  wheat 
and barley in particular.  In recent years the total area devoted to the 
cultivation of rape  in the United Kingdom  has  stood at about 45  000  ha, 
which represented only 1% of the total area given over to  the cultiva-
tion of grain. Statistical data relating to rape-seed crops  and their 
utilization are not available to us.  However,  as far as  can be  deduced 
from  the statistics on land utilization,  rape  is cultivated predominantly 
for feed purposes (as an intermediate crop);  in the years 1968/71  o~y - 86  -
5 000  ha were  used for the cultivation of oil seed.  Assuming  a  yield of 
2.5 metric tons per hectare then the annual  crop would amount  to 18  500  t 
or,  with an average  oil extraction rate  of 42 %,  5 300  t  of raw  oil.  Con-
sequently,  the domestic production of rape-seed oil would be  of quite 
minor importance  compared with the volume  of rape-seed oil and other ve-
getable oil imports.  Of  the total available domestic supplies  of rape-seed 
oil,  which we  estimate at about  35  000  t  for the period 1967/69,  43% 
(15 000  t)  was  used for the manufacture  of margarine and edible fats 
(margarine:  10  000  t; edible fats:  5000  t). In 1967/69  rape-seed oil re-
presented 9% of the total quantity of vegetable oils (animal  oils are 
not  taken into account)  used for the production of margarine and 11  % 
of  the total quantity of vegetable oils used for the manufacture  of edible 
fats).  We  possess  no  reliable information on  the use to which the remaining 
quantity of rape-seed oil was  put. 
As  in the  case  of rape-seed oil,  UK  imports  of sunflower-seed oil were  for 
a  long time practically non-existent (until 1966  5 000  t  or less annually). 
Subsequently there was  a  dramatic rise to 68  000  t  in the years 1967/69. 
Imports were  restricted entirely to raw  oil;  the principal suppliers were 
the USSR,  Romania,  Bulgaria,  Yugoslavia and the Netherlands.  Imports  from 
the Netherlands were  limited exclusively to transit trade (for example, 
from Argentina).  In 1967/69  38%  (26  000  t)  of the  oil  imported was  used 
in the manufacture  of margarine and edible fats;  during the  same  period 
sunflower-seed oil accounted for  20  %  of the total quantity of raw vegetable 
oil used in the manufacture  of margarine  (22 000  t); as regards the manu-
facture  of edible fats during the  same  period the  corresponding figure was 
9% (4 000  t).  The  remaining 42 000  metric tons are believed to have been 
used mainly as  edible oil for fr.ying,  salad dressings etc.  (direct con-
sumption). 
Annual  imports  of olive oil during the reference period amounted  to between 
only  2  000  and  3 000  metric  tons and  came  mainly  from  Spain.  The  use  of 
olive oil as edible oil in the United Kingdom  is still limited; at present 
the main customers  of olive oil for use as  edible oil are presumably certain 
restaurants run by  non-UK  nationals. 
If the United Kingdom's liberal import policy for oils and fats were  con-
tinued,  the  consumption of sunflower-seed and rape-seed oil in 1977  would - 87  -
depend primarily on  the  relationship between the world price for both 
these types  of oil and those for the  other vegetable and animal  oils. 
Adoption of  the EEC  agricultural poliqy by  the United Kingdom  could, 
however,  bring about  considerable  changes.  Above  all, it is expected 
that,  compared with grain,  rape  seed as an oil seed will be substantially 
better placed (from  the producer's point  of view)  in the agricultural 
price system than at present.  This  could be a  strong incentive for 
farmers to expand the cultivated area devoted to rape  grown for the 
production of oil seed,  particularly since,  from  an economic point of 
view,  it could offer a  better solution to the problem  of crop rotation, 
particularly for holdings  concentrating on  the  cultivation of grain. 
If there is a  sharp rise in the UK  production of rape-seed oil,  this 
may  result,  for supply reasons,  in the substitution of rape-seed oil 
for other imported vegetable oils given the existing EEC  rape-seed 
marketing regu.lations.  No  pronouncement  as to what  extent this would 
be  the  case is possible until an estimate  of the domestic production 
of rape-seed oil has been made.  For this reason we  will not  estimate 
the  consumption of rape-seed and sunflower-seed oil (the estimated 
demand  for sunflower-seed oil should again be viewed in tenns  of that 
for rape-seed oil) until the forecast  of supply is available. 
As  stated earlier,  UK  imports  of olive oil are used mainly  to meet 
special requirements.  Since no  spectacular change  can be  expected in 
consumer habits as regards  the use  of edible oils for cooking,  frying 
and as salad oil in the next  few  years we  will assume  that not more 
than 3  000  metric tons  of olive oil will be  consumed  in the United 
Kingdom  in 1977. 
4.  Summar;y  of the results of the forecast 
The  results of the forecast  of total consumption of important food-
stuffs in the United Kingdom  in 1977  are given in Table 12.  In inter-
preting these results we  will differentiate principally between the 
"EEC  effect" and the "normal  effect".  The  "EEC  effect" should be 
understood essentially as a  price effect which might affect all those - 88  -
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products which will either increase sharply in price (high price effect) 
or decrease sharply in price (low price effsct) as a  result of the reper-
cussions  of  the EEC  market  regulations  on  UK  agricultural prices.  By 
"nonnal  effect" we  mean  the situation whereby  for a  number  of products 
the results  of the forecast were  influenced either primarily by factors 
which would  have  come  to beat even wi thaut UK  entry (income  growth;  long-
term shifts in consumer habits)  or b.1  factors which  even under EEC  condi-
tions wauld  probably affect prices to only a  relatively small extent.  The 
"normal  effect" applies principally to the projections for the most  im-
portant basic foodstuffs -e.g. wheat  flour (althaugh considerable increases 
in wheat  prices are to be  expected under EEC  conditions;  as equation (8) 
shows,  however,  the price of wheat  or wheat  flour and/or bread does  not 
affect the demand  for wheat  flour),  sugar,  potatoes,  liquid milk and  eggs. 
It is above all the  forecasts for beef,  mutton,  lamb,  butter and cheese 
which  reflect a  "high-price EEC  effect".  For the period 1967/69  to 1977 
a  25 %  fall in the  consumption of beef was  forecast  (mutton and  lamb:  20  %; 
butter:  27  %).  As  regards  cheese,  domestic demand  is expected to fall by 
only 1%  in the  same  period (as the result of a  comparatively high positive 
income  elasticity and a  low  own  price elasticity,  expressed in absolute 
terms,  of the demand  for cheese);  in comparison with the sharp increase 
in the consumption of cheese during the reference period,  however,  the 
forecast  implies a  complete break with past trends.  The  estimates for 
pork and poultrymeat as well as for margarine are strongly influenced 
by  the high price effect via the cross-price elasticities. Mainly as a 
result  of the large increases in beef and lamb  prices compared  with pork 
and poultrymeat a  30%  increase in the consumption of pork was  forecast 
for the period 1967/69  to 1977  (poultr.ymeat:  +56%).  The  expected price-
induced contraction in the consumption of butter by 1977  should favour 
the sale of margarine  considerably (+32%  from  1967/69  to 1977). 
Important low price effects resulting from  the United Kingdom's  adoption 
of the EEC  agricultural policy are to be  found  only in the  forecast  of 
the demand  for fruit and vegetables.  For the period 1967/69  to 1977  a - 90-
largely price-conditioned increase  of  30%  in the  consumption of apples 
and pears (dessert and cooking),  and fresh peaches and of  22% in the 
consumption  of  tomatoes  of all kinds  (including processed tomato products 
in fresh  tomato  equivalent)  was  forecast. 
5.  Nutritional test 
The  results  of the nutritional test are given in Tables 13,  14 and 15.  In 
particular,  it should be pointed out  that in view  of the forecast this 
test had,  of course,  to be limited to only  those products for which  a 
forecast  of demand  had already been made  under II,  3  (underlined headings). 
For all other products  (with the  one  exception of fish)  we  assumed  that the 
level  of  consumption attained in 1968  would  remain unchanged until 1977. 
Due  to this much  simplified assumption the per capita calorie,  protein and 
fat  consumption in 1977  has been systematically underestimated (this ia 
particularly true of a  number  of different kinds  of fruit and vegetables 
and  of glucose).  The  forecast  of the per capita consumption of fish was 
based on  the following considerations:  as equation (64)  suggests,  the 
demand  for fish is considerably influenced by  the price ratio (meat  :  fish); 
furthermore,  the demand  for fish will probably show  a  significantly positive 
income  elasticity.  Between  1958/60  and 1967/69  the price ratio (meat  : 
fish)  fell  from  1.40  :  1  to 1.26  :  1.  The  resulting negative effect on  the 
demand  for fish was  clearly offset by  the positive effect  of income  groWth 
with the result that the long-term trend in the  consumption of fish remained 
approximately constant.  We  expect a  rise in the price ratio (meat  :  fish) 
from  1.26  :  1  to 1.50  :  1  or of around 20% (see Table 7)  between 1967/69 
and 1977. Moreover,  during the  forecast period both the relative prices and 
the assumed  income  growth would have  a  positive effect  on  the demand  for 
fish. Accordingly,  we  have  estimated that the per oapi  ta consumption of 
fish in 1977  (fresh fish,  smoked  fish,  preserved fish etc.) will be  11.00 kg; 
this is 26.6% higher than in 1967/69  (8.69 kg). As  regards  the headings 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 94  -
should be added  that although forecast  have  been worked  out  for individual 
sub-headings in II,  3,  the  estimates for these  cannot be  considered repre-
sentative of all the  other products  of the group  in question.  Therefore,  we 
have  to assume  instead that the  consumption  of the products under these 
three headings will  remain  constant between 1968  and 1977. 
In interpreting the estimates  of  the calorie and fat content  of food  one 
should bear in mind  that,  although in the first half of the reference period 
the daily calorie and fat  consumption per head  of population moved  steadily 
upwards  (1958/60  to 1962/64z  + 0.7% (calories) and +3.9%  (fat),  subsequently 
the average daily calorie (fat)  intake per head  of population fell signifi-
cantly (between 1962/64  and 1966/68  by 1.6% (calories)  and by  0.7% (fat)). 
This  tendency towards  a  lower-calorie and lower-fat for health reasons  is 
likely to spread in future.  To  that extent,  the estimates resulting from 
the forecasts  of demand  show  that a  fall in the daily per capita consumption 
of calories and fat of 3.0 %  and  2.4 %  respectively between 1966/68  and 1977 
is nothing more  than a  slightly intensified continuation of the trend which 
has been noticeable since the middle  of the sixties.  They  can be  considered 
wholly realistic forecasts,  particularly if one  bears in mind  that the as-
sumption  of a  constant level  of  consumption as  regards those groups  of pro-
ducts not  covered by  the demand  forecasts results in a  slight systematic. 
underestimation of the daily calorie and fat consumption per head  of popu-
lation (see above  for details).  The  average daily per capita consumption of 
protein reached ita highest point in the years 1961/63J  up  to 1966/68  it 
fell again by  1.3 %.  The  reason for this was  a  considerable decrease  in the 
consumption  of protein,  above  all in the  form  of cereal products,  accompanied 
by  a  practically atationar,y consumption of animal  protein.  On  the basis of 
the demand  forecasts there will be  a  further 2 %  decrease in the daily per 
capita consumption of protein between 1966/68  and 1977.  As  was  already es-
tablished for the reference period,  it is to be  assumed  that with a  growing 
income  level  there will be  a  long-term tendency as regards total protein 
consumption towards  the substitution of high-grade animal  protein for vege-
table protein.  Precisely this result emerges  from  Table 14  as  regards  the - 95  -
forecast period also.  The  proportion of animal  protein in the total 
consumption of protein would  increase accordingly from  62.2%  (1966/68) 
to 63.5% in 1977. 
In conclusion,  the nutritional test can be said by and large to have 
produced fairly plausible results,  a  revision of the demand  projections 
in line with results of the nutritional test does  not,  therefore,  seem 
necessar.y. - 96  -
III. Analysis  of the supply of a.gricul  tural products 
1.  General  introduction 
If here we  take  the considerable trouble  to construct  econometric models 
in order to explain the  supply of agricultural products in the United 
Kingdom,  we  do  so for three reasons: 
- to gather information about  how  UK  farmers  have  responded in the past 
to price changes; 
- to analyse the degreee  of  competition existing between the most  impor-
tant sectors of agriculture in the United Kingdom; 
- to differentiate between the influences  of economic  factors  (prices, 
costs,  subsidies not  dependent  on sales,  etc.)  and the effects of non-
economic  factors  (weather,  soil characteristics etc). 
The  results  obtained from  the models  constructed below are naturally de-
pendent in many  respects  on  the  conditions  obtaining during the reference 
period,  primarily the validity of the deficiency payments  system.  Use  of 
these models  for forecasting purposes must,  therefore,  in every case be 
preceded by  a  critical appraisal  criticism of each individual equation of 
behaviour,  having regard to whether and to what  extent the relevant 
equation could be applicable even after adoption by the United Kingdom  of 
the Community's  agricultural policy and also to what  extent it must  be 
modified to meet  the new  conditions.  In our opinion,  this is most  likely 
to permit a.s  r.a.tiona.l  a.  forecast  of supply a.s  possible to be  made  (i.e. 
a.n  economico-causa.l  and feasible  forecast).  The  alternative would be 
trend extrapolations and related procedures along with speculative con-
siderations,  and,  given the hypothesis  of  a.  change in the agricultural 
system,  this would,  in our view,  greatly increase the danger  of more  or 
less inconsistent estimates. - 97  -
2.  Construction of  the models  and  general  formulation of the  equations 
of behaviour featuring in the models 
a.  Cereals 
In the  case  of crops  the farmers  react to price changes  and  to other economic 
factors almost  exclusively b,y  varying the area under cultivation.  In contrast 
to this the long-term trend in yields per unit area is determined primarily 
by  technical progress,  which,  with a  more  or less considerable time-lag,  per-
meates  agriculture in an extremely autonomous  fashion.  In the short  term,  i.e •. 
from  one  year to the next,  yields per unit area are determined by  weather 
conditions.  In forecasting yields per unit area we  oan  accordingly limit 
ourselves to trend extrapolations  or simple  assumptions  whereby  normal  weather 
conditions are presumed  to obtain. 
By  far the bulk of  land in the United Kingdom  given over to the cultivation of 
cereals is devoted to wheat  and barley.  Whereas,  for climatic reasons  and be-
cause  of soil fertility,  the  opportunities for growing wheat  in the United 
Kingdom  are rather limited,  barley growing  is economically viable in almost 
all regions  of the British Isles (if one  discounts  some  areas in Wales  and in 
the West  and  North  of Scotland).  Following  the abolition of food  rationing, 
when  the British Government  was  concentrating on  improving  domestic  supplies 
of feed graina,  it was  necessary firstly to promote  the growing  of barley.  In 
order to obtain a  rapid extension of barley growing  the guaranteed price for 
barley was  at first set higher than that for wheat.  Furthermore,  farmers  could 
claim deficiency payments  for feed barley grown  and used on  their own  farms, 
something which  was  not possible in the case  of wheat.  The  farmers  reacted to 
this by  doubling  the area under barley in the relatively short period from 
1957  to 1965J  the  cultivation of wheat  followed a  declining trend until 1964. 
'ro  the  extent that the "barley boom"  consolidated,  the wheat  prioe again was 
raised to the level  of the barley price.  The  domestic production of barley 
rose  so  much  in the meantime  that in the years 1965-67  considerable surpluses 
appeared.  Consequently,  the Government  again set the wheat  prioe considerably 
higher than the barley price and  this promptly put an end  to the barley boom 
and  led to an increase in the area under wheat. - 98  -
We  have  here  dwelt  on  the past trend only because it gives a  clear indication 
that the price ratio (wheat  :  barley)  exerts great influence  on  the size of 
the areas under wheat  and barley. As  for production costs,  it can be assumed 
that wheat  differs only marginally from  barley;  this is related inter alia 
to the use  of almost  identical  techniques  of sowing,  harvesting and storage 
and of similar amounts  of fertilizers as well  as almost  the  same  labour input 
for both types  of grain.  To  that extent a  simple  comparison of actual pro-
ducer prices (market  price  obtained plus guaranteed payments)  to show  the 
"relative competitiveness"  of wheat  as against barley should (from  the farmer's · 
point  of view)  suffice.  In the United Kingdom  wheat  is sown  alm~st exclusively as 
winter wheat,  whereas  in the  case  of spring barley predominates.  When  spring 
barley is sown,  the  farmer has as a  rule marketed all or at least the greater 
part of the grain from  the previous year's harvest and  he  knows  the prices he' 
received for it from  the dealer.  He  should by  this time  also have  a  reasonably 
accurate idea of the size of the deficienqy payments  he  can expect. Accordinly 
it could be  supposed that the decision on  the size of the area sown  with 
spring barley,  irrespective of the weather conditions  obtaining at the  time 
of sowing,  is,  to a  considerable  extent,  dependent  on  the market  prices obtained 
and  the  expected deficiency payments  for wheat  and barley from  the previous 
havest.  The  prices expected for the  coming  harvest  can,  in our opinion,  be best 
represented by  the average producer price subsequently calculated by  the Home-
Grown  Cereals Authority or,  as  the case may  be,  by  the Ministry of Agriculture 
on  the basis  of  the data given in the farmers'  claims according to the Cereals 
Deficiency Payments  Scheme  and by  the guarantee payments  actually made;  this 
price is shown  in the statistical appendix of the Annual  Review1• 
In the  case  of winter wheat  not  only the prioes for harvest (t-1)  but also 
those for harvest  (t-2)  should play an important part when  deciding on  the 
size of the area to be  cultivated because when  winter wheat  is sown  the previous 
1  Secretar,y  of State for the Home  Department,  Secretary of State for Scotland, 
Secretar,y  of State for Wales  and the Minister of Agriculture,  Fisheries and 
Food,  Annual  Review  and Determination of Guarantees,  London,  H.M.S.O., 
various  issues. - 99-
harvest  of wheat  and barley has been completed  only a  month  (wheat)  or 
a  month  and a  half (barley)  previously,  and because the volume  of this 
harvest  (t-1)  sold by  then often make  up  only a  small part of the total 
grain from  that harvest intended for marketing. 
Price expectations for the  coming  harvest could in the case  of barley 
be  influenced also by  the announcement  of the guaranteed prices for the 
next  crop year in the Annual  Review  immediately before the  sowing  of 
spring barley.  This would  imply that the area to be  devoted to the cul-
tivation of spring barley in period (t),  could,  to same  extent,  also be 
dependent  on  the  guaranteed prices for wheat  and barley in the same  pe-
riod. Against this,  if the  individual  farmer knows  what  the guaranteed 
prices will be,  this means  merely that any suppositions he  may  wish to 
make  regarding his  own  producer price for the  coming  harvest will still 
be  subject to a  considerably wide  margin of error.  The  reason for this 
is that the level  of the guarantee payment  does  not reflect the difference 
between the  guaranteed price and  the market price obtained by  the indivi-
dual  farmer,  but merely the difference between the average market  price 
received by  all farmers  for all sales and the guaranteed price (i.e. in 
spite of different market  prices all farmers  receive,  for example,  the 
same  deficiency payment  per unit  of weight  for barley of the same  quality 
with the  same  deliver,y date).  Thus  the individual  farmer can  reckon on  a 
total producer price that is considerably higher (lower)  than the guaran-
teed price should the market price received by him  be  above  (below)the 
average market price. Apart from  that,  the simultaneous  introduction of 
the guaranteed price in period (t) and  of the average total producer 
price in period (t-1)  into the  equation for the determination of  the area 
to be  devoted to the cultivation of barley would,  for statistical reasons, 
oause  serious problems  as regards the preparation of estimates because 
both prices are,  as a  rule,  closely correlated with each other. Moreover, 
in determining the area to be  given over to wheat  such a  procedure would 
not  be  justified,  since when  winter wheat  is sown  the guaranteed prices 
for the  coming  harvest are not yet known.  When  analysing cultivated areas 
we  shall,  therefore,  limit ourselves from  the start to the average total 
producer prices in periods t-1,  t-2,  t-3 etc. - 100  -
By  the  introduction of a  time variable in the equation for determining the 
area under wheat  and also in that for barley account is to be  taken of the 
fact that,  with regard to soil characteristics and climate,  the opportunities 
of increasing wheat  growing are much  more  limited than those for barley. 
Moreover,  the  time variables should also pick up  the effects on  the long-
term  trend in barley and wheat  cultivation of the continuing preferential 
position of barley over wheat  as regards the deficiency payments  (the fact 
that deficiency payments  may  be  claimed in respect of barley used on  the 
farm  of  origin can be  regarded,  as far as  the  time  element is concerned,  as 
a  permanent  stimulus to extend the barley acreage at the  expense  of wheat). 
Consideration of the  influence of weather  on  the areas under wheat  and barley 
is based on  a  British study1  which  set itself the target  of forecasting the 
supply of agricultural products in 1975  on  the assumption,  however,  which 
facilitated its task,  that the United Kingdom  did not adopt  the EEC  agricul-
tural policy.  The  authors  of this study assume  that given continual wet 
weather the acrual area sown  with winter wheat  may  be less than the sowing 
area planned in the light of price expectations and  of considerations relating 
to crop rotation.  In such a  case  ma~ farmers  would  the following spring devote 
the area reluctantly not  sown  with winter wheat  to spring barley2•  This would 
involve introducing a  dummy  variable giving the degree  of moisture in the soil 
when  winter wheat  is sown  into both the equation for determining the area 
to be  devoted to wheat  and that for determining the area to be  devoted to 
barley.  In the above  report it was  possible when  constructing these weather 
variables to refer back directly to regional  reports  on  sowing  conditions. 
As  such  information is not at  our disposal,  we  shall make  do  with the quotient 
(amount  of precipitation&  average hours  of sunshine per day),  which,  in prin-
ciple,  corresponds  to the so-called coefficient of evaporation of Lang  and 
&  ·  A.M.M.  McFarquh&r,  B.  Mitter,  G.B.  Aneu;yn Evans,  A Computable  Model  for 
Projecting U.K.  Food  and Agriculture,  ina  Europe's Future Food  and Agri-
culture,  ASEPELT,  North-Holland Publishing  Compa~, Amsterdam,  London, 
1971,  p.  392  et seq. 
2 Idem,  p.  431  at seq. - 101  -
De  Martonne -with the sole difference that Lang  and De  Martonne  use the 
degree  of temperature instead of the hours  of sunshine1 • 
According to the above  considerations,  we  obtain (assuming  a.  double-
logarithmic type  of equation in which  the respective elasticities are 
given directly qy  the partial regression coefficients)  the two  following 
equations for determining the areas under wheat  and barley: 
where: 
Aw  area under wheat  in June  ('000 ha.) 
P(w)  or P(b)  :  average total producer price (market price plus guaranteed 
payments  for wheat  or barley respectively (L/100  kg) 
~  (~)  :  quotient ["amount  of precipitation (mm)/sunshine  (hours per 
day)_7 in England and Wales  in October of  the preceding year. 
b  (.EG!l  )  R)  (66)  log A  = b0  +  b1  log  Pfb}  ·  10  -l +  b2  ~  (S  +  b3  + u2 
where: 
Ab  :  area.  under barley in June  ('000  ha.). 
The  area under oats  contracted considerably until 1966;  since then it has 
stabilized at about  380  000  ha..  The  areas released in this way  were  devoted 
almost  exclusively to the cultivation of barley.  This development  cannot be 
explained by  the price ratio (oats :  barley).  The  decline in oat cultivation 
is due  above  all to a  considerable reduction in the stook of horses,  the 
1 A.M.M.  McFarguhar,  s.  Mitter,  G.B.  Aneutyn Evans,  op.  cit., p.  422  et seq. - 10 2-
substantially longer ripening period compared  with barley and the fact 
that,  owing  to the high percentage  of spelt in the grain,  oats are not 
quite so suitable as barley or wheat  as a  raw  material for the  compound 
feedingstuffs  industr,y.  The  fact  that the area under oats has  remained 
almost  constant  in recent years  could have  been caused by  the  circum-
stance that the cultivation of oats has been largely restricted to those 
regions  of  the United Kingdom  in which  poor soil quality and ver,y  high 
precipitation make  the cultivation of  other types  of  cereals seem  uneco-
nomic  (in particular,  some  hill and mountainous  regions  of Wales,  the 
West  and North  of Scotland and Northern Ireland should here be mentioned). 
As  it is to be  expected that the area under wheat  and barley will be  ex-
tended under EEC  conditions,  one  may  assume  that the area under oats will 
still decrease marginally in the future  too. 
b.  Sugar beet 
In order to carry out  their obligations under the Commonwealth  Sugar 
Agreement, the UK  Government  set acreage quotas for sugar beet,  whereby 
a  fixed area for cultivation is allocated to each farmer.  The  British 
Sugar Corporation,  which  is responsible for marketing the domestic beet 
crop,  is obliged to take all the beet harvested from  this area from  the 
f~rmer at the guaranteed price.  The  contract area offered by  the British. 
Sugar Corporation has,  as a  rule,  used up  by  the  farmers.  The  contract 
area has,  particularly in recent years,  been exceeded but always  to a 
small  degree.  This is because  the British Sugar Corporation can at a~ 
time  refuse to buy  beet not harvested in the  contract area.  Under  these 
circumstances it would  make  no  sense to try to measure  the effect  of 
the guaranteed price for sugar beet  on  the area under gugar beet. Moreover, 
this appears unnecessary because during the negotiations  on  the entry of 
the United Kingdom  into the  EEC  a  sugar beet production equivalent to 
900  000  t  of white  sugar was  aocorded to UK  farmers  (sugar production 
quota).  The  problem  is thus  reduced to a  forecast  of the beet  crop per 
hectare and the amount  of sugar extracted. If these are known,  then, 
given the production of sugar,  the area under cultivation can be  fixed. - 103-
c.  Potatoes 
The  most  important a.im  of the  regulation of the British potato market  is 
to reconcile,  a.s  fa.r as possible,  supply of maincrop ware  potatoes with 
demand.  For this purpose,  restrictions which a.re  not a.s  stringent a.s  in 
the case  of sugar beet were  also applied to the area.  under potatoes.  Each 
year,  a.t  the beginning of the planting season,  the British Potato Marketing 
Board fixes the so-called "target a.crea.ge"  by means  of which it is believed 
that,  given normal  yield per unit area.,  the quantity of potatoes harvested 
from  this area.  (less the demand  for early,  seed and feed potatoes) will 
roughly correspond to the domestic  consumption  of maincrop ware  potatoes. 
~s the domestic  consumption of maincrop ware  potatoes grew  only slightly 
in the review period with the yield per unit area.  tending,  however,  to 
increase rapidly,  the "target a.crea.ge"  had to be reduced considerably. 
Each  farmer  engaging in the commercial  cultivation of potatoes is allocated 
by  the Potato Marketing Board what  is known  a.s  a.  "basic a.crea.ge"  which 
depends  essentially on  the area. under potatoes cultivated by this farmer in 
the long term.  Once  this basic a.crea.ge  has been allocated,  it may  remain 
unchanged for years.  In order to ensure adaptation to the "target acreage" 
at national level the Potato Marketing Board merely adjusts from  year to 
year the maximum  percentage of the "basic acreage" which  may  be put under 
potatoes by  the farmer in question.  The  farmer is,  however,  not in every 
case bound by  the resulting individual acreage quota.  He  may  even exceed 
it and thereby pay an agreed fine the amount  of which  increases in pro-
portion to the  am~t by which he  exceeds his acreage quota. 
Yields per unit area,  which fluctuate  widely  from  one  year to the nert due 
to the influence  of the weather,  caused considerable variations in producer 
prices owing  to a  fairly price-inealstic demand  for ware  potatoes at the 
wholesale and retail stages prices. All further efforts b,y  the Potatoe Xar-
keting Board  - mainly  support buying - to stabilize the market affected 
the situation only slightly.  Potato producers reacted to these price change• 
in auch  a  fashion that in ma.ey  years the "target acreage"  was  considerably 
exceeded but in others largely underutilized.  If a.ooount  is taken of the - 104  -
long-term downward  trend in the "target acreage" by means  of a  time variable, 
and  of the weather conditions during the planting season by  means  of a  special 
dummy  variable,  then in the light of the potato price a  short-term elasticity 




:  area under maincrop potatoes in June  {'000  ha) 
average producer price of Potato Marketing Board  for maincrop ware 
potatoes {L/100  kg) 
quotient Cprecipi  tation (mm)  :  sunshine  {hours per day)J in the 
United Kingdom  in April  {weighting:  England and Wales  0.75,  Scotland, 
0.15,  Northern Ireland 0.10) 
MlT  average daily air temperature at sea level in the United Kingdom  in 
April  {weighting:  see above). 
d.  Cattle 
An  econometric model  which at the same  time will enable milk and beef pro-
duction to be  determined will be  constructed below.  Some  basic factors for 
this model  come  from  the British study1  mentioned above,.  which  set itself 
a  similar task.  For a  number  of reasons,  of which  only the three most  im~ 
portant are to be given here,  it does  not  seem  appropriate for us to adopt 
the British authors'  model1 
1.  No  distinction between beef and dair.y  oows  is made.  The  net  inflow into 
the total  cow  population,  which results from  the utilization of the supply 
of female  calves fit for rearing,  is rasarded as a  function of  the milk 
price onlyJ  this may  be  true as far as d&ir.y  farmers are concerned,  but, 
1  See  A.M.M.  MoFarguh&r,  B.  Mittar,  G.B.  Aneutyn Evans,  op.  cit., p.  440  at seq. - 105-
as  regards  the  corresponding decisions made  by  the owner  of beef cows 
the milk price is of no  importance.  This is to be  seen in the light 
of  the fact that the  expansion of  the total cow  population in the years 
after 1962  was  accounted for almost  exclusively by  beef cows. 
2.  The  prices of beef and milk are  the  only exogenous variables in the 
British model.  The  interrelationship,  for example,  between cattle and 
sheep  raisong or pig production are not  taken into consideration. 
3.  The  main aim  of the British model  is to ascertain the short-term,  i.e. 
cyclical,  changes  in beef and milk production and their causes.  There-
fore,  the annual  inflow into and  the  outflow from  the breeding herd, 
for example,  or the rearing of male  and female  calves for a  given level 
of the breeding herd,  are explained.  Our  main  concern,  however,  is to 
draw  up  a  long-term forecast  of beef and milk production and to to this 
we  may  limit ourselves to a  direct explanation of dairy and beef cow 
numbers  and  of calf slaughterings since these are by far the most  im-
portant factors determining beef and milk supply in the  long term, 
whereas  with the other factors {size of  the calf crop for a  given cow 
population,  turnover rate of the  cow  population).  We  may  confine  our-
selves to simple  assumptions.  Therefore,  in interpreting the  individual 
steps in the  construction of  our model  it should always  be  borne in mind 
that  our aim  is not  a  complex  short-term model  for the cattle economy 
but merely a  long-term model  of beef and milk production. 
Determination of  the stock of dairy and beef cows  is the starting point for 
our model.  Dairy cow  numbers  could first be  considerably influenced by the 
price ratio (beef:  milk).  Here  one  must  differentiate between  two  matters: 
1.  In the short term,  i.e. from  one  year to the next,  the price ratio (beef  1 
milk)  should be  of decisive  importance for the utilization of the available 
supply of female  calves. If beef prices develop favourably  (unfavourably) 
compared with the milk price,  then more  (fewer)  female  calves will be 
diverted to fattening and  thus undermine  (assist)  the  inflow into the etook 
of dairy  COWS • - 106  -
2.  In the  long term  a  favourable  and  long-lasting increase in the price 
of beef  compared with that  of milk may  cause  ma~y farmers  to cease 
dairy farming altogether and to revert to keeping beef cattle.  In 
addition,  the available labour forece at the  farm will  presumably 
often influence  such a  decision (lavour input per dairy cow  is on 
average  considerably higher than that per beef  cow). 
Particularly in 1-lales,  Scotland and Northern Ireland,  but also in many 
pa·f'ts  of England  there  ought  often,  in view  of  the  two  production factors 
"pasture land"  and "labour force",  be very close  competition between 
daLrying and sheep-raisin,!r (principally breeding ewes).  Account  could be 
taken of this by  the  introduction of  the price ratio (milk :  lamb)  in the 
equation for dairy cows.  The  price ratio (milk  :  wool)  ought,  however,  to 
be  of  only little minor  importance  in this  connection,  because after the 
Second World  War  the  significance of  the returns  from  wool  sales  compared 
with the returns  from  sales of store lambs  and  cull  ewes  was  much  reduced 
for  the  sheep breeder.  Dairying might  also in part be  in competition with 
pig production (predominantly litter production).  In Eastern England  some 
competition is conceivable with cereal  growing  (wheat  and barley as "cash 
crops"). A  simple  comparison  of producer prices could produce  no  meaningful 
results in all cases  in which  in the long term  there are significant dif-
ferences  in productivity gains between two  products.  This  should be  true 
principally in the  case  of milk,  beef and  lamb  on the  one  hand and cereals 
on  the  other.  One  must  assume  that in the  long term  (1950-71)  average pro-
ductivity in cereal  growing rose  considerably faster than in pasture 
farmin~ in general.  Given sufficiently long periods  of  observation,  the 
productivity differences may  ideally be  seen as  the difference between  two 
exponential  time  trends,  so  that,  within the  framework  of a  double-
logarithmic function they can be  represented simply b,y  a  linear time 
variable.  In this way  we  arrive at the following  equation for  the dairy 
cow  population: - 107  -
(62)  log DC  = d0  + d1  log (~  • lO)_j +  d2  log  (~~:~ · lO)_j 
+  d3 log  (~~;~ ~o)_j + d4  log  (~~:~  •  lO)_j +  d5  t  + u4 
where: 
P(bf)  and P(s):  average total producer price (market price obtained 
plus guarantee payments)  for fat cattle and for fat 
hoggets and lambs  respectively (a/100 kg live weight) 
P(m)  average pool  price  of all milk sales for liquid con-
sumption and for manufacture  effected through the Milk 




:  average total producer price (market price obtained 
including guarantee  payments)  for pigs  (bacon and pork 
pigs,  but  excluding sows  and boars)  (a/100 kg live 
weight) 
number  of dairy cows  in June  ('000). 
Unlike in the  case of vegetable products,  we  can make  only some  con-
jectures on  the lag j  in equation (68).  Thus,  for example,  the decision 
whether a  female  calf born in the spring 1968  should be used as a  re-
placement in the dairy  cow  stock or sold for fattening (or put to fat-
tening by its first owner)  ought  to depend essentially on  the milk and 
beef prices recorded in the 1967/68  farm year (april-march)  just running 
out,  and also on  the prices recorded in the 1966/67  farm year. If it is 
decided to use as a  replacement in the stock of dairy cows,  the heifer 
will  presumably be serviced by a  bull in the late summer  or in the autumn 
of 1969  and appear for the first time  in June 1970  as a  dairy cow  in stock 
statistics. If the farmer himself rears the  female  calves destined for 
fattening to the store heifer stage or if he fattens the animal until it 
reaches a  marketable  condition,  then it is theoretically possible,  in the 
event  of a  favourable  development  in milk prices compared with beef prices, 
to use heifers actually intended for fattening as replacements in the dairy 
cow  herd.  Fairly rapid adaptation to changes  in the price ratio (milk  :  beef) - 108  -
w~ld thus be  possible (in this case,  j  o~~ld have  the value (-1)  or (-2)). 
As  the majority of farms  keeping dair,y  cows  sell their surplus female  calves 
immediately after birth this possibility is open  to only a  minority of milk 
producers.  This limitation does  not,  however,  apply should the reverse si-
tuation obtains  ¥ben beef prices are more  attractive than milk prices,  heifers 
originally intended as dair,y  cow  replacements may  at any  time be sold as store 
heifers or put to fattening by their owners. 
A large part of the calves made  available for fattening by dair,y farms,  however, 
does net  originate from  pure dairy breeds,  as has been implicitly assumed  in 
the preceding discussion,  but from  crossing a  dair,y  cow  with a  beef bull. Female 
calves resulting from  such a  cross are suitable as dair,y  cow  replacements  only 
on  certain conditions.  In this case the period between the decision on the 
number  of future replacements for the dair,y  cow  stock and the actual inflow is 
lengthened by  the period of pregnancy (about nine months)  of dairy cows  (the 
decision on future dairy cow  replacements must  be  made  before the dairy cows 
are serviced not after the birth of the calves),  so that  j  must  be  reckoned to 
have  a  value of at least (-4). 
In so far as the price ratio (milk :  beef)  influences not  only the exploitation 
of the supply of female  calves but also the decision as  to whether dair,ying 
should be  given up  in favour of beef cows,  quite high values for  j  ought  simi-
larly to be expected,  since the planning and implementation of a  decision having 
such wide  implications will  certainly take up  a  considerable amount  of time. 
Accordingly,  the value of lag j  in equation (68)  would lie between  (-2)  and (-4). 
Presumably  the most  important factor determining· beef cow  numers  is the price 
ratio (beef:  lamb).  Hill  farms  in Wales  and Scotland,  in particular,  frequently 
have  only two  production possibilities:  breeding ewes  for the production of sto' 
lambs  and wool,  or rearing resistant breeds of beef cattle in order to obtain 
aore eattle for selling.  The  fact that beef and  lamb  prices play a  central role - 109  -
in the decisions  of these farms  requires no  special explanation.  The  price 
ratio (beef :  milk)  is of relevance for beef cow  numbers  only in so far as 
it has  probably served many  farmers  as an important criterion for deciding 
whether they should give up  dairying altogether and revert to keeping beef 
cattle (the  opposite may  happen  only in exceptional  cases).  The  price ratio 
(beef:  milk)  is,  however,  irrelevant as  regards exploitation of the supply 
of female  calves  on  a  beef cattle holding.  The  UK  Government  has attempted 
from  time to time  to influence beef cow  numbers  by increasing the "hill cow 
subsidy".  In addition,  a  strong incentive to raise the number  of beef cattle 
was  introduced in 1966  in the  shape  of the "beef cow  subsidy" as a  result of 
which  not  only hill farmers but practically all beef-cattle farmers became 
entitled to production subsidies.  To  take this into account a  special  dummy 
variable was  constructed in which  the "hill  cow  subsidy" and the  ''beef cow 
subsidy" are expressed as a  single sum  per cow.  In doing so it was  assumed 
that the  two  subsidies would affect beef-cattle raising not permanently but 
merely according to the  "echo principle":  as long as the total amount  of both 
subsidies granted in respect  of each cow  remains  constant a  nil value is 
given the dummy  variable.  If that amount  rises in a  given farm year by say 
40  %,  the  dummy  variable is given a  value  of +0.4 for that year,  +0.2 for the 
following year,  and +0.1 for the year after that;  thereafter the value of the 
dummy  variable is nil until the subsidies are again increased.  This mechanism 
has  inter alia the advantage that,  if these subsidies are abolished,  which 
under the EEC  regulations is highly likely,  the  dummy  variable can be given 
a  negative value {-1.0 according to the above  example). 
The  equation for the determination of beef cow  numbers  would  thus be  the 
following: 
fl.Q.fl  pf bp  (69)  logBC  = e0  +  e1  log (~  •  lO)_k + e2 log (p s 
where: 
Dbc  Du.mmy  variable for the "hill and beef cow  subsidies" (cf. text for 
details) - 110-
BC  ~beef cow  numbers  in June  ( 1000). 
In principle,  the  same  considerations as those already set  out for  j  in 
equation (68)  apply to lag kin equation (69). As  a  rule,  in the beef-cow 
sector the final  decision on  the use  of female  calves suitable for rearing 
ought  to be  taken immediately after birth.  This would give k  a  value of (-3). 
In exceptional  cases the decision can be taken at a  later stage,  up  to the 
time  of them  being sold as store heifers (k:  -2). It must,  however,  be borne 
in mind  that experience bas  shown  that  often a  fairly long period of time 
elapses before higher total producer prices for fat cattle or fat sheep and 
lambs  are observed on  the markets for store animals  (suppliers of store 
animals participate only indirectly in the  guarantee payments  granted for 
the  end product)1•  This  could result ink having a  vlue of (-4)  or even (-5)., 
The  total number  of cows  is given as the total number  of dairy and beef cows: 
( 70)  TC  = DC  +  BC 
where: 
TC  :  total  cow  numbers  in June  ('000). 
The  total number  of calves available in a  given cow  population is determined 
by the calving rate.  Table 17  gives details of the method used for estimating 
the  calving rate during the period under review.  Calving rate depends  on 
numerous  factors (e.g.  the age  and breed structure of the  cow  stock,  the 
quality of feed and maintenance,  veterinary attention)  among  which  economic 
factors,  however,  hardly appear at all. As  regards  the calving rate,  each 
farmer seems  rather to strive for a  "conditioned maximum"  adapted to the 
particular situation on  his farm.  Under  tha:te  cJ.rt.'1.unstances,  a  simple assumption 
on  the level  of the  calving rate is adequate for the forecast.  As  Table 17 
shows,  the  calving rate varied in the United Kingdom  during the reference pe. 
-------
1  Cf.  inter alia J. Cherrington,  Farmers  confident  a.1:v  ., t  EEC  entry,  in the 
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between 70  and 80% with a  clear downward  tendency predominant in the long 
term (average for the years 1958/63:  76.1 %;  average for the years 1964/69: 
73.7 %;  fall=- 3.2 %).  The  reason for this is,  undoubtedly,  the continuing 
increase in the proportion of beef cows  in the total cow  stock,  since one 
can assume  that the beef cows  in the hill and mountain areas in the northern 
anrl  western parts of Britain,  which are at a  disadvantage climatically and 
as regards soil  conditions,  have  a  considerably lower calving rate .than dairy 
cows.  We  expect  that the proportion of beef cows  in the total cow  population 
will  continue  to increase considerably and that this will probably have a  ne-
gative effect on  the calving rate in the forecasting period as well  (assumption 
for forecasting purposes:  71.5 %;  -3.0 %  compared with the average figure  for 
the years 1964-69). Accordingly,  the total calf crop  (TCC)  is given as follows: 
(71)  TCC  = 0.715 TC. 
In order to find the  number  of calves retained for rearing on  the basis of the 
total available supply of calves,  domestic calf slaughterings and the export of 
calves must  be calculated(: total outflow from  the calf population)1•  Disre-
garding the proportion of calves suitable for rearing in the total number  of 
2  those born viable,  slaughterings  of calves  ought to be  influenced mainly by 
the trend in beef prices and by the "calf subsidy",  which was  introduced by 
the UK  Government  in an attempt to reduce in the early post-war period the still 
very extensive slaughterings  of calves fit for rearing,  which  could not,  there-
fore,  be devoted to beef production. As  with the "beef and hill subsidy", the 
effects of the calf subsidy will be  expressed by means  of a  dummy  variable con-
structed according to the "echo principle": 
(72)  log SLCV  = f0  +  f1  logP(bf)  +  f 2  Dc  + u6 
1  Imports  of calves are  of minor importance and can therefore be disregarded. 
2  Principally slaughterings of new-born ("bobby")  calves but also of fat calves. - 115-
where: 
SLCV  domestic calf slaughterings  ( 1000) 
Dc  dummy  variable for the calf subsidy (cf.  text for details). 
The  sizeable exports  of calves were  subject to wide  fluctuations which after 
196o  show  a  clear negative  correlation with the cyclical  changes  in beef 
production in the Six (the largest market  for British calf exports).  This 
would  imply that from  1958  to J971  calf exports were  primarily determined by 
factors which  were,  to a  large extent,  independent  of events  on  the UK  market. 
Accordingly,  calf exports  should be  treated as an exogenous  variable in the 
ana]ysis and,  therefore,  nolens volens  in the forecast as well: 
( 7  ~)  J<JXCV  = exop.:enous 
where: 
EXCV:  export  of live calves ('000). 
The  total  number  of calves  (TCCR)  retained for replacement purposed  or and 
fatteni!lP (or for export as store  or fat cattle)  can now  be  defined as: 
(7L1)  TCCR  = TCC- (SLCV  +  EXCV). 
The  number  of calves  recruired as  replacements  in the total  cow  population 
(c~rn)  is equaJ  t.o  the total  ooutflow from  the  cow  stock (this is composed  of 
either domestic  slaughterings  or live exports for slaup.:hter plus  (minus)  the 
increase  (decrease)  in the  total  cow  population1): 
(75)  CWR  =  SLCW  +  EXCW  +  (TC- TG_1) 
1  Due  to their small  numbers  imports  of cows,  like  imports  of calves,  can be 
disrep:arded. - 116  -
where: 
SLCW:  domestic  cow  slaughterings ('000) 
EX~A: export  of live cows  for slaughter ('000). 
The  proportion of cows  slau~htered or exported (total  outflow)  in the total 
cow  stock is defined as the turnover rate of the  cow  population.  Table  17 
gives details of the  turnover rate of the British cow  population during the 
reference period.  Considerable cyclical fluctuations appear which result from 
the inclination of farmers  in periods  of intensive  expansion in cow  numbers 
to use  cows  longer  on average  than in periods  of stagnation or even of stock 
reduction.  In theory,  it is possible to explain the fluctuations  in the turn-
over  ~ate around its long-term average Value by  the means  of economic  factors, 
but this would hardly be  a  step forward because the model  is intended for the 
preparation of long-term forecasts  (cf.  p.  105  on  this subject).  We  shall, 
therefore,  merely assume,  as with the calving rate.  an average  turnover rate 
of 15 %  for purposes  of forecasting.  The  proportion of  the total  outflow of 
cows  from  stock which  is exported live is,  exactly as with calf exports, 
primarily dependent  on  factors which  have littel to do  with the situation on 
British cattle markets.  (The  remarks  concerninp,  exports similarly hold good 
for British exports  of slaughter cows).  ~rle  now  have: 
(76)  EXCW  = exogenous 
(77)  SLCW  = 0.15 TC  - EXCW. 
Using (76)  and (77)  equation (75)  can now  be simplified to: 
(78)  CWR  = 0.15  TC  + (TC- TC_1) 
= 1.15 TC- TC_1• 
The  size  of the stock of bulls for service (of.  Table 16)  was  mainly influenced 
in the period under review by progress in the production field.  The  extraordi-
narily rapid expansion in the use  of artificial insemination resulted in a  con-
tinous fall  in the number  of bulls for service which were  necessary in relation - 117  -
to  the  size of  the  cow  stock.  The  stock of bulls for service was  equal 
to  2.~% of the  cow  stock in the years 1958-60  and to  only 1.7% in the 
yeA.rs  1969-71.  As  artificial  insemination has  meanwhile  been widely 
adopted,  it can be  assumed  that this proportion will  not alter appreciably 
in future.  '1\lerely  for reasons  of  caution (so as  not  to rnn  the risk of 
underestimating the number  of bull  calves  needed as  replacements  in the 
stock  of bul1 s  for service)  we  sha11,  for  fore.~as'ting purposes,  fix tr c 
ratio cf the  stock bulls for servire to that  of  cows  at 1.75  ~lo.  Inflow 
into t!le  bull population can,  moreover,  be  determined by  the  same  method 
as that userl  for the  inflow into the  stock of  cows  (assumption of  the 
turnover rate  of  the  stock of buJls for service:  10  %)1: 
(79)  BS  =  0.0175  TC 
(80)  SLBS  =  0.10  BS 
(81)  BSR  = SLBS  +  (BS  - BS_1) 
where: 
BS  stock of bulls for service in June  ('000) 
SLBS  domestic  slaughterings  of bulls for service  ( 1000) 
BSR  inflow into the population of bulls for  service. 
Equation (81)  can be  reconstructed as: 
(82)  BSR  = 0.10  BS  +  (BS- BS_1) 
=  1.10  BS  - BS_1 
~ 1.10  (0.0175)  TC- 0.0175  TC_1 
= 0.01925  TC- 0.0175  TC_1. 
Both the  calculation of  CWR  and that  of BSR  recruire  not  only  the estimate 
of  the  cow  population in the  target year of  the forecast. 
1  Foreign trade in bulls for service is negligible and  can be  disregarded. - ll8-
In addition,  the  cow  stock in the preceding period (Tc_1)  must  be estimated. 
Strictly speaking,  this should be done  with the help  of equations  (68)  - (70), 
but this would  require making a  hypothesis  on  the prices and price ratios 
during the year prior to the  end  of the period of price adjustment,  a  somewhat 
complex procedure.  A more  pragmatic approach would  simply be to spread equally 
over all the years  of the forecasting period the total  increase in the stock 
r)f  cows  as previously estimated from  the starting year to the target year of 
thr:::  forecast.  The  final year of the reference period (=  starting year of the 
f01ecast)  is 1971  with 1980  being assumed  to be  the target year of the fore-
cast. If the  cow  stock in 1971  is given as TC(71)  and that in 1980  as TC(Bo), 
the  cow  stock in 1979  (TC(79))  would be calculated as follows: 
(83)  TC(79)  = TC(Bo)  - 0.111  ~TC(80) - TC(71)_7. 
knowing  the  inflow into the breeding herd (cows  and bulls),  the total calf 
potential  (CF)  theoretically available for domestic fattening and for the ex-
port  of fat and/or store cattle can be defined by: 
( 84)  CF  =,  TCCR  - CWR  - BSR 
=  LIJ.'CC  - (SLCV  + EXCV)J- CWR  - BSR 
= f:0.715 TC- (SLCV  + EXCV)_7- (1.15 TC- TC_1)  - (0.01925 TC-
O.Ol7t  TC_1) 
=  1.0175 TC_1 - 0.45425 TC- (SLCV  + EXCV). 
As  the consistency test for the utilization of the calf supply in Table 17 
shows,  actual  domestic slaughterings of fat cattle (plus  exports of live fat 
and store cattle)  do  not quite correspond even in the long term to the supply 
of calves  originally available for that purpose.  This is due  inter alia to 
stock diseases,  animals  culled after inspection at slaughterhouses and,  pro-
bably most  important,  the  changes  in the stock of fat cattle not explicitly 
recorded and statistical errors. In order to preserve continuity with the - 119  -
past  trends when  forecasting,  a  statistical corrective factor must  be 
introduced into the model: 
(85)  (SLFC  + EXSF)  = 0.95  CF 
(86)  EXSF  = exogenous 
(87)  SLFC  = 0.95 CF- EXSF 
\..rhere: 
SLFC  domestic slaughterings  of home-bred fat cattle ('000) 
EXSF  :  exports  of home-bred fat and store cattle. 
The  number  of home-bred  cows,  sterrs/heifers and calves available for 
domestic  slaughter or for export is now  obtainable so  that the total 
gross  domestic  production of beef and veal  ('000  metric  tons)  can be 
estimated after assumptions  on the  respective average  slaughter weights 
(in metric  tons)  have been made  for the forecasting period: 
(88)  BEZB  = (0.230)  (SLCW)  +  (0.270)  (SLBS)  +  (0.023)  (SLCV) 
where: 
+  (0.250)  (SLFC)  +  (0.230)  (EXCW)  +  (0.030)  (EXCV) 
+  (0.200)  (EXSF) 
BEZB  gross  domestic production of beef and veal  ('000  t). 
Milk production is obtained by multiplying the number  of dairy cows  fore-
cast by equation (68)  by  the average milk yield per cow  (the latter may 
be  simply estimated by a  graphic trend extrapolation),  plus an additional 
amount  allowing for milk occasionally sold beef-cattle farmers  (about  5 % 
of  the  milk production from  dairy cows,  according to official estimates): 
( 89)  MP  =  1.05  (DC  • AMY) - 1~-
where: 
MP  :  total milk production ('000  t) 
AMY  average milk yield per dairy cow  ( t) • 
The  aim  of the following model  is to compile  a  consistent long-term fore-
cast  of the gross  domestic production of mutton and lamb;  i.e. no  short-
term model  of the sheep  economy  should be set up  to explain the cyclical 
fluctuations  in sheep-raising.  The  basis of this model  too is an evalua-
tion of  the stock of breeding ewes.  Factors possibly influencing the ewe 
population were  thoroughly discussed in the  section dealing with the stock 
of dairy and  beef  cows:  namelv,  the price ratios (lamb  :  milk,  and beef : 
lamb),  which  over all the  important  output  items  of pasture farming.  Fur-
thennore,  we  must  consider the "hill sheep subsidy"  too,  the effects of 
which  on  the stock of ewes  coulo  also be taken into account by constructing 
a  dummv  variable according to the  echo principle: 
where: 
~~  :  stock of ewes  in June  ('000) 
Dhs  dummy  variable for the "hill sheep subsidy" (cf.  text). 
We  expect  estimates in the  range  (-3)  to (-4)  for lag 1  in equation (90). 
Normally,  lambs  are born in the spring in the United Kingdom.  It is then 
that the decision is,  therefore,  taken as to how  the available supply of 
female  lambs fit for rearing is to be  divided into replacement  (ewe)  and 
fattening stock.  The  prices  obtained in the  farming year just ending 
(April -March),  but also frequently the prices  of the previous  farm  year 
are  important for this decision.  This  is particularly true for hill farmers - 121  -
producing store lambs because,  as  a  rule,  higher (lower)  prices for fat 
almbs  appear with a  considerable  time-lag in the  form  of price movements 
on  the  store lamb  market.  Female  lambs  born in the spring are usually 
tupped  in the  autumn  of  the  following year (as  ewe  hoggets).  This  means 
that  they do  not  appe.q,:r  in stock statistics as  ewes  until Une  of the  nP.xt 
year but  one.  The  ~upping of  one-year  old  lambs  is carried out  only in 
exceptional  \':P.seR  becn,use  it generally results in a  great  reduction of  the 
"lambing !'8.te111 • 
A reliable estimate for  the  lamb  crop  is obtained most  ee,sil~r by  comparing 
the  number  of  sheep under  one  year  of age  in June vli th the  number  of  ewes 
in June  (cf.  Table  lQ:  method  B).  This  gives  a  national  average  of about 
110  - 117  c1,,  for  the  lambin,'3'  rate  i "1  the  reference period.  This  figure  com-
prises  fip~u:res  of about  150% for lowland  sheep  farming with  r;ood  conr'litions 
of soil and  dlimate,  and  often also of less than  lOO  %  for hill farms  much 
di sadvanta.ged by weather and by  soil  auali  ty.  For forecastine  purposes  we 
have  assumed an average  figure  of 115  cfo.  The  number  of  lambs born alive and 
reared  (TLC)  is given by  the  folJow:inP'  eauation: 
( ql_)  TT.C  =  l.  1 S  _;i;ltJ. 
If the not very extensive  exi;ernal  trade in ewes  is disregarded,  the  inflow 
into the  ewe  population corresponds  to domestic  slau,.hterings  of  ewes  plus 
(minus)  the  increase  (decrease)  in the  ewe  stock.  The  turnover rate of the 
ewe  stock in the United  Ki~dom is surprisingly smal].  As  Table  19  shows, 
only about  7-13 %  of  the  stock of  e\<,res  was slaughtered in each year of the 
reference period;  this corresponds  to an average  ewe  age  of 10-15 years!  We 
wah11  assume  in the  forecast  an average  turnover rate in the  ewe  population 
of  10  %: 
( 9 3)  ::Mt = SLEW  +  (  1'1:'/  - ii,li -l  ) 
= 1.10 :&.'W- £W_1 
1  Cf,  J.  Cherrington,  Hill-farms  gain from  "extreme" prices;  in the 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-'"""·t:"!l.m  9  - Model  used for detemining the  gross llCI!!!!!stio  production of DIUtton  and.  lamb  in the United Kingdom 
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(9~) SLEW=  0.10  ~W 
where: 
EWR  infJow into the  ewe  stock  ('000) 
SL~i  domestic  slau~hterings of  ewes  ( 1000) 
For the  inflow into the  stock  of  rams  for service  the  following applies 
similarly: 
(94)  RE  = SLR  + (R- R_1) 
=  1.10  R  - R_1 
(9~)  SLR  =  0.10  R 
where: 
R  stock of rams  in June  ('000) 
SLR  domestic  slauP,hterings  of  rams  for service ('000) 
RR  inflow into the  stock  of  fams  for service ('000) 
The  ratio (rams  for service :  ewes)  fell  in the reference period from  2.97% 
(  19~8/60)  to  2.88  ~!o  in 1969/71.  The  main  reason for this was  the  increase in 
stocks  of  rams  for service.  For forecR.stin.g  purposes  we  have  assumed  a  ratio 
(rams  for service :  ewes)  of  2.9  ~. 
(96)  R = 0.029  EW. 
The  total  number  of lambs  rema1mng for domestic fattening a.t  home  and  for 
export  a.s  store  or fat  lambs  or hoggets/wethers  (MLF)  is obtained from  the 
foll  OWirlR': 
(97)  MLF  = TLC  - (EWR  +  RR) 
=  1.15  ~w- (1.1o  ~w- ~w_1  + 1.10 R- R_1) 
= 1.15 ~w- (1.1o  ~w- ~w_ 1 + 0.0319  ~w- 0.029  ~w_1 ) 
=  o •  o  Hn  ~w + 1.  o 29  ~w  _1 . - 126  -
Th•  consistency test for lamb  utilization (of.  Table 19)  showes  that in the 
lonR  term the average actual  domestic  slaughterings of home-bred wethers, 
hoR".gets  and  lambs  and  the live exports  of store and fat lambs,  and wethers/ 
hoggets  did not quite reach the quantity MLF,  which as with the utilization 
of  calves,  may  well  be  connected with losses due  to disease,  animals  going 
astray in the hills,  the unrecorded  changes  in the stock of fat animals,  but 
also with inadequate statistical  recordi~ of slaughterings and foreign trade. 
It is,  therefore,  necessary to introduce into the model  a  statistica]  correc-
tive factor for lamb utilization too: 
(98)  (SLML  + EXML)  = 0.95 MLF 
( 9q)  .c..'XML,  =  exo,9,'enous 
(100)  SLML  = 0.95 MLF- EXML 
where: 
SLML  :  domestic slaughterings  of  indigenous fat  la.mbs  and wethers./hoggets 
(  1000) 
illXWJ  export  of indigenous  store and  fat  lambs,  and wethers/hoggets  ('000) 
Once  the average slaughter weight  (in metric tons)  has been calculated for the 
forecast period,  the gross domestic production of mutton and  lamb  (BEZS;  '000  t) 
can  be  calculated as follows: 
(101)  BEZS  =  (0.02~)  (SL~W) + (0.025)  (SLR)  + (0.019)  (SLML)  + (0.020)  (.c..XML) 
f.  PiR'S  ---
The  main  objective of the pig model  is to forecast  the tdal  number  of slaughter 
pip,s  available for  the production of pork and bacon.  The  equation determining 
the  stock of sows  is of central  importance  to this model.  As  regards  the  inputs 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 128  -
the United Kingdom  could  compete particularly with  dairying and,  at re,c;ional 
level,  could  perhaps  do  so with beef-cattle raising and arable farmin.o:  (par-
i:i0ular1y wheat  and barley as  "cash  crops").  The  production of ep;gs  and  poult.r:r 
in  Grea.t  Britain has  meanwhile been industrialized to such an extent  that it 
a:mears that these  two  branches  of  production can have  a  tangible effect  on  pig-
keeping only as  regards  fattening  on  a  large scale,  but  hardly ever as  regards 
breeding.  If one  takes account  of  the  long-term differences which  certainly 
exist bet1-reen  the productivi-ty gains  0f the  above  products  once  more  by means 
of  a  linear time  trend,  the  eauation for determining- the  sow  stock can be  con-
structed as folJ ov·rs: 
~ 1 (l'?)  1 op:  STrf  =  h0  +  h1  1 I)P'  r  ~t :  ~ .  1 o) -m  +  h? 
+  h3  log  (~f~~  lO)_m  +  h4  log 
1vhere: 
Sl·l  stock of  sows  in June  ( '000) 
1 OIY  (  p~  ~r-•  }  0)  ''  P,p  ·-m 
(  P(p)  '  10) 
P( w)vel  P(b)  -m 
P(e)  averap;e  producer pri0e  of'  the Egp;  Marketing Board for top-quality hens' 
egp;s  (=.hoo  kg-;  including the guarantee payments by the  Government  to the 
Egg Marketing Board). 
We  expect an estimate  of between (-1)  and  (-2)  only for lag min equation (102), 
since,  in the  case  of  sows  the age at which  they are first serviced is always 
con.c:;iderably  lower,  and  the period of pregnancy and the  time until weaning  con-
sidera"bl:v shorter than in the  case  of cattle. 
In order to estimate directly the number  of slaughter pigs in a  P,:iven  stock of 
sows  we  need  information on  the  average  number  of slaughter pip;s  available per 
sow  ner :vear.  (This  fiJYUre  is not  to be  confused with the average  number  of 
pi,q-let.s  reared per sow  per year,  which must  always  be marginally greater than 
the  number  of slaughter pigs  produced  per sow  per year in the  normal  event  of 
ani~ stock exoanding  on  a  long-term basis).  Theoretically,  an estimate  of the 
number  of  slaue-hter pigs  produced per sow  per year may  be  obtained by dividing 
the  number  of pork and bacon pigs  slaughtered plus  (minus)  the  exports  (imports) - 129  -
of live  pi~s during one  year by the stock of sows  in June  of  the  same  year, 
As  export  of live pigs is of  only marginal  importance in the United Kingdom, 
it can be disregarded.  As  estimated in the above  manner,  the average numver 
of slaughter prigs produced per cow  increased in the  reference period from 
14.3 (1958/61)  to 15.3 in 1968/71  (see Table  20).  We  shall asume  a  value  of 
16  for forecasting purposes,  We  now  obtain the following for  the total avai-
lable supply of slaughter piP-S  (TSSP): 
(10~) TSSP  = 16.0  '  SW. 
The  demand  forcasts alreaoy made  for pork and  bacon alon can assist us  some-
what  in estimating the utilization of the total available sunply of slaughter 
pigs,  In general,  the domestic demand  for fresh pigmeat for direct consumption, 
in private households and for the processing industry (mainly  sausage manu-
facturers)  is almost  entirely covered by  domestic production.  In 1969/71  the 
degree  of self-sufficiency in pigmeat as a  whole  was  88,4 %  while  some  99  %  of 
fresh pigmeat was  accounted for by domestic production.  The  much  lower degree 
of self-sufficiency in pigmeat as a  whole  is due  to the large volume  of imports 
of all kinds  of preserved pip.meat  (1969/71:  equivalent to 80  000  metric tons 
fresh meat  equivalent).  Under  these  circumstances,  it seems  justifiable to 
make  an assumption as  to  the future degree  of self-sufficiency for total pork 
on  the basis  of  economic  considerations whereby  the TSSP  quantities and  the 
forecast  of the domestic  consumption of pork (expressed in terms  of slaughter 
weight)  should serve as guidelines (the average slaughterweight  of both bacon 
and.  pork pigs  can be assumed  to be 0.065 metric tons).  The  use  of the domestic 
supply of slaughter pigs for the production of pork could then be  calculated 
as follows: 
CP  ( 104)  TSPP  = o(. (0 •065)  0  (.  1 - 130  -
where: 
TSPP:  slaughter pigs used for the production of pork ('000) 
CP  forecast  of domestic  consumption of pork (1  000  t  slaughter weight) 
~  assumed  degree  of self-sufficiency in pork. 
Theoretically speaking,  it would  naturally be desirable if  o~-- could be 
explained directly by means  of the model.  Even if that were  possible for 
past  developments,  hardly anything would be gained as regards  the fore-
cast.  In determining  oL  the strong protective measures  inter alia which 
the UK  Government  applied until February 1973  to assist the bacon industry 
would  naturally play an important  role.  They  took  the  form  mainly of quotas 
introduced in respect  of bacon imports under the  "Bacon Market  Sharing 
Understanding"  and  of  extensive subsidies received by  the bacon industry 
from  the Government.  Both measures  had to be  suspended after the accession 
of  the United Kingdom  to  the  ~C, since they do  not  comply with  E~C regu-
lations. Any  equations laboriously constructed in order to determine cJ-.  in 
the  reference period would,  therefore,  hardly provide any meaningful  estimates 
of  ol under ~C conditions.  Thus  we  have  no  choice but to fix a  priori values 
for  ~ and to present  the slaughter pigs used for bacon production as  the 
residue from  the total utilization of slaughter pigs: 
(105)  TSBP  = TSSP  - (TSPP  + EXLP) 
(106)  BXLP  =  exogenous 
N·here: 
TSBP:  slaughter nigs used  for hacon production ('000) 
EXLP  exports  of live pigs ('000). 
For the  gross  domestic production of pork and abacon as a  whole  and for the 
net  domestic prociuction of pork and  bacon respectively we  now  obtain the 
followin~: - 131  -
(107)  BEZP  = (0.06~)  '  TSSP 
( 108)  Nt.;P  =  d- ( CP)  - ( 0.065)  i.!.XLP 
(109)  N.DB  ~ZP- N.L:IP 
where: 
BEZP  :  gross  domestic production of pork and bacon as a  whole  expressed in 
terms  of the  slaughter weight  ('000  t) 
NEP  Net  domestic production of pork expressed in terms  of the slaughter 
weight  ('000  t) 
WEB  net  domestic production of bacon expressed in terms  of the slaughter 
weight  ( '000  t). 
g.  Poultry 
The  attempt to construct an equation determining the number  of laying hens 
faiJed  for two  reasons: 
1.  Only annual  fit;Ures  are available for evaluatine the stock of laying- hens. 
The  ver.v  short production period in the  egg-laying sector would  require, 
however,  the use  of cruarterly figures at least and monthly figures,  if pos-
sible. 
2.  Of  the  ~~P: '!.)rices  which  are  important for the  egg-la.yinp:  sector we  possess 
only those which  the Eer:  Marl(eting  Board,  which  was  only recently  abolishe~, 
'!)Rid  on  averaf'?,'e  ( a.ft.er taking into account  the  ~a.ra.ntee paymentA  received 
from  the  novernment)  to its members.  The  number  of  egp,s  sold through the Egg 
Marketing Board  as  a  proportion of  the  total  number  of eggs marketed tended, 
however,  to fall  sh!'trply  during the reference period because  the large, 
capital-intensive egg producers in particular preferred to deliver directly 
to large users at prices freely nep.o-l;iated.  We  have  no  information on  these 
"free"  er;r\  prices,  We  would,  however,  need  to have  details  of these prices 
si. nc-e  it.  is the large enterpri.se which  reacts  stronp:1 y  to price chanp;es  l'tnd 
thuA  probe,b1 -:r  exe't"tfl  a  deciE'live  i.nfluence  on  the  la.~rin.R" hen oyole, - 132  -
A  f'u:dher difficulty is  that.  !>rod.ucti  vi  ty has  risen sharply in both egg 
and  poultry production sectors.  Consequently,  prices for  the ultimate 
buyer are in themselves  of little significance.  \fe  do  not,  however,  possess 
suitable indicators  of the  trend in average productivity in egg and poultry 
production.  Under these  circumstances,  the  only remainins- possibility is to 
forecast  egg and poultrymeat production on  the basis  of the  demand  forecaRts 
fo:r  the products in question. 
3.  Statistical examination of the equations  of behaviour incorporated in 
the models  for determining supply 
a.  Cereals 
The  st::ttistical  examination of the  equation~'! for determining the areas under 
wheat  and barley by  means  of the method  of  ordinary least squares  produced 
the following results: 
Period. for which estimate made:  1955-70 
2 
(110)  log Aw  =  + 2.4829  + 0.43364 log  t L  (~f~l ·  lO)_j 
j=l 
+ 0.0474  t 
( 2. 5) 
(1.4) 
- 0.00063  ~  (~) 
( 1.4) 
2 
R  = 0.411  D.W.  = 2.87  t.. 
------- = l.  2 %  w  log A 
Period for which estimate made:  1955-70 
(111)  log Ab  = +  3.6463- 0.68450  log  (~t~~ ·  10)_1  +  0.03112  t 
(2.3)  (14.8) 
D.W.  =  0.62 
b  log A 
=1.21~ 
The  signs  of the  regression coefficients in equation (110)  correspond to 
theoretical  expectations:  If,  for instance,  the price ratio (wheat  :  barley) 
changes by l% in favour  of wheat,  this would ceteris paribus result in an - 133  -
extension of the  are~ undP-r  wheat  by about 0.4 %.  A rise in the weather 
variable  Q1 (~)  indicates  increased soil moisture when  winter wheat  is sown. 
Above-average soil moisture  can seriously impair the  sowing  of wheat  with 
the result that  only a  negative sign can be  meaningf11l  for the regression 
coefficient of  the weather variable in equation (110).  As  the t-test values 
(in brackets under the regression coefficients)  show,  the short-term (annual) 
changes  in the area under wheat  can be  explained almost  equally by  the in-
fluence  of price and weather.  The  differences between these short-term and 
long-term reactions  of wheat  producers are expressed in the regression coef-
ficient  of the time variable.  The  time variable  should first take account  of 
the  fact that in the United Kingdom,  owing  to climatic and soil conditions, 
the  cultivation of wheat  is subject to much  greater limitations than the 
cultivation of barley.  From  this point  of view,  the  regression coefficient 
of  the  time  variable  in the  equation for determining the  wheat  acreage  ought 
either to be  negative,  or- if the  sign is positive -be substantially lower 
than the  corresponding coefficient in the  equation for determining the  area 
under barley.  As  equations  (110)  and (111)  show,  the latter holds:  The  re-
gression coefficients of the  time  variables have  indeed a  positive sign in 
both equations,  but at the  same  time  the  coefficient in the  equation for the 
area under barley comes  to almost  seven times greater than the  coefficient 
in the  equation for the area under wheat. 
At 0.7  the  absolute value  of  the  short-term elasticity of the  area under 
barley compared with the  price ratio (wheat  :  barley)  is much  higher than 
the  corresponding elasticity of the area under wheat  (0.4). It mus  not  to 
be  deduced from  this that  the  parameter estimates in equations  (110)  and 
(111)  are  inconsistent.  Rather,  the  relationship between these  two  elasticity 
coefficients  ought first to bring to light the  fact that even in the  short 
term farmers  in the United Kingdom  have  much  more  scope  for changing the 
area  sm~  with barley than for varying the  area under wheat.  The  influence 
of the  weather dummy  in the  equation for barley was  insignificant.  This - 134  -
could be  due  to the  fact that a  weather-induced limitation of the  area 
sown  with winter wheat  will be  of only minor importance  compared with 
the area under spring barley.  (It is to be  remembered  here  that in re-
cent years the area under barley has amounted to two  and a  half times 
that under wheat). 
The  coefficient of determination which is twice  as great in equation (111) 
as in equation (110),  is to be  attributed predominantly to the level 
correlation which is very marked in equation (111)  but virtually non-
existent in equation (110).  Relying exclusively on  the  explanation of  the 
short-term influence  of price and weather,  equation ( 110)  comes  out much 
better than equation (111),  which is also evident from  the  D.'l-1.  statistic 
in particular. While,  for instance,  the  expansion of the barley acreage 
in the years after 1966  almost totally ceased,  only a  small  f3,1l  in the 
growth rate  of  the  area under barley appears  in the  values estimated by 
equation (111).  Under  these  circumstances,  one  should be  rather cautious 
in th3  "..'SG  o-:  e:.quation  ( 111)  for forecasting purposes. 
b.  Potatoes 
We  obtained the  following parameter estimates for the equation for deter-
mining the  area under maincrop ware  potatoes: 
(112)  log Amp  = +  2.4820  + 0.07996  log (P(mp))_1 - 0.00123  ~  (~) - 0.00723  6 
(1.3)  (1.6)  (6.6) 
D.'l-1.  = 2.25  6 
-- = 0.8 % 
log Amp 
The  dominant  element  in equation (112)  is the  negative  time  trend which 
corresponds to the markedly c.ownward  trend in the  "target acreage"  ( cf. 
III,  2 c). At+ 0.08  the elasticity of  the  short-term changes  in the  area 
actually cultivated in relation to the  price  of ware  potatoes,  which in 
the  main reflects the  extent  of  the  fluctuations above  or below  the "target - 135  -
acreage"  in relation to the  preceding variations in the  price  of ware 
potatoes,  is very small.  This appears,  however,  quite  understandal;lr-" 
if one  considers that,  in the  event  of a  farmer exceeding the  acreage 
quota allocated to him,  the  agreed fines  payable  to the  Potato Marketing 
Board  inc~~ase in line with the  size  of  the  excess area.  Of  the  two 
>·mather  variables "soil moisture"  and "temperature"  only the  first 
appeared as an important factor influencing the  planting of maincrop po-
tatoes.  Excessively wet  soil can seriously impair the  swelling of potatoes, 
as is shown  in the  negative  sign of  the  regression coefficient  of  the  va-
riable  Q 2  (~).  The  temperature  probabl:r plays an impor<  .... nt part  only in 
t'12  :?"J tivation of early potatoes. 
c.  Cattle 
In the  statistical examination of  the  equation determining the  dairy cow 
herd \ve  had to confine  ourselves to the  period 1961-71  because until 1960 
factors  other than those  covered by  equation (68)  also clearly influenced 
to a  considerable  degree  dairy  cow  numbers  (in this connection,  the  eradiction 
of  tuberculosis  in the  dairy herd in the  late fifties,  for instance,  is a 
factor to be  borne  in mind).  For reasons  of multicollinearity it was  not 
possible  to differentiate the  various  influences  of the  price ratios intro-
duced into equation (68).  Instead of a  simultaneous  estimate  in one  equation 
several alternatives were  tested,  three  of which  gave  a  rather good expla-
nation of the  dairy  cow  herd: 
(113)  log DC  = + 4.t396 - 0.24421 log  ~-1J-t::...  (~f~f) •  lO)_j1 
(3.2)  l  J=3  J 
0.25236  log [1. t  (~f!l •  lO)_j. 
(4.1)  .  3 
J= 
6' 
D.W.  =  2.07  ----.............  = 0.1  log DC - 136  -
(114)  log DC  =  + 4-3329  - 0.22582  log 
( 3.1) 
2  R  =  0.759 
- 0. 21038  log 
(4. 3) 
D.1i.  = 1.85 
(115)  log DC  = +  3.8746  - 0.25471  log 
( 3.7) 
2  R  = 0.789 
+ 0.13723  log 
(4.7) 
D.li.  = 2.30 
_:3... t  (P~bp "10)  .  2  p  m  -J 
j=3 
~ t (~·lO)_J 
L  t 
1  DC  = 0.1 % 
~ -~  (~•lO)J • 
2  I  P[iii)  -J 
j=3 




The  conclusion to be  drawn  from  equations  (113)  - (115)  is,  in our 
opinion,  that not  only the  price ratio (beef :  milk)  but also the 
price ratios (lamb  :  milk),  (pigmeat  :  milk)  and (milk :  wheat)  are 
important for the  stock decisions  of milk producers.  We  obtain three 
different,  albeit close  (-0.23 to -0.25)  estimates for the elastic{ty 
of dairy cow  numbers  compared with the  price ratio (beef  :  milk).  The 
estimated values for the elasticities of the  dairy cow  population in 
relation to the  price ratios (lamb  :  milk)  and (pigmeat  :  milk)  are 
also of a  surprisingly similar magnitude  (-0.25 and -0.21). Milk pro-
ducers  seem  to react much  more  weakly only to changes  in the price 
ratio (milk:  wheat)  (elasticity: +0.14). 
The  price expectations  of milk producers,  which at present influence 
the  size  of the  dairy cow  stock,  are best  shown  by taking the  average 
of prices lagged by three  and four periods.  In this way  we  obtain an 
estimated value  for lag j  in equation (68)  which falls entirely 
within the  a  priori expected range  (-2)  to (-4). - 137  -
A time variable which was  intended to take  account  of  the productivity 
trends  in the  production of wheat  and of slaughter pigs,  on  the  one  hand, 
and in pasture farming,  on  the  other,  was  also added to the  price ratios 
in equation (68)  in order to assess  the  stock of dair,y  cows.  In the esti-
mate,  however,  the  time  variable  in both (114)  and  (115)  had to be  elimi-
nated owing  to its mediocre  explanatory power.  The  reason for this could 
be  that given the  relatively short estimation period long-term producti-
vity differences show  up  only weakly.  Judged  on  the basis of statistical 
tests  only equations  (113)  - (115)  seem  to be  of almost  equal value.  It 
would also hardly be  sensible  to recommend  on  economic  grounds  only one 
of the  equations for use  in the  forecasts. It would be  better if one  were 
to work  with all three  equations for the  forecast.  A point estimate  de-
tached from  the  individual equations and based on a  combination of all 
the  coefficients of elasticity derived from  equations  (113)  - (115)  would 
also be  conceivable. 
Estimation of the equation determining the beef cow  population is largely 
free  of problems: 
Period for which  estimate  made:  1955-71 
(116)  log BC  =  + 1.2952 + 0.25859  log  t t  (~f!jl• lO)_j 
(4.4)  .  4 
+ 1. 3637  log 
( 10.0) 
J· 
~ ~-t  (ID!l•lO) J  ~  ~ -J 
j•4 
~ 
+ 0.06800  Db0_4 
( 3.6) 
D.W.  •  1.89  ii  03'"  log BC  •  •  10  • 
The  price ratios (beef  :  milk)  and  (beef  :  lamb)  and also the  dummy 
variable  for the  "beef and hill  cow  subsidy"  give  a  good explanation of 
the  cyclical movements  in the  stock of beef cows  also.  Equation (116) 
shows  clearly that the  price ratio (beef  :  lamb)  is far and away  the 
most  important factor influencing beef cow  numbers -a result entirely in - 138  -
line with  our theoretical expectations.  The  elasticity of the  stock of 
beef  cows  in relation to the price ratio (beef  :  lamb)  is astonishingly 
high at +1.4.  The  price ratio (beef  :  milk),  however,  exerts a  much 
smaller influence  on  beef cow  numbers  (elasticity coefficient:  +0.26). 
The  positive  influence  of the  "beef and hill  cow  subsidy"  on  the  stock 
of beef  cows  is well  established by  equation (116).  In short,  it can be 
said that  the  continuous  change  in the  price ratio (beef  :  lamb)  which 
until recently worked  in favour  of beef,  and the  subsidies to beef and 
hill cows  have  provided the  decisive  stimuli for the extraordinarily 
rapid growth  of the  UK  beef cow  population.  We  obtain an estimate  of 
(-4)  or (-5)  for lag kin equation (69).  This  implies a  very slow adap-
tation of  the  stock of beef cows  to changes  in the  guaranteed or,  where 
appropriate,  total producer prices for beef and lamb,  which  is to be 
taken to indicate  (as already supposed)  only that market price movements 
for store cattle  often move  in line with those  for fat cattle  only after 
a  considerable  delay. 
The  number  of new  born claves  slaughtered can be  satisfactorily explained 
by  the  beef price and the  calf subsidy: 
Period for which estimate  made:  1953-71 
(117)  log SLCV  = +  5.6892- 2.3357  log (P(bf))  - 0.07375 Dc 
(8.0)  (0.5) 
D.W.  =  1.03  f 
lo;5LCV  = 3•2  %. 
According to equation (117),  a  1%  rise in the  price  of beef would ceteris 
paribus bring about  a  2.3%  reduction in the  number  of calves slaughtered. 
Against this,  the  calf subsidy,  which is considered to be  very  important 
for calf utilization in the United Kingdom,  seems  to be  of  only secondary 
importance.  Compared  with the  subsidy for beef and hill cows  the  calf sub-
sidy's contribution to the  increase  in beef production would  thus  seem  to 
have  been rather insignificant. - 139  -
The  equation for determining the  stock of  ewes  produced the  following 
estimate: 
Period for ivhich  estimate made:  1955-71 
(116)  log EH  = +  2. 711  + 0.87782 log 
(13.9) 
- 0.15784  log 
( 1.9) 
D.\i.  = 1.42 
1: t  (~f:l •  lO)_j 
j=4 
The  major factor influencing ewe  numbers,  as equation (118)  makes 
abundantly clear,  is  the  price ratio (lamb  :  milk),  an not,  as might 
have  ~"~i_rst  been  supposed  from  the  results  obtained in equation ( 116), 
the price ratio (beef:  lamb).  To  interpret this result correctly it 
must  be  borne  in mind  that in 1970,  for instance,  there were  10  544  000 
ewes  compared  with 3 939  000  dai~J cows  but  only 1  471  000  beef cows. 
In general,  the  rearing of ewes  competes  with dairying  :f':;r  +ts  ::,:ll'o:.luction 
factor:::  "pasture  land"  and  "labour force".  Even  when  account is taken 
of  the  fact  that  owing  to regional  peculiarities the  competition betw~~n 
1n-~f cattle raising and  the.  rearing of ewes  is in g'meral  closer than 
that be tween  ru•.irying  and  the  rearing of ewes,  it may  be  concluded from 
the  respective  shares  of dairy and beef  cows  in the  total cow  population 
that  the  influence  of dairying on  the  stock of ewes  is greater than that 
of beef-cattle raising.  That  is not  contradicted by  the  fact  that sheep 
raising as a  i'lhole  exerts a  dominant  influenc.;  on  only a  part ( 25  %)  of 
the  total stock of  cows,  i.e.  on  the  beef  cow  population.  Thus  it is 
also quite  consistent if the  price ratio (lamb  :  milk)  plays an important, 
but  not~e most  important  role  as  regards dairy cow  numbers  (see  equa-
tions  (113)  to (115)). - 140  -
It was  not possible  to detect a  significant influence  on  the  part of the 
dummy  variable "hill sheep  subsidy" for which.  however,  problems  of multi·-
collinearity were  in part responsible with the  result that a  certain impact 
of the  "hill sheep  subsidy"  on  the  stock of ewes  cannot  be  ruled  out ~ 
facto.  Lag 1  in equation (90)  would,  according to  our estimates be  -4 or -5 
i.e. it ~vould assume  exactly the  same  value  for the  breeding of ewes  as for 
the  raising of beef cows  and this fits in with the  theoretical expectations. 
(The  reasons for the  slow adaptation to price  changes are probably the  same 
as  those  already established for beef cows). 
e.  Pigs 
The  stock of sows  in the  period 1961-71  can be  well  expla~~Ad by the  two 
pries  r~tios (beef :  pigmeat)  and (pigmeat  :  milk)  and by a  linear time 
trend.  Between 1955  and 1960,  however,  the  correlation between these  variables 
was  only weak.  The  incorporation of other price ratios yielded no  worthwhile 
improvement  in the  results for this period with the  result that we  had to 
confine  ourselves entirely to the  years 1961-71  without,  however,  being able 
to give  a~ plausible  reason for this limitation: 
(119)  log~~ = + 2.0006  - 0.81754  log 
(1.  7) 
2  R  = 0.910 
+ 0.98602  log 
(4. 2) 
D.\-l.  = 3.01 
(Pfb)) •  10)  . 
p  p  -J 
~~ t  (11P.Lp  •  10)  .  - ~ -J 
j=2 
+ 0.01830  t 
(4.3) 
log  S~l  = 0.4 %  • 
Even  the  cyclical movements  in the  stock of sows  are reflected almost 
accurately by  equation (119);  this is true for both the  flex points and, 
more  particularly the  amplitude  of fluctuation in the  cycle.  The  stock 
of sows  reacts,  according to  our estimates,  rather more  strongly (coefficient - 141  -
of elasticity:  +1.0)  to changes  in the  price ratio (pigmeat  :  milk)  than 
to changes  in the  price ratio (beef  :  pigmeat)  (coefficient  of elasticity: 
-Q.8). It must  also be  noted that in the  period 1961-71  the  contribution 
of  the  price ratio (pigmeat  :  milk)  to the  ;'~xplanation of the  stock of sows 
is considerably greater than that  of  the  price ratio (beef:  pigmeat)  (this 
can be  seen indirectly from  the  t-test values).  The  regression coefficient 
of the  time  variable  has a  positive  sign,  well  above  zero.  This would mean 
that in the  long term  the  greater productivity gains in pig production than 
in cattle production had a  positive  influence  on  growth  of  the  stock of 
sows.  Such a  result is indeed quite plausible  in itself,  but it must  now 
be  asked why  in equation (114),  in which  the  stock of dairy cows  is explained 
inter alia by the  price  ratio (pigmeat  :  milk),  the  time  variable plays  no 
part despite  the  fact  that the  length of the  estimation period is the  same 
in both cases i.e.  (114)  and (119). - 142-
IV.  Forecast  of the  supply  of agricultural products 
1.  Remarks  on  the  hypotheses  relating to producer prices and feed grain 
prices in the  1977/78  farm year 
In Table  21  we  have  endeavoured to apply the  hypotheses  on producer prices 
for 1977/78  as  formulated for the  enlarged Community  in Table  4 to the  UK 
prices and qualities effective until 1972,  since  only in this way  does  the 
use  in our econometric models  for forecasting purposes  of the  price hypo-
theses  formulated an enlarged EEC  appear meaningful.  As  our starting point 
we  have  had recourse  to the  guaranteed prices for 1972/3  and to the  average 
producer prices (including gu.aranteE.l  payments)  in the  pre  ceding years.  The 
following major modifications have  been made  compared with Table  4: 
- ~hole milk:  The  UK  pool  price is related to the  natural fat  content,  whic4 
was  assumed  to be  3.9 %  in 1977/78.  However,  the  EEC  guide  price for milk 
applies to milk with a  fat  content  of  3.7  '/o.  This was  taken into account 
by introducing an approximate  corrective factor  (UK  pool  price 1977/78  ~ 
1.0541  EEC  guide  price 1977/78). 
Be~f:  The  UK  guaranteed price for beef is valid only for fat  cattle of 
certain minimum  qualities,  while  the EEC  guide  price for beef also applies 
to lower qualities of beef such as  cow  beef.  To  balance  these  differences 
in quality at least to a  certain extent,  the  EEC  guide price for cattle was 
multiplied by the  factor 1.05,  which is,  of course,  a  purely arbitrary value. 
- Mut!~-~lamb: The  UK  guaranteed price for mutton and lamb  likewise 
applies  only to fat animals  (hoggets/lambs)  of certain minimum  qualities. 
In Table  4 the 1977/78  mutton and lamb  price was  taken to be  equal  to 91  % 
of the  1977/78  guide  price for cattle.  In order to comply with UK  quality 
standards  the  mutton and lamb  price for 1977/78  was,  therefore,  estimated 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As  can be  easily seen from  Table  21,  producers  of cereals and rape  (as 
oil  seed)  but above  all also producers  of beef,  milk,  mutton and lamb 
would  obtain appreciably higher average  prices for their products if the 
United Kingdom  were  to adopt  the  EEC  agricultural  system. At  the  same  time 
it must  be  remembered,  however,  that the  continued application of production 
grants for cattle and  sheep (e.g.  beef cow  subsidy,  hill sheep subsidy)  in 
their present form  can hardly be  reconciled with current EEC  rules,  and that 
it is still uncertain at the  moment  to what  extent any other form  of  compen-
sation is possible. Unlike  the  prices  of the  above  products,  those  of root 
crops  (sugar beet and potatoes)  and those  obtained by  the  intensive branches 
of the  animal  products  industr,y (pigs,  eggs  and poultr,y)  are expected to 
experience  only relatively small  increases  or to remain mainly unchanged. 
The  price hypotheses for pigmeat  and eggs in particular but also to some 
extent those  for beef and milk are  in themselves  of little significance. 
Still more  information is required on  the  possible future  development  of 
feed-grain prices as  input prices,  i.e. as  a  cost factor.  Information is 
obtained by  means  of Table  22,  in which  the  market  or import prices for 
feed-grain (excluding guarantee  payments  for home-grown  cereals,  since  the 
compound  feedingstuffs  industr,y in the United Kingdom  only has  to pay the 
market price)  in recent years are  compared with the  1977/78  feed-grain prices 
resulting from  the  producer price hypotheses for cereals in the  enlarged EEC. 
From  this it can be  seen that between 1968/70  and 1977  input prices for feed 
grain are expected to rise  on average  by around 8o  -DO %.  This would result 
for  UK  producers  in an unfavourable  development  in the  price ratio (pigmeat  : 
feed grain)  or (eggs  :  feed grain),  as  the  case  may  be. 
2.  Forecast  of the  areas under cultivation and  of livestock numbers 
in 1977 
The  areas under cultivation and the  livestock numbers  in 1977  were  forecast 
first solely by means  of  the  econometric model  equations  constructed in 
Part III.  The  result  of this forecast are  shown  in Table  23;  they will be 
critically examined below and,  where  necessary,  revised. - 146-
Table  23,- Reaulta of the eatieate of the are&B  under oultivation and of liveatock nu.b!re in the United KiDidam 
1i 197zA  b;y  .,&1111  of the model  eguatioDa cui reviHd proJectiona 
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+  3.7 
- 29.8 
+  9.5 
+ 63.9 
Average  &IIDil&l 
rate of ob&Dge 
¢ 1969/71 to 
1977 
(~) 
+  5-2 
+  0.5 
- 4.9 
+  1.3 
+  7.3 
alt IIU8t  bare be  borne in lllind that  owiDg  to the lap in the  reapective aquationa,  e!p!oi&ll:r thOH for determiniDg the maher 
of  OOWII  and eves,  the  reaulta  abOIRl do  not atrictl:r IIJI!ald.Dg apply to the 1977/78 fam :rear but reall:r to later ;reara (e.g.,  for 
.1979/-80  in the  oaae  of a  two-:year lag),  Thia at leaat would be  the  oaae if Britiah f-1'11 begin to .-Ita adjuat..nta at juat 
tnu po1nt  ot·  'time  'to  the  prioea valid for the 1977/78 fam :rear,  i.e. the :rear ellViaapd aa the final :rear in the adjuatllent 
period. It IIWit  be •id agaiDat that,  howver,  that Britiah ~ra  JII&T  anticipate the  1977/78 ,Prioea within a  oertain ra~~p of 
unoertaint:r and that poaaibl:r,  therefore,  the:r will take theH prioea into account before 1977!78 in their prodllotion plannillg. 
brt .... aaau..d with the wather dum;r that the 1977/78 o1illl&tic  oODditiona would oorreapODd to the avel'llge  oODditiona  reo~ 
in the reference period.  Cl!llltilll&te  b7 ooabiD&tion of all ooeffioienta of e1aatioit:r derived froa equatiOJia  (113)  - (115).  "'with 
thia equation the ~  for the "beef and hill oov aubaicl1'"  obtaiDa  the value -o.3,  with a  oertain reduction but not  ooaplete 
auapeDaion (-1,0) of thia aubaiq beiDg aa-d (aee text for detaila). 
IEs!!•  Ova  o&loul&tiODa  and !ltilll&tea. - 147  -
a.  Cereals 
Assuming  "normal"  smo1ing  conditions for winter wheat  in the autumn  of 
1976  (1977  in actual fact),  equation (110)  shows  that the area under 
wheat  in 1977  would be  about  the  same  size as in 1969/71.  The  main 
reason for this is that,  according to our hypotheses  on  producer prices, 
the  price ratio (wheat  barley)  would  change  only marginally by 1977, 
compared  Nith 1969/71.  Of  necessity the  "level effect",  i.e.  the  assumed 
increase  of e.bout  70  %  in wheat  and  barl~y prices between 1968/70  and 
1977,  is disregarded meanwhile  in this forecast.  In our opinion,  however, 
this effect should stiml'lat.'  the  cul  tivatio:..: of wheat  and barley.  This 
ought also to be  true when  it is taken into account  that the abolition 
of the  fertilizer subsidies,  which is necessary under EEC  regulations, 
implies ceteris paribus a  substantial increase in the  input prices for 
a  number  of the  most  important  trade fertilizers. According to a  study1 
published by  the Agricultural Economic  Development  Committe3  of the  Na-
tional Economic  Development  Office  the  net margins per acre  in grain growing 
could almost  double  in spite  of the  suspension of the  fertilizer subsidies 
following  the  upward  adjustment  of UK  grain prices to the  EEC  level.  This 
compels us  to up  considerably the  estimate for the  area under wheat  obtained 
from  equation (110)  (1977:  1 400  000  ha;  increase  over 1969/71:  43  %). 
If forecast by means  of equation (111),  the  area under barley is seen to. 
double  almost  b.y  1977  (see Table  23).  This  is due  almost  exclusively to 
the  effects of the  time  trend,  and that amounts  in practice to an extra-
polation of  the  trend in the  barley acreage  in 1955-70.  This  in turn means 
that  the barley boom  lvhich  took place between the end of  the  fifties and 
the  middle  of  the  sixties is carried forward to the  forecasting period with 
only minor downward  adjustments.  Such  a  result,  however,  seems  hardly 
meaningful,  although in themselves  the  economic  i~centives to  exp~nn further 
barley c1;'  ~i'.r"'tion under EEC  conditions  ought  to be  much  greater than in the 
past. 
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It must  be  noted,  above  all,  that,  in view of  the  soil fertility,  weather 
conditions,  considerations of crop rotation and  crops  competing with bar-
ley,  a  further large  increase  in the  barley acreage  in many  regions would 
be  possible  only by  taking into account a  considerable  decline  in the 
"net margins  per acre".  Besides,  in the  traditional arable  regions -and 
this  ought after all to be  of greatest significance,  wheat  would  probably 
be  preferred as  a  "cash crop"  to barley (cf. also the  forecast  for wheat). 
Under  these  circumstances,  it seems  appropriate  to reduce  considerably the 
estimate  resulting from  equation (111)  for the  barley area in 1977 
(2 400  000  ha;  increase  over 1969/71:  4 %). 
In the  case  of  oats,  we  reckon  on  an only slightly changed acreage  com-
pared with  the  late~ position (1972:  314  000  ha)  (assumption for 1977: 
300  000  ha);  the  reasons  for this were  given in detail on  page  101  et seq. 
In the  case  of  rye  and meslin there  should likewise be  only marginal  de-
viations  from  the  area cultivated hitherto,  since  the  market  for these  two 
cereals in the  United Kingdom  is,  by  tradition,  very limited. 
In forecasting the area under  sugar beet  we  assume  that in 1977  a  white 
sugar production quota  of 900  000  tons will  be  allocated to the United 
Kingdom  (see  page  102 for details)1•  The  beet  crop per hectare  amounted 
in 1967-71  to  36.2 tons.  Only a  small  increase  (up  to  37.5  tons)  is con-
sidered probable  by  1977,  since  the  input  of fertilizers,  insecticides 
and herbicides per hectare  of beet area has  already reached a  very high 
1  For the  time  being we  are  not  taking into consideration the  matter of 
whether the United Kingdom  Government  will  succeed in obtaining a  sub-
stantial  share  of Australia's sugar quota  (340  000  t)  which  is to be 
abolished entirely,  whent  the  Commonwealth  Sugar Agreement  expires  in 
February 1975  for its domestic beet  industry.  The  British Sugar Cor-
poration has already shown  a  lively interest in a  subsequent partial 
transfer of this quota to the  United Kingdom  (see  The  Financial  Times, 
London,  17  November  1972). - 149  -
level.  This,  along with the  rather high degree  of mechanization of beet 
cultivation (above all,  the use  of monogerm  varieties of seed)  resulted 
in only a  small  increase  in the  beet  crop after 1960.  The  average yield 
of sugar per beet (in% of  the beet weight)  rose,  however,  somewhat  more 
extensively,  whereby,  in addition to improved methods  of extraction,  further 
increases in the  sugar content  of beet  owing  to genetic  improvements  could 
well  have  played a  part (in recent years  the use  of monogerm  varieties of 
seed has,  in many  cases,  been accompanied by some  loss in sugar content; 
efforts are  baing made  to  overcoming  the  negative  correlation between the 
use  of monogerm  seed and sugar content)  (assumption for 1977  sugar yield: 
14.5 %  of beet weight;  1967/71:  13.6  ~~  of beet weight).  Given  the  two  as-
sumptions  on  beet  crop and sugar yield a  white  sugar yield per hectare  of 
5.44  tons  in 1977  (1967/71:  4.91  tons;  increase:  10.8 %)  and thus  an area 
of about  165  000  ha under beet for sugar production in 1977  are  obtained. 
If an area of about  1  000  ha for seed production is taken into account,  the 
entire area under sugar beet in 1977  would be  equal  to 166  000  ha  (1969/71: 
187  000  ha;  contraction:  11.8 %)1• 
c.  Potatoes 
Assuming  "normal"  planting conditions in April  1977  (in actual fact 1978), 
equation (112)  shows  a  slight reduction in the  maincrop ware  potato  acr~age 
from  228  000  ha  (1969/71)  to  209  000  ha in 1977  whereby  the  small positive 
effect  of a  slight rise  in the  average  producer price for ware  potatoes by 
1977  was  more  than compensated for by the  negative  time  trend (adjustment 
of the  target acreage  to  the  still slowly growing  home  demand  for ware  po-
tatoes,  in view  of  the  rapidly rising yields per unit area).  It can be  de-
duced  from  Table  21  that in future  potato cultivation will  lose  much  of its 
attraction,  compared,  in particular,  with grain and rape  cultivation,  but 
also with pasture  farming.  This  is especially true if one  assumes  that even 
in 1977  there  \'lill still be  no  EEC  regulations governing the  market  in po-
1  The  "British Sugar Corporation"  estimated that  the area of sugar beet cor-
responding to a  white  sugar quota  of 900  000  metric tons would rise by 
3.6 %  to about  172  000  ha.  The  difference  may  be  attributed mainly to the 
fact  that their estimate was  based more  on  current production possibilities 
and present  sugar yield (Financial  Times,  London  17  November  1972). - 150  -
tatoes.  Under  these  circumstances  the  forecast  that  the  maincrop ware 
potato acreage  would fall  by only 8 %  by 1977  could hardly be  upheld 
(assumption for 1977:  160 000  ha;  contraction compared with 1969/71: 
30  ~0). 
The  competitive position of UK  producers  of early potatoes vis-a-vis 
producers  in the  other EEC  countries  ought  to be  influenced less by 
prices than by delivery dates.  As  regards delivery dates UK  producers 
are at a  great disadvantage,  especially when  compared with producers 
in France  and Italy.  The  seasonally adjusted protective  duties  in force 
hitherto for imports  of early potatoes  from  both the  above  countries 
have  to be  completely abolished by the  end  of  the  transitional period. 
For these  reasons  we  consider a  large  reduction in the  area under early 
potatoes also to be  highly probably (assumption for 1977:  20  000  ha; 
1969/71:  30  000  ha). 
In the  past  the  commercial  cultivation of rape  for oil  seed has  played a 
quite  insignificant role  in UK  agriculture(area under rape  :  5 000  ha  and 
less).  The  reason for this was  that  UK  producers  received no  guarantee 
payments  or other aids and were  thus  obliged to compete  directly with 
supplies at world market  prices.  The  majority of producers  in the  south 
of England have  in recent years  formed  the :iessex Agricultural Producers 
Ltd.,  a  non-profit-making farmers'  organization the basis  e~;.rn  of which is 
to strengthen as much  as possible  the  market position of the  domestic 
producer by  common  marketing policies.  This  organization expects an ttexplo-
sive"  increase  in rape  cultivation in the  future1•  In this  connection,  the 
following points  should be  considered: 
After complete  adjustment  to the  EEC  price the  producer price for oil-seed 
rape  should increase  by  about  80-90%  compared with its present level. 
-Until now  farming in the  United Kingdom  has  lacked a  suitable "break crop" 
for grain growing.  Efforts made  towards  the  end  of the  sixties to create 
a  suitable substitute by subsidising the  cultivation of field beans  should 
1  See  The  Financial  Times,  London,  21  January 1972. - 151  -
now  be  seen to have  failed.  In future,  however,  oil-seed rape  could 
prove  to be  a  ver.J attractive "break crop" because,  under EEC  condi-
tions,  its production would be  very remunerative,  since inter alia 
the  cultivation and harvesting of  rape  can be  highly mechanized.(This 
is particularly true  for the  large arable  farms  in eastern and south-
eastern areas  of England,  which  combine  a  large  capital  input with a 
low  input  of  labour per hectare).  The  extraordinarily favourable  pros-
pects for the  commercial  growing  of oil-seed rape  under EEC  conditions 
led in the  1972/73  farm  year - as a  sort  of anticipation of  future  price 
trands  to a  31%  increase  in the  area under rape  compared with the 
previous year.  Contracts  covering some  12  000  ha for winter and spring 
rape  for  the  1973/7 4 farm  year were  reported by  the Hessex Agricultural 
Producers Ltd.  alone,  and that is more  than three  times  the  area culti-
1  vated by  this society in previous years  • 
In line with these  tendencies,  which already apparent,  we  assume  that in 
1977  the  area under rape  for  oil  seed will total  50  000  ha. 
e.  Cattle 
Equations  (113)  - (115)  for predicting dairy  cow  numbers  show  a  decrease 
of between 4 and 13%  for 1977.  If the  coefficients  of elasticity derived 
from  equations  (113)  - (115)  are  combined  to carry out  a  "point estimate", 
this results in even a  decline  of 15  io  in th~ dairy cowstock  compared with 
1969/71  (see  Table  23).  In view  of  the  expected rise  of 60%  in the  milk 
producer price between 1968/70  and 1977  the  forecast  of a  significant re-
duction in dairy cow  numbers  seems  surprising at first. It must,  however, 
be  borne  in mind  that  the  above  estimates are based on price ratios: 
The  pric3  r<?.tio  (beef  :  milk)  wot:.ld,  according to  our hypotheses,  clearly 
develop to the  detriment  of milk in tho  forecasting period. 
- ~-8  The  Financial  Tim3~,  London,  8 August  1972  and  24  November  1972. - 152  -
The  price ratio (lamb  :  milk),  which  from  the  end of the fifties to 
the  and  of  the sixties developed in favour  of milk,  would  increase 
consid·arably by  1977,  thereby favouring  rearing to the  detriment  of 
dairying. 
The  milk price  rose  more  steeply than the  wheat  price  in the  refere~1.Ce 
period;  according to  our price hypotheses  the  opposite  trend would  set 
in  durir~ the  forecasting period,  and this  should likewise  cet§ris paribus 
have  a  negative  influence  on  dairying. 
Only  the  price  ratio (pigmeat  :  milk)  could in future  develop much  more 
strongly in favour  of milk than in the  past. 
If tha  forecast  is based only on  the  effects of the  price ratios  included 
in equations  (113)  - (115)  is is easy to understand that  the  negative ef-
fect  on  dairy cow  numbers  result.;.c:.,:_,  from  the  price ratios (beef  :  milk), 
(lamb:  milk)  and (milk:  1,.heat)  outweighs  by far the  positive effect of 
the  price ratio (pigmeat  :  milk)  so that  on  balance  the  stock of dairy cows 
will  contract. 
Some  important factors  which,  after adoption by  the United Kingdom  of the 
Common  Agricultural Policy (CAP),  will  be  of  importance  could not  be  taken 
into account  when  preparing the  above  forecasts: 
-The price ratio (milk  :  feed grain L"input price";  of.  Table  22]),  which 
by  and large  remained unchanged in the  reference  period,  would by  1977 
develop very much  to  the  detriment  of milk producers.  This  coulC::.  be  offset 
to a  certain  ~'~tent by replacing feed grains with  other protein-bearing 
feeding stuffs which,  under EED  regulations,  can be  imported free  of levies 
(oil  cake,  cassava,  tapioca,  citrus fruit pulp inter alia).  In this  con-
nection,  mention must  be  made  of the Netherlands,  where  the  feedingstuffs 
industry drastically reduced,  under EEC  conditions,  the  share  of feed grain 
in fodder  concentrates within a  few  years.  It must  also be  pointed out that 
in dairying the  use  of oil  cake  is anyhow  more  important  than feed grain. 
As  the  consumption of  oil  cake  per cow  in the United Kingdom  is already at - 153 -
1  a  very high level  ,  it is to be  assumed  that  UK  milk producers will 
be  inclined to avoid the  high feed grain prices by producing more 
"summer  milk"  (larger proportion of grass in total feed requirements) 
and less  11l-vinter milk"  (less grass,  more  feed grain).  This possible 
alternative falls down  at the  point where  the  milk  supply in the  win-
ter months  could suffer2  (not  only from  the  point  of view  of supply 
policy but also for economic  reasons,  since  the  prices  of liquid milk 
are  very high).  That  would mean  that the  production of manufacturing 
milk would  much  more  heavily concentrated on the  grazing months April 
to September and this would create a  number  of problems  as regards  the 
utilization of  capacity in the  dairy industry. 
- The  price  for cull  cows  would rise very much.  In the  past slaughter 
guarantee  payments  could not be  received in respect  of  the  EEC  guide 
price,  however,  also applies to cow  beef. 
The  assumed  sharp rise  in the  price  of beef would also mean  considerably 
higher prices for  surplus  calves which are  an important  by-product  on 
dairy farms. 
- During the  reference  period dairying contracted slightly in the  eastern 
areas  of the United Kingdom  and was  practised more  in western areas par-
ticularly \rlales.  Owing  to  the  substantially improved position under EEC 
conditions  of wheat,  barley and  rape  cultivation,  which is concentrated 
in eastern areas,  this trend is expected to become  more  marked  in future. 
Sheep and beef-cattle raising in particular compete  with dairying in 
western areas.  However,  the  price ratio (lamb/beef  :  milk)  would,  accor-
ding to  our hypotheses,  clearly favour sheep and beef-cattle raising until 
1977,  and this might  impede  a  future  e~~ansion in dairy farming even in 
1 
2 
Cf.  R.  Schmidt,  Analyse und Prognose  der Importe  von Milcherzeugnissen 
ausgavJahl ter Lander mit Hilfe  okonometrischer Modelle  (Analysis and fore-
cast  of  imports  of milk products  of selected countries with the  help  of 
econometric models),  Kieler Studien Nr.  117,  TU.bingen  1971,  p.  252. 
It should be  remembered Lere  that liquid milk production in the  United 
Kingdom  accounts for more  than half of  the  total annual  supply of milk. - 154  -
western areas  too.  It should,  however,  be  remembered  that it is precisely 
in western and south-rrestern areas that there  are  a  large  number  of  small 
holdings  for whose  profitability caii"''Jing is of  crucial  importance  (higher 
1  value  of production per unit area)  • 
The  contraction in the  stock of dairy cows  forecast  by means  of the  model 
equations appears  too pessimistic in view  of the  expected substantial 
price  increases for slaughter cows  and  surplus  calves - on  the  assumption 
that  there will  be  a  considerable  reduction in the  input  of feed grain in 
daii"''Jing,  as  a  result  of more  intensive use  of pasture  land and/or the  use 
of more  protein-bearing feedingstuffs0ther than oil  cakes)  which are 
allowed to enter free  of levies.  The  "regional effect" mentioned above 
(stronger competition particularly sheep-raising in western areas)  and li-
mitations resulting from  a  scarce  labour force  on  farms  could,  however, 
impede  any spectacular long-term expansion in the  dairy herd.  This  is why 
we  assume  an  increase  of about  10  }S  in the  stock of dairy cows  for 1977  as 
against 1969/71  (4  300  000). 
The  major factor determining beef  cow  numbers  is the  price ratio (beef : 
lamb),  which  in the  reference  period strongly developed in favour  of beef. 
For  the  forecasting period,  however,  we  have  assumed  a  constant price ratio 
so that,  other things being equal,  this  ought  to result in a  constant beef-
cow  stock.  The  trend in the  price  ratio (beef :  milk)  would,  according to 
our hypotheses,  continue  to favour beef until 1977.  Under  EEC  conditions, 
the  continued stimulation of the  growth  of  the  beef cow  population in the 
reference  period afforded by the  "beef and hill cow  subsidy"  ought  presu-
mably  to be  terminated in its present form.  On  the  basis  of recent trends, 
however.  it may  be  supposed that another premium  for beef cattle will be 
introduced in its place  in the  enlarged Community,  and this will at least 
compensate  somewhat  for the  "beef and hill  cow  subsidy".  The  positive effect 
of  the  steep rise  in the  beef price in the  United Kingdom  compared with  the 
l  Cf.  J.  Cherrington,  "Farmers  now  less despondent- the  South West"  in 
The  Financial  Times,  London,  7 November  1972. - 155  -
milk price is,  when  forecasting the  stock of beef  cows  by means  of 
equation (116),  almost  balanced by  the  negative effect of an assumed 
partial reduction in beef cattle premiums.  In view  of the  constant 
price ratio (beef:  lamb)  this has  resulted in the  forecast  of an 
essentially unchanged  stock of beef  cows  until 1977. 
The  forcast  drawn up  with equation (116)  could not  take  into account 
the  fact that  the  selling prices  of cull  cows,  which account for a  con-
siderable  proportion of  the  total earnings  of beef-cattle  farmers,  will 
probably rise at a  greater rate  than that  suggested in Table  21  in res-
pect  of the  price  of beef,  since,  under the  UK  agricultural  system, 
slaughter cows  vTere  not  covered by the  deficiency payments arrangements. 
The  price ratio (beef  :  feed grain Linput prici7),  which  in the  reference 
period developed very much  in favour  of beef,  would in future,  according 
to  our hypotheses,  develop  to  the  slight detriment  of beef cattle produ-
cers.  That  could be  countered,  to a  yet greater extent than in the  case 
of dairying by reverting more  to fattening on pasture. More  intensive  use 
of grass land ought  to replace,  to a  considerable  degree,  the  production 
of "barley baby beef"  and other systems  of  intensive  grain-based indoor 
feeding  of young  cattle.  The  profitability of  such systems has,  given the 
need to buy  in store  cattle,  proved to be  rather low  in recent years; 
under EEC  conditions,  these systems,  apart  from  some  minor exceptions, 
are  not  expected to produce  any satisfactory results. 
In short,  it may  be  said that the  future  growth  of  the  beef cow  population 
will  neither be  promoted,  as  in the  past,  nor hindered by  the  greater re-
lative  competitiveness  of beef-cow rearing over sheep-raising (assuming a 
constant price ratio (beef:  lamb)  until 1977).  The  assumed  development  of 
the  pricP  r~tio (beef  :  milk)  would further favour  the  rearing of beef 
cattle in the  forecasting period.  Under  EEC  conditions,  the  premiums  for 
beef  cows  1"JOl'L~  ::_ndeed  be  reduc,:;d but  '1Gt  entirely abolish-ed.  But  a  counter-
vailing factor v1ould  be  the  extraordinarily steep rise in the  prices for 
slaught.3r  cows.  Hi th reference  to this in particular and in view  of  the  very 
favourable  long-term sales prospects for beef in the  enlarged Community  too 
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of beef  cows  obtained from  equation (116):  namely,  2 400  000  for 1977, 
a  64%  increase  compared with 1969/71.  These  estimates of the future 
growth  of  the  UK  beef and dair,y  cow  population,  which perhaps  seems 
somewhat  optimise.:.,,  must first be  viewed in the  light of recent deve-
lopments.  In 1972  me  farmers  expanded considerably their stock of cows 
principally as a  result of  the  sharply rising prices  on  the  markets  in 
milk products between the  beginning of 1971  and the  beginning of 1972 
and the  boom  in prices  on  the  beef market,  although at the  same  time  the 
market  prices for feed grain also increased sharply in reaction to the 
arr~te  supply shortage  on  the  world market.  The  cattle census  in Septem-
ber 1972  in England and Uales  showed  that there had been an increase  of 
4. 3 'fa  in the  stock of dairy  cows  and  of lG. 2 %  :..n  the  stock of beef  c0~··s  (!) 
compared with September 1971.  \ihat  is striking here  is that from  1971  to 
1972  the  production of grass silage  of all kinds  rose by almost  25 %  -
this was  possibly an attempt to reduce  the  input  of feedgrain,  which had 
risen considerably in price,  by  a  more  intensive use  of grassland.  In our 
opinion,  these  recent  developments  are a  ver,y  good test of what  is to be 
expected as regards  UK  cattle raising ltnder EEC  conditions,  and the  result 
of this test is on  the  whole  in accordance  with the  considerations we  have 
set out above.  Compared  with 1972,  increases of  only 5.8% and of 30.9 % 
are  forecast  in the  stock of dair,y  cows  and that of beef cows  respectively 
in 1917. 
f.  Sh~ 
If equation (118)  is used for projecting the  ewe  stock,  a  steep rise  of 
27  %  between 1969/71  and 1977  is obtained.  The  major factor determining 
ewe  numbers  is,  according to equation (118),  the  price ratio (lamb  :  milk). 
While  the  trend in this price ratio tended to favour  sheep farmers  in the 
sixties,  the  price ratio itself (lamb  :  milk)  would,  according to our hy-
poti1.~ses,  increase by at least 17  ~~  by  1917  (in comparison with 1969/71), 
and this should provide  a  significant stimulus to sheepfarming.  The  price 
ratio (beef  :  lamb),  which during the  reference  period had not favoured 
sheep farmers,  would remain constant until 1977  so  that beef-cow raising 
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Account  must  also be  taken of the  fact that,  unlike all other branches 
of animal  production,  sheep-keeping would be  only marginally affected by 
the  rise in feed grain prices (the use  of concentrates for fattening lambs 
and hoggets  in the United Kingdom  is not verJ common;  stable feeding of 
~.ambs v1ith  grain,  as is to be  found,  for instance,  in France,  is almost 
unknovm  in the United Kingdom)1 .  On  the  assumption that future  EI.'C  arrange-
ments  governing the  market  in mutton and lamb  similar to those  for beef will 
be  introduced and vdll  also apply to meat  from  cull ewes  and rams,  the  prices 
for  raE1S  and awes  for slaughter will rise very sharply (price guarantees are 
not  granted in respect  of these  types  of animals under the  UI:  system).  The 
hill sheep subsidy,  1"1hich  must  be  regarded as not  complying >vi th EEC  regu-
lations,  vmuld  indeed have  to be  abolished in its present fonn.  It is, 
ho1rmver,  thought  proba-ble  that  some  compensation under the  structural aid 
arrangements  for hill farmers  is possible.  Protection of the  wool  market 
(price guarantees for wool)  would presumably be  discontinued,  but  the 
British Hool  Earketing Board would probably continue  to function as  the 
central marketing body  for home-produced wool  (on a  voluntary basis).  The 
suspension of wool  price guarantees would  cause  problems for hill farmers 
especially;  however,  it is precisely the hill and mountain farmers  who  will 
receive  considerably higher prices for slaughter ewes.  Since  the  disadvantage 
resulting from  the  assumed abolition of the  wool  price2  guarantee  ought  to be 
at least balanced by  the  higher prices for cull ewes  and rams,  we  do  not 
consider a  revision of  the  forecast  obtained from  equation (118)  necessary. 
g.  Pigs 
~r means  of equation (119)  a  reduction of 16%  (8oO  000)  in the  stock of  sows  vms 
forecast  from  1969/71  to 1977.  The  reason for this is that,  according to our 
hypotheses,  the  price ratios (beef  :  pigmeat)  and (pigmeat  :  milk)  will in 
1 Cf.  The  Financial  Times,  London,  13  August  1972. 
2  In view  of  the  developments  in demand  and supply  on  the  international wool 
markets  since 1971/72  it is even conceivable  that UK  producer prices will 
be  higher in future  than during the  reference period (approximately until 
1970)  in spite  of the  possible abolition of wool  price guarantees. - 158  -
future  develop substantially more  strongly to the  disadvantage  of the 
producers  of slaughter prigs than in the  past.  The  price ratio (pigmeat  : 
feed grain)  is of crucial significance for the  profitability of pig fat-
tening.  This price ratio was  not  shown  to have  a  significant influence  on 
the  pig cycle  in the  reference period;  this is probably duG  to the  fact 
that under the  price guarantee  arrangements automatic compensation for 
feed costs  (by means  of "feed for.·!Jula")  was  granted to UK  producers.  Such 
far-reaching protection for pig fatteners against fluctuations  in feed 
grain prices is not  included in the ~  system.  And  so in future  in the 
United Kingdom  too farmers will be  expected to base  their decisions  con-
cerning the  sow  stock more  on  the  price ratio (pigmeat  :  feed grain)  than 
has hitherto been the  practice.  Under  ~C conditions this price ratio 
will  deteriorate considerably for  UK  producers  of slaughter pigs.  From 
1958/60  to 1968/70,  for instance,  the  price ratio (pigmeat  :  feed maize) 
fell in the United Kingdom  by  only 10  %,  but from  1968/70 to 1977 are-
duction of  27  %  is to be  expected. It must  also be  added that protection 
of the  bacon industry in the United Kingdom  by  the  1964  Bacon Market 
Sharing Understanding and by  the  subsidies granted by the  Government  must 
be  discontinued.  Under  these  circumstances,  the forecast  obtained from 
equation (119)  looks rather too optimistic.  We  shall,  however,  retain this 
forecast  (800  000  for 1977)  in view  of the  large  increase in the  demand 
for pork estimated in Part (II),  which,  at least as far as  fresh carcase 
meat  is concerned,  should be  mainly covered by domestic production. 
h.  Poultry 
The  construction of an econometric model  for the  number  of laying hens 
and for the  production of market :poultry proved impossible;  thus  only a 
projection based on logical  considerations  can be  undertaken here.  In 
doing so it is to be  first noted that the  efficiency of  UK  egg and poultry 
production (particularly in view  of farm  size,  the  technical  infrastructure - 159  -
and tho  st~ndard of  organization is,  in general,  considerably higher 
than that  of producers  in the  other countries  of the  Community  (the 
1J3t1:erlands  may  be  the  exception).  The  price ratios  (eggs  :  feed grain) 
and  (poultrymeat  :  feed grain)  would fall by about 40%  from  1968/70 
to 1971,  but this 1-rould  represent nothing more  than a  slightly more 
marked  continuance  of the  trend observed in the  reference  period.  In 
our opinion,  it is important  as  regards  future  possible  trends that  UK 
poultrJ farming now  competes with other EZC  countries  on  the  basis  of 
approximately the  same  prices for feed grain,  with  the  advantage  of 
efficiency mentioned above  being able  to make  itself fully felt as a 
competitive  advantage.  These  considerations have  led us  to assume  that 
the  production of  eggs  and poultrymeat in the United Kingdom  will  in-
crease  some'1'1hat  more  rapidly until 1977  than the  demand  for  those  pro-
ducts.  Assuming that  the  egg yield per laying hen  continues to rise in 
the  forecast  period,  the  number  of laying hens  would,  under these  con-
ditions,  remain practically unchanged  ( 61  400  000  in 1977  compared  ovi th 
61  600  000  in 1969/71).  Poul  trymeat  production had to be  forecast  directly 
(1967/69:  509  000  tons;  1977:  649  000  tons;  increase:  67  %). 
3.  Test  of the  areas under cultivation 
An  estimate  of the  total agricultural area constitutes the basis  of  the 
test  of  the  areas under cultivation. It can be  assumed  here that  the  de-
cline  in the  total agricultural  land,  a  trend already 2pparent in the 
r3ference  perio"l1  Hil1_  remain unchanged in the  future,  irrespective  of 
any profitability considerations for agriculture  resulting frw the  ac-
cession of the  Uni~ed Kingdom  to  the  K~C.  This  development  is mainly due 
to the  increasing demand  for land for house  and road construction,  for 
industrial purposes  and for leisure facilities,  a  demand  generally met 
at the  expense  of  the  agricultural area.  A graphical  trend extrapolation 
gave,  for 1977,  a  total agricultural area of about 13  500  000  ha  (1970/72: 
18  804  000  ha;  reduction:  1.6  ~~~  cf.  Table  24)1. 
l  The  data  on  the  total agricultural area for the  years up  to 1969  are 
no  longBr fully  comparable  with the  data for the years  since  1970,  on 
account  of  the  new  definition of rough grazings in 1970  as a  result 
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A slight increase  in the  arable  land as  such (excluding  temporary grassland) 
from  4  890  000  ha in 1970/72  to 4  950  000  ha  in 1977  was  estimated ( + l.  2 ?b). 
The  main reason for this is that  the  sharp  increase  forecast  in the  areas under 
wheat  and rape -with the  area under barley remaining fairly constant  - is 
being accompnied by a  drastic reduction in the  areas under toot  crops.  If 
arable  land as  such is o.educted  from  the  total agricultural area,  a  total fi-
gure  of 13  550  000  ha  of  temporary and permanent  grassland and of  rough gra-
zings is obtained for 1977.  Only a  slight increase  in permanent  grassland at 
the  expense  of  rough  grazings  is conceivable  given natural  conditions  obtai-
ning in the United Kingdom.  Rough  grazings are  to be  found mostly  on hill sJ.opes 
where  only a  thin layer of earth covers the  subsoil  rock.  They are  often very 
boggy  owing  to  the  infiltration water from  the hills especially,  and the  feed 
value  of the  grass varieties thriving in these  places is correspondingly small. 
In principle,  it is either impossible  to  convert  the  majority of  rough grazings 
into more  profitable permanent  grassland,  or possible  only with great difficulty 
and with a  relatively heavy  outlay of capital and labour.  It can,  however,  be 
assumed that there  is a  certain reservoir of  rough grazings which it would be 
economically worthwhile  to make  improvements  in view  of the  sharp price  increases 
expected under EEC  conditions for the  most  important  outputs  of pasture  farming. 
In the  case  of rough grazings  too a  projection may,  therefore,  be  made  by a  simple 
graphical  trend extrapolation in which,  however,  the  downward  trend in the  area 
of  rough  grazings  continues  somewhat  more  intensely during  the  forecast  period 
(conversion of  rough grazings  into permanent  grassland in certain regions  assumed 
to be  carried out  to a  greater extent in the  period 1970/72-77  than in the  period 
1958/60-1970/72~ Under  theses  conditions we  obtain a  forecast  of  6  200  000  ha  of 
rough  grazings,  which represents  a  fall  of 7.2% compared with 1970/72. 
Thus,  temporary and permanent  grassland could still cover 7  350  000  ha in 1977 
(1970/7:  7  253  000  ha;  increase:  1.3 %).  According to  our forecasts,  the  stock 
of  cattle and  sheep would,  converted into livestock units  (LSU),  increase by 
21.6  ~t  from  1970/72 to 1977  (see  Table  25  for details). At first glance,  such a 
result fits badly into the  forecast  of an area of  temporary and permanent  grass-
land growing  only marginally in the  future.  This  is true particularly because  in - 163  -
the  projection of the  total  cow  population we  had assumed  that,  in order 
to avoid the  high f,:Jed  grain prices,  feed grain will be  replaced by  grass 
to a  great extent both in the  milk and beef production sectors.  Our  fore-
cast  of cattle and sheep  numbers  may  be  retained,  therefore,  only if the 
stocking rates  can be  considerably increased in the  future.  In the  refe-
rence  period the  stocking rate was  raised by  22.3% from  l  612  LSU/ha  in 
1958/60  to l  972  LSU/ha  in 1970/72.  This  could well  have  been made  possible 
both by  a  greater use  of  concentrates  (approximately represented by  the 
domestic production of  compound  feedingstuffs  for cattle and sheep),  from 
225.6  kg/LSU  (1958/60  to  280.6  Y~/LSU in 1970/72,  i.e.  an increase  of 
24.4  ~~  and also by  a  more  intenflf)  use  of grassland ( cf.  Table  25).  A 
stocking rate  of  2.366  LSU/ha  is calculated for 1977,  which  corresponds  to 
a  rise  of  16  %  compared with 1972.  Even  such a  stocking rate  could be  easily 
maintained by  more  widespread concentrate  feeding alone. A further increase 
in the utilization of concentrates  (which are  mainly grain-based)  for cattle 
feeding  (sheep  can be  disregarded here  since  they are  rarely given concen-
trated rations in the  United Kingdom)  would  conflict with our forecasting 
hypothesis  of a  production of milk and beef relying on  the  intensified use 
of grassland.  The  higher stocking rate would,  therefore,  in future  have  to 
be  attained only by  a  more  intensive  use  of grassland - principally by 
improved  conservation methods  for grass  (more  silage,  less hay),  by  increased 
utilization of fertilizers  by  the  use  of higher-quality seed and,  last but 
not least,  by a  substantial  increase  in the  share  of high-yield temporary 
grassland (the  so-called "leys")  in the  total pasture  land (excluding rough 
grazings) at the  expense  of permanent  grassland.  (As  Table  24  shows,  we  have 
for this reason assumed  a  27  5'~  increase  in temporary grassland between 1972 
and 1977  and,  accordingly,  an 11  ~reduction in permanent  grassland.)  Since 
this is,  in principle,  possible  (see  the  remarks  on  the  developments  in UK 
cattle farming in 1972!  - p.  156)  it is thought unnecessary to revise  the 
forecast  of the  stocks  of dairy  cows,  beef  cows  and ewes. - 164  -
4.  Forecast  of the yields per unit area and per livestock unit 
Both  the  yields per unit area and the  yields per livestock unit were  fore-
cast with the  aid of graphical  trend extrapolations and of special  techni-
cal  considerations.  The  results of these  estimates are  shown  in Table  26 
(for sugar beet of.  IV,  2,  b). 
In interpreting the  assumed  growth  of cereal yields it must  be  borne  in 
mind  that poor weather resulted in an extremely unfavourable  harvest  in 
1968  and a  bad one  in 1969  and this had a  negative effect  on  overall average 
for 1968-71.  Compared  with 1971-72,  two  years with extremely good harvest, 
the  yield of wheat  estimated,  for 1977,  for example,  represents  only a  quite 
modest  increase  of 4.2% (barley:  5.1 %;  oats:  4.2 %).  Looked at in this way, 
the yields  of  cereals estimated by us for 1977  could be  judged as being 
somewhat  too low.  Nevertheless,  we  have  retained this assumption for the 
following reason:  In the  past,  the  rise in grain yields was  achieved mainly 
by  increased inputs  of fertilizers,  insecticides,  herbicides and fungicides. 
Insecticides and herbicides in particular include  to a  greater or lesser 
extent poisonous  compounds  which,  for the  most  part,  break down  in the  soil 
only after a  ver,y  long time.  The  harmful  effects are  now  acknowledged,  and, 
as a  first step,  attempts  are  being made  to keep  future  increases in pollu-
tion within certain limits at least.  (Mention must  here be  made  inter alia 
of  the  ban on  the use  of DDT  in some  countries  of north-western Europe.) 
This would also mean,  however,  that further inconsiderate use  of insecti-
cides  and herbicides per unit area by  farmers  would no  longer be  tolerated 
- this is particularly  true  for the United Kingdom,  where  the  Government 
and public  opinion do  take  the  problem  of environmental  pollution extremely 
seriously.  In the  case  of fertilizers a  certain cutback could be  achieved 
by  economic  means  alone  (abolition of the  large fertilizer subsidies). 
Furthermore,  the  problem  of environmental pollution arises here  too,  even 
if the  situation has,  for a  long time  now,  been not  so  serious as with pesti-
cides (e.g. fertilizer saturation in lakes and rivers due  to the  excessive 
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Similar considerations are  also valid for  the  projection of the yield of 
potatoes,  although there it is,  however,  to be  borne  in mind  that  there 
is still ample  scope  for achieving higher yields by  improving harvesting 
techniques  and  subsequ"n'J  storage  methods, 
It is to be  noted that in the  forecast  of milk  ~ ~.: lds it has  bor:m  assumed 
that  there  will be  a  considerable  \veakening  of  the  growth  trend during  the 
reference  period.  This  is to be  explained by  the  fact  that the  estimated 
cow  population in 1977  is based  on  the  hypothesis  "more  grass,  less  con-
centrates",  which  could permit  a  slowing down  in the  future  growth  rate  of 
milk yields. 
5.  Forecast  of  the  domestic production of agricultural product  and  com-
parison of  the  results  of the  projections  of production and  consumption 
a.  Ge~al pr~  1  imi~!.L_~~~rl::s 
In sections  2  and 4 above  the  forecasts for animal  stocks,  the  areas under 
cultivation and yields per unit area and per livestock unit were  drawn up. 
The  crop  production for 1977  is  obtained by multiplying the  relevant area 
under cultivation by  the  yield per unit area. kilk production in 1977  is also 
obtained by  ~~ltiplying the  number  of  cows  forecast  for 1977  by  the  average 
milk yield in 1977,  and egg production in 1977  by multiplying the  number  of 
laying hens by  the  average  egg yield.  Projections of meat  production are 
rather more  difficult because,  though  they are  based upon  the  forecasts  of 
the  stock of  cows,  ewes  and sows  the  attached comprehensive  econometric models 
must  first he  applied in order to be  able  to calculate  the  gross  domestic pro-
duction.  But  before  this  can be  done  it is necessary  to make  assumptions  as 
regards  the  exogenous variables entering into these  models  in so far as this 
has  not yet been  done  in connection with  the  construction of  the  models. 
He  will first represent  the  results of the  forecasts by an "extension"  of 
the  supply situation statements until 1977.  This,  in our opinion,  has  the - 167  -
advantage  that  the  past trend can be  compared  in one  table at any time  with 
the  projected values for 1977  (without loss of information as a  result of 
using averages  omitting some  balance  sheet items which  are  not explicitely 
stated in the projections but which are still important none  the  less).  Since 
t:1e  supply situation statements are  often fairly complex and,  therefore,  dif-
ficult to "read",  in this text "rapid information" is provided by  summarizing 
the  most  important forecasts for 1977,  compared  with the average  for  the last 
few  years  of the  reference period,  in small  tables. 
b.  Cereals 
According to  our estimates,  UK  cereal production would by  1977  have  risen 
sharply to 17  550  000  tons  (1969-71:  13  936  000  tons;  increase:  26  %).  Of 
this total for 1977  common  wheat  would  account for 35.9% (6  300  000  tons), 
and barley for 56.17b  (9  840  000  tons)  (for details cf.  Tables l*- 8*). 
b1  Remarks  on  some  important balance  items  in so far as  they concern 
human  consumption and industrial use 
In the  case  of wheat,it is expected that in 1977,  as a  result of  the  expected 
greater supply of wheat  from  domestic  sources,  the  UK  milling industr,y will 
no  longer meet  only  one  third less (as in the  last years  of the  reference 
period),  but 50%  ot its requirements  of milling wheat  by purchases  of ho!'Ile-
grown  grain.  Owing  to  the  composition of white  bread favoured by  British 
consumers  we  consider a  marked  increase  in the  share  of home-grown  wheat  in 
the  national grist improbable.  We  further assume  that exports  of  UK  quality 
biscuits to other countries  of the  Community  (among  them  Germany  in particular) 
will  expand  sharply in the  future.  Likewise,  as a  result of more  extensive 
domestic  supplies and in view  of the  changed prioe ratios brought about  by  the 
~C levy system  (often in the  past UK  products were  probably far too expensive 
in relation to imports),  the  demand  for wheat  for malting and brewing should - 168  -
Table  27  - The  supply of cereals for human  consumption and for industrial use 
in the United Kingdom¢ 1966/67  - 1968/69 and forecasts for 1977/78 
('000  t  grain weight) 
Percentage  change  Average  annual 
¢ 1966/67 1971/78  ¢ 1966/67-1968/69 percentage  change 
- 1968/69  to 1977/78  ¢ 1966/67-1968/69 
to 1977/78 
Human  consumption 
Supplies  from  domestic 
sources for the  domes- 1760  2561  +  45.5  +  3.8 
tic market 
Supplies  from  foreign 
sources for the  do- 3729  2786  - 25.3  - 2.9 
mestic market 
Total  supplies for the  5489  5347  - 2.6  - 0.3  domestic market 
Foreign trad8 balance 
for products  contai- - 114  - 65  - -
ni!l[,  €:,rain 
Net  domestic  con- 5603  5412  - 3-4  - o. 3  sumption 
Proportion of  home 
grown  cereals in net 
30.6  46.2  domestic  consumption  - -
(%) 
Industrial use 
Supplies  from  domestic 
sources  for the  domes- 1294  1738  +  34.3  +  3.0 
tic market 
Supplies from  foreign 
sources for  the  do- 1113  1325  +  19.0  +  1.8 
mestic market 
Total  supplies for the 
2407  3063  +  27.3  +  2.4  domestic market 
Proportion of home-
grown  cereals in total 
53.6  56.7  - - industrial  consumption 
(%) 
Source:See  annexed Tables l* and  3*. - 169  -
in 1977  be  met  to a  greater extent by domestic production and not,  as 
hitherto,  almost exclusively by  imports.  The  consumption of barley for 
malting and brewing will also presumably rise  only slowly in the  fut-ure 
because  the  per capita consumption of beer is by  and large  constant and 
because  the  export prospects for beer are  not  exactly favourable.  Only 
exports  of malt  could increase  appreciably under ESC  conditions  (an ex-
port surplus  of 130  000  tons  (grain equivalent)  was  estimated for 1977). 
As  compared  >vi th the past,  a  large  increase  in the use  of home-grown 
barley for distilling is estimated given the  expectation of a  continued 
rapid growth in the  demand  for some  UK  alcoholic drinks  (whisky)  on  in-
ternational markets  and the  assumption that in future  domestic distilleries 
will,  for price and supply reasons,  replace  to a  large  extent  imported 
maize  by home-grown barley.  It is,  therefore,  reckoned that the use  of 
imported maize  by UK  distilleries and maltsters will,  for some  years to 
come,  diminish appreciably.  In contrast,  it is expected that maize  might 
have  to be  used for the  production of starch and glucose in almost all 
cases  in the  forecast period with the result that the  considerable  increase 
in imports  of maize  for this purpose  that was  observed in the  reference 
period 1-1ill  remain unaffected. 
b2 Estimate  of  the  domestic  supply of feed grain and its utilization 
If the  demand  for seed,  the  wastage  by producers and processors and the 
demand  for cereals for food and industry presumably met  from  domestic  sources 
are  deducted from  total  domestic production,  an estimate is obtained for the 
total availab::.e  supply of home-grown  feed grain (for domestic use  and for 
export).  By  reference  to Tables 4*  and 8*  and according to the  method  just 
described a  value  of about 12  250  000  tons is obtained for 1977.  The  total 
feed grain consumption in UK  agriculture  (including imported feed grain) 
averaged 12  850  000  tons  in the  1966/67  - 1968/69  farm years. As  was  frequently 
mentioned,  the  higher feed grain prices in the  Community  ought  to prompt  UK 
farmers  to replace,  where  possible,  feed grain by  other feedingstuffs which 
could be  imported free  of levies under ~C arrangements.  In cattle production, 
however,  they ought  to greater recourse to grass,  in particular,  as a  substi-
tute,  Consequently in spite  of growing stocks there whould be  no  significant - 170-
rise in the  use  of feed grain in cattle production.  The  projected fall 
in the  pig stock should have  a  contractive effect  on  the  conswnption 
of feed grain,  although,  according to our forecasts,  the available  supply 
of potatoes for feed purposes will fall drastically.  This  is to be  seen 
in connection with the  fact that potatoes were  only of rather minor im-
portance as regards total feed requirements for pigs in the United Kingdom 
in the  reference  period.  Furthermore,  one  should bear in mind  that in pig 
production,  as a  result  of the  relevant price ratios,  an extensive  substi-
tution of feedingstuffs which  can be  imported free  of levies (e.g.  tapioca 
flour)  for feed grain is to be  expected. It is only in egg and poultrymeat 
production that  one  may  reckon on  a  continuing and clearly expanding feed 
grain demand  in future  (few substitution possibilities;  forecast  indicates 
a  particularly rapidly growing production of poultrymeat).  Accordingly,  it 
is likely that up  to 1977  the  total feed grain requirements  of  UK  agricul-
ture will  increase  only slightly above  its level  of the years 1966/67  to 
1968/69  (estima-';e:  ± 10  %) • This  in tur:1 '\:ould mean  that from  0..  purely 
theoretical point  of view 85-90 %  of total feed grain requirements  in 1977 
would  come  from  domestic  sources. If one  considers  that for numerous  reasons 
a  greater amount  of maize  will probably be  used in pit and poultry production 
under Ei!:C  conditions  than in the  past,  an export surplus  of home-grown  feed 
grain might  appear  on  the  UK  market.  According to our overall estimates,  this 
would  occur if imports  of maize  rose in 1977  to more  than ~1.10 •  (12.85)  -
12.25_7 = 1 890  000  tons1• 
c.  Sugar 
If the  white  sugar production of 900  000  tons allocated to the United Kingdan 
is subtracted from  the  consumption of white  sugar forecast for 1977  (after 
allowing for statistical errors),  we  obtain a  net  import  demand  of  2 100  000  tons, 
which is virtually the  same  as that recorded in 1966/67  - 1968/69:  2 119  000  t 
(see  also Table  9*). 
1  Although it provides  no  figures,  a  report presented by the Agricultural 
Economic  Development  Committee  speaks  of a  "surplus of supplies"  of home-
grown feed grain (quoted in The  Financial Times,  London,  23  June  1972). - 171-
Table  2C- The  supply  of sugar and potatoes  in the United Kingdom 




Percentage  change 
¢ 1966/67-1965/69 
to 1977/78 
Sugar ('000  t  white  sugar equivalent) 
Production  662  900  +  2.0 
Total  net  imports  (including  2119  2100  - 0.9 
products  containing sugar) 
Total  disposable  quantity  3001  3000  - 0.0 
Statistical errors  +  32  +  34  -
Domestic  consumption  2937  2966  +  1.0 
Degree  of self-sufficiency  30.0  30.3  -
Potatoes  ('000  t  fresh  ~%~~  welg 
Total  production  6884  5340  - 22.4 
- Naincrop  6273  4960  - 20.9 
- Early potatoes  611  380  - 37.8 
Total utilization 
by  farmers  1744  600  - 65.1 
- Feed  1053  160  - 84.8 
Total  sales by  farmers  5140  4732  - 7.9 
Total  exports  75  70  -
- Seed  potatoes  57  70  -
- lliaincrop  ware  potatoes  lG  0  -
Total  imports  307  995  -
- Seed potatoes  10  20  -
- l·laincrop  ware  potatoes  9  569  -
- Elarlies  288  406  -
Total  net  imports  232  925  -
Total  disposable  quantity  7140  6265  - 12.3 
Total  domestic  consumption  5292  5587  +  5.6  as  food 
- r.Iaincrop  4394  4801  +  9.3 
- Earlies  896  766  - 12.5 
Source:  See  annexed Tables  9*  and 10*. 
A  vera.ge  annual 
percentage  change 
¢ 1966/68-1968/69 
to 1977/10 





















+  0.5 
+  0.9 
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d.  Potatoes 
According to our forecasts,  the  domestic production of maincrop ware  potatoes 
would fall  from  1967/69  to 1977  by  20.3  7~,  to 4 960  000  tons,  and that  of early 
potatoes by  29.9  %,  to  350  000  tons  (cf.  Table  10*).  The  quantity of ware  po-
tatoas  (maincrop)  remaining after deduction of  the  domestick  demand  for seed 
potatoes and  of wastage  would not  be  sufficient to met  total  domestic  require-
ments  of ware  potatoes.  Under  these  circumstances,  it is to be  expected that 
maincrop  potatoes will  be  used for feed  purposes  to  only a  small  extent in fu-
ture  and that 1-ro.re  potatoes v1ill  cease  to be  exported.  Only exports  of seed po-
tatoes,  of v1hich  the United Kingdom  is one  of the  most  important  suppliers  of 
the  NOrld  market,  might  perhaps be  maintained in the  forecast  period.  On  these 
assumptions,  the  gross  import  demand  for maincrop ware  potatoes vwuld be  around 
570  000  tons  in 1977.  This  seems  a  realistic figure  whent it is considered that 
under SEC  conditions quotas  for  imports  of ware  potatoes  (maincrop)  from  Member 
States would have  to be  discontinued.  The  poor quality of  the  ware  potatoes 
supplied by British producers  have  often been the butt of much  criticism from 
the  representatives  of  consumer interests in the United Kingdom.  It should not, 
therefore,  be  ve~J difficult for Dutch suppliers,  in particular,  who  offer top-
quality potatoes,  to 'l'lin  a  larger share  of the  UK  market  in maincrop ware  potatoes 
in future. 
e.  Rape-seed and  sunflower oil 
Assuming  a  net yield (minus  seed requirements)  of  2  700  kgjha  (no  information 
on past  trends is available  to us with  the  result that this  ass~~ption has  had 
to be  based  on  the  yields per unit area in other EEC  countries;  peak yields in 
the  United KinGdom  are  thought at present  to stand at  23  cwt/acre,  i.e. about 
2  900  kgjha1)  and an oil extraction rate  of 42 ;0,  UK  rape-seed  oil production 
in 1977  would  total  57  000  tons  (seed production:  135  000  tons). 
1  Th<3  Financial  Times,  London,  C August  1972. - 173-
As  regards utilization,  we  assume  that  the  projected domestic production 
of rape-seed oil will  go  primarily to meeting  the  growing demand  for vegetable 
oil in the  margarine  industry,  which,  according to  our estimates,  will  increase 
by  about  25  000  tons  from  1969/71  to 1977.  This  assumption can be  justified 
only if one  presupposes that in 1977  the  type  of  rape  cultivated in the  United 
Kingdom  will  be  almost  exclusively that from  which  oil with  only marginal 
acidity(~ 1  ;~)is obtained and  which,  therefore,  in terms  of taste,  can be 
used unhesitatingly in  e:he  manufactU·8  of margarine.  The  tendency  towards  grovfing 
rape  with very  lovf acidity is already evident  in some  of  the  main producer 
countries (for example  France,  but principally in Canada).  Altogether about 
50  000  tons  of rape-seed  oil  could be  processed in the  margarine  industry in 
1977  ( 1969/71:  9  000  tons  - predominantly  imported rape-seed oil). And  so in 
1977  some  16  ~~  of  the  estimated oil  and fat requirements  of  the  margarine  in-
dustry (total:  3oo  000  tons)  would be  met  by rape-seed oil,  and this would pre-
sumably  be  at the  expense  of  imports  of  sunflower oil  (assumption for 1977:. 
10  000  tons;  1969-71:  21  000  tons).  The  remaining 7  000  tons  of  rape-seed oil 
could be  immediately used in the  manufacture  of edible  fats  (1969-71:  6  000  tons) 
or exported in the  form  of  seed.  In this  connection it should be  noted that  the 
~1essex Agricultural Producers Ltd.  have,  in anticipation of  future  developments, 
already been able  to negotiate  the first "trial deliveries"  of British rape  seed 
to  some  continental European countries1.  Imports  of  rape  seed and rape-seed oil, 
which still amounted  to  the  equivalent  of  34  000  tons  of  oil  in 1969-71,  should 
fall appreciably owing  to expanded  domestic production (assumption for 1977: 
10  000  tons  oil equivalent). According to hypothesis  1  (7  000  tons  of domestic 
rape-seed oil for  the  manufacture  of edible  fats,  and 50  000  tons  for  the  marga-
rine  industry)  the  total  consumption in 1977  of rape-seed oil would  amount  to 
67  000  tons  (hypothesis  2:  with 7  000  tons  of domestic  rape-seed oil for export 
and  50  000  tons for the  margarine  industry,  total  consumption would be  60  000  tons). 
f.  Beef 
In order to forecast  the  gross  domestic production of beef and veal  with the 
aid of  the  econometric model  constructed for the  cattle  stock,  a  further hypothesis 
1  The  Financial  Times,  London,  21  January 1972. - 174-
on  the  export  of  calves and projection of calf slaughterings in 1977  is 
needed.  Calf slaughterings in 1977  were  estimated by means  of equation (117), 
in which  the  dummy  variable  "calf subsidy" was  given a  value  of -0.5 (this 
implies a  considerable  reduction in this subsidy under EEC  conditions).  On 
this assumption equation (117)  produces the  result that calf slaughterings 
(  ~:·:ing  to  the  assumed ver<J  sharp rise  in producer prices for beef)  would  drop 
to  just 100  000  by  1977  - that means  that in the  main  only calves not fit or 
only conditionally fit for rearing would be  slaughtered (calf  s~aughterings 
1969-71:  3~-'1  OOC).  As  regards calf exports,  it is to be  noted that  the  demand 
for U1{  calves in other EEC  countries  (mainly Belgium  and Holland)  is more 
likely to increase  in future.  Nevertheless,  in view  of the very favourable 
price and marketing prospects for store and fat cattle,  UK  farmers will be 
strivinG more  than ever to rear as many  calves as possible  themselves.  If 
these  two  factors are weighed against each other,  it may  still be  considered 
optimistic if we  assume  that UK  calf exports will again reach the  peak levels 
(50  000  calves)  recorded during the  reference  period (1964/65). 
Hith a  total  col'J  stock (dairy and beef)  of  5  700  0000  (since,  on  average,  the 
stock of  cows  reacts to price  changes  with a  four-year lag,  this level will, 
strictly speaking,  not be  reached until 1981),  with a  calf outflow of 150  000 
due  to slaughhr and export,  and assum.i_ng  exports  of 300  000  store and fat 
cattle,  we  obtain for 1977  a  gross  domestic production of beef and veal  of 
1  058  000  tons  (1969/71:  852  000  tons;  increase:  24  '}~) 1 •  Since,  as a  result 
of  the  expected steep rise in real retail prices for beef,  a  decrease  in con-
sumption from  1  336  000  tons  (1969/71)  to 1  031  000  tons  in 1977  (23 %)  was 
forecast,  the  domestic production in 1977  would not  only suffice to meet  do-
mestic demand  but would also result in a  small  export  surplus  of  27  000  tons. 
This  does  not mean,  however,  that the United Kingdom  will  impor-~ hardly any 
live  cattl:l and/or beef in 1977.  Much  more  likely is that the  import  of "Irish 
1  Cf.  Table  11*. - 175-
Table  29  - The  supply  of beef,  sheepmeat  and pigmeat  in the United Kingdom 
i  1969/71  and forecasts for 1977  ('000  tons  slaughter weight) 
BEEF  AND  VFAL 
Gross  domestic 
production 
Total  net  imports 
(live cattle and 
meat) 
Domestic  consumption 
Degree  of self-suffi-
ciency (fo) 
MUTTON  AND  LA[vlB 
Gross  domestic 
production 
Total  net  imports 
(live  sheep and meat) 
Domestic  consumption 
Degree  of self-suffi-
ciency  (~'a) 
PIGHEA.T 
Total  gross  dom.  prod. 
- Pork 
- Bacon 
Total  net  imports 
- Porka 
- Baconb 




Degree  of self-suffi-






































Average  annual  Percentage change 
d  1969/71  t  19771~ercen~~ge change 
11  0  1(0  1969/H to 1977 
+  24.3 
- 22.6 





+  5-9 
+  6.3 
+  3-4 







+  0.8 
+ 1.2 
+ 0.5 
a  Incl;.·,-".ing  tinned pork.  b  Including tinned bacon and ham. 
Source:  See  annexed Tables 11*,  12*  and 13*. - 176-
stores",  in particular,  will not  cease  entirely (assumption for 1977: 
35  000  tons  meat  equivalent;  this corresponds to about  l8o 000  store 
cattle). Furthermore,  chilled meat will  presumably be  imported from 
Ireland ("table-beef" qualities) as well  as meat for the  processing 
industry from  New  Zealand,  Australia and the Argentine will presumably 
still be  imported in large  quantities (assumption for 1977:  nearly 
185  000  tons,  probably in the  form  of beef for the  most  part (1977: 
100  000  tons).  Thus  the  United Kingdom  would in future  be  one  of  the 
leading suppliers  of  cattle and beef to international markets  - a  de-
velopment  which,  in somewhat  narrower limits has already been observed 
since  the  middel  of the  sixties (British exports  of cattle,  in meat 
equivalent,  and beef totalled  75  000  tons  in 1964/65  and almost  95  000 
tons  in 1972). 
g.  ~utton and lamb 
':lith a  ewe  stock of 13  470  000  (since  the  ewe  stock reacts to price  changes 
vli th a  four-year lag,  this figure  would,  strictly speaking,  not  be  reached 
until 1931)  and assumping a  slaughter weight  of  25  kg  for ewes  and  rams 
(fat hoggets  and lambs:  19  kg;  sheep exported live:  20  kg on average),  the 
model  for the  sheep stupply produces a  gross domstic production of  284  000 
tons for 1977  ( 1969/71:  225  000  tons;  increase:  26  %) • For mutton and lamb 
we  forecast  a  price-induced fall  in consumption from  1969/71  to 1977  of 16  % 
(1977  level:  475  000  tons).  This  convergent  trend in production and  con-
sumption results in a  sharp reduction in the  calculated net  import  require-
ments  of mutton and lamb  from  344  000  tons in 1969/71  to only 191  000  tons 
in 1977,  i.e.  a  fall  of 45  %.  Ti1e  gross  import  demand  ought,  however,  to 
be  considerably higher,  for it must  be  reckoned that  UK  producers  of fat 
lambs  will  devote  themselves much  more  intensively than hitherto to supplying 
the  French market,  which is capable  of absorbing a  great  deal  of English lamb 
and which,  in terms  of prices  obtainable,  is an attractive market.  Considerable 
quantities  could,  however,  also be  exported to Belgium,  Germany  and Italy. 
(These  remarks  are,  of course,  valid only if UK  producers enjoy free  access 
to the  markets  just mentioned following the  establishment  of a  common  organi-- 177  -
zation of  the  market  in sheepmeat).  In detail,  exports  of  50  000  tons  of 
mutton and lamb  and  300  000  head of live sheep (equivalent to 6 000  tons 
of meat)  are  assumed for 1977,  compared with a  gross  import  demand  of 
247  000  tons  of mutton and lamb  in toto.  Since,  with the  exception of 
Ireland,  there  ar8  no  important exporters  of mutton and lamb  in the  en-
lareed European Community,  at leait  200  000  tons  of mutton and lamb  would 
still have  to be  imported from  non-member  countries in 1977  (New  Zealand 
and Australia)  (see  also Table  12*). 
h.  Pork and bacon 
~"lith a  sow  population of 800  000  and an average  "yield"  of 16  slaughter 
pigs per sow  per year,  a  total  of 12  800  000  slaughter pigs would  be  avai-
lable  in 1977.  A dom2stic  pork consumption of 870  000  tons  slaughter weight 
liaS  forecast  for 1977.  If it is assumed  that in 1917  70  ;~  domestic  consumption 
will be  met  from  domestic  sources  (1969/71:  88.4 %),  the  gross  domestic pro-
duction of pork in 1977  should total 609  000  tons  slaughter weight.  Assuming 
an average  slaughter \'might  of 65  l:.g  for pork and bacon pigs,  this would 
require  a  total  of 9  369  000  slaughter pigs.  Furthermore,  if it is assumed 
that in 1977  too foreign trade  in live pigs will be  relatively insignificant 
(assumption:  export = import = 10  000  animals,  or 700  tons meat  equivalent), 
and that,  therefore,  gross domestic production can be  equated with net pro-
duction,  3 431  000  slaughter pigs still remain for bacon production,  equal 
to a  bacon output  of  some  223  000  tons  (1969/71:  325  000  tons;  decrease: 
31.4 >;) 1•  T.v ·:r..  a  slight fall in bacon consUIIption by 1971,  this would result 
in a  reduction in the  market  share  of  the  UK  bacon industry from  38.6  7~ 
( 1969/71)  to  28.4  ;~  in 1977,  from  which Danish exporters,  above  all,  could 
benefit. 
i. Edible  offals 
The  "projection"  of  the  domestic produc-tion of offals is based on  the  fore-
cast  not  production of beef,  veal,  mutton,  lamb  and pigmeat.  It was  assumed 
that,  on c•·:erage,  edible  offals account for 9 %  of the  slaughter weight  of 
1  See  Table  13*· - 178-
cattle,  20  7~  of  that  of calves,  14  jb  of that of sheep and 4  ~~  of that 
of pi&8  (here  edible  offals are  not  included in the  slaughter weight, 
which  only serves as a  reference quantity).  This results in a  possible 
domestic production of edible  offals  of about  164  000  tons in 1977 
(1969/71:  153  000  tons;  increase:  7.2 %;  see  Table  14*).  As  the  demand 
for edible  offals will,  according to our estimates,  probably rise at a 
somewhat  slower rate  (+4.8%  from  1969/71  to 1977),  net  imports  could 
remain almost unchanged  (1969/71:  98  000  tons;  1977:  99  000  tons). 
j.  ~ilk_and milk products 
Given the  forecast  rate  of growth  in the  stock of dairy cows  and given 
the  average  milk yield the  total milk production in 1977  will amount  to 
16  254  000  tons  (1969/71:  13  883  000  tons;  increase 17.1  %).  Producer 
consumption of liquid milk and fresh cream  should continue  to fall appre-
ciably until 1977,  since  on  the  one  hand,  it is to be  expected that the 
number  of farms  keeping dairy cows  will also decrease  rapidly and since, 
on  the  other,  the  level  of (per capita)  consumption in farm  households is 
extremely high,  so that it seems  hardly possible  that the negative effect 
of  the  fall  in the  number  of individuals can be  offset to any extent by 
an increase  in the  level  of per capita consumption.  In addition,  for reasons 
of labour saving alone,  the  production of  farmhouse  butter will  continue  to 
fall  sharply.  The  only exception could be  the  production of farm  cheese, 
which until  now  has been by the  Milk Marketing Boards  ~n~ whi.oh  .. is a.  fair~_y  ... 
attractive line-for some  ~pecialized milk producers.  It will be  difficult 
to maintain the  legally based monopoly  position of the  Milk Marketing Boards 
as purchaser of liquid and manufacturing milk under EEC  conditions;  on  a 
voluntary basis,  the  Milk l'.Iarketing  Boards  could,  in future,  presumably 
still grant certain "marketing aids",  organize  quality control,  and much 
else,  from  which  producers  of farm  cheese would also benefit. Feeding with 
-v1hole  milk could still eA1>and  slightly until 1977  because under the  EEC 
common  agricultural policy the  feeding  of whole  milk to stock must  be  en-
couraged in a  more  permanent  manner  than hitherto.  Given  the  above  assumptions 
we  obtain for 1977  a  total  consumption of whole  milk in farm  households  of 
1 612  000  tons,  which,  compared with 1969/71  (1  597  000  tons),  represents an 
increase  of 0.9% (of.  Table  15*).  Consequently,  there will be  available  in 
1977  14  642  000  tons  of whole  milk (at present,  12  286  000  tons; + 19.2 %) 
for farm  sales to dairies and other milk-processing establishments. - 179-
Table  30  - The  production and utilization of whole  milk in the United Kingdom 
¢  1969/71  and forecasts for 1977  ('000 t) 
'rotal  production 
Quantity used  on  produ-
cers'  farms 
Total  farm  sales 
Farm  sales as  a  percen-
tage  of total production 
Utilization by  dairies 
and by  other milk pro-
cessors for: 
- Total  fresh 
t .  a  consump  1.on 




- Chocolate  crumb 
Proportion of milk used 
in factories  in total 
sales  (%) 



















Average  annual  Percentage change  t  ha 
d  6 /  percen age  c  nge 
~ 19  9 71  to 1977 ¢ 1969/71  to 1977 
+ 17.1 
+  0.9 
+ 19.2 




+  6.8 
+  2.3 
+ 0.1 





a  Liquid milk,  fresh cream,  yoghourt,  milk drinks  (milk shakes etc.)  and ice 
cream,  b  Whole  milk powder,  condensed whole  milk of all kinds and tinned cream. 
Source:  See  annexed Table  15*· - 100  -
The  demand  for fresh milk has  to be  met  primarily from  these  sales. 
Imports  of fresh products are  normally  of  only marginal  importance  for 
both  tr~chnical (e.g.  the  problem  of adequate  chilling facilities)  and 
economic  reasons  (e.g.  the  ver.y  high transport costs for liquid milk 
due  to th0  hic;h  '\'later  content).  The  consumption of fresh milk in 1977 
was  forecast at 9 362  000  tons,  of which 7 931  000  tons will  be  accounted 
for by liquid nilk,  1  238  000  tons  by frBsh  cream,  and 143  000  tons by 
yoghourt,  mill-:  drinks  (milk shakes etc.) and ice  cream.  After deducting 
th3  consumption  of fresh milk from  total milk sales  1-ve  obtain for 1977  a 
manufacturing milk supply  of 5 280  000  tons  (1969/71:  3 768  000  tons; 
+ 40.1  /~). 
It v1ould  be  outside  the  scope  of this study if we  attempted to set  out 
h8re  evGn  in incomplet·e  form  all the  considerations which,  as regards the 
"distribution" of  the  available  supply of manufacturing milk,  relate  to 
the  individual products.  For this reason,  we  shall  confine  ourselves  to 
a  brief s1nnmarJ  of  the  most  important hypotheses  and considerations  con-
cernine the  various products: 
- Cond~~ed milk:  Th3  total per capita consumption of condensed milk in 
1977  was  estimated at 3.00  kg product weight;  this included unsweetened 
condensed vlhole  milk,  sweetened condensed whole  milk and sweetened con-
densed skimmed  milk.  The  "dynamics"  of the  demand  for condensed milk is 
determined  almost  exclusively by unsweetened condensed whole  milk.  The 
demand  for sweetened condensed milk (whole  and skimmed)  is predominantly 
linked to traditional  consumption habits (tea-drinking)  so that a  graphi-
cal  trend extrapolation until 1977  seems  plausible.  The  latter gave  a  per 
capita consumption of 0.35  kg for sweetened condensed whole  milk and  of 
0.30  kg for sweetened  condensed skimmed  milk,  thus  leaving 2.35  kg (total 
consumption:  135  000  tons  product weight;  sweetened  condensed whole  milk: 
20  000  tons)  for unsweetened  condensed whole  milk.  The  demand  for  the latter 
on  international markets is still expanding slowly in spite  of competition 
from  "recombined milk".  Furthermore,  the  UK  condensed milk industry would 
perhaps find marketing outlets  opening up  for it on  the  markets  of a  number - 181  -
of  other EEC  countr5  .. es  (Germany,  Italy). It must,  however,  be  expected 
that  the  Netherlands and  France  in particular will as  from  1973  intensify 
their efforts to obtain a  larger share  of the  UK  condensed milk market. 
(Duthc  exporters have,  in recent years,  been able  to achieve  considerable 
marketing success with unsweetened condensed whole  milk in the United 
Kingdom.)  \ie  shall,  therefore,  assume  for 1977  a  moderate  rise  in exports 
(to 40  000  tons)  and a  large  increase  in imports (to 25  000  tons)  (see 
Table  17*  for details).  The  trend in the  demand  for sweetened condensed 
't'lhole  milk  on  international markets is strongly downwards;  in the  other 
EEC  countries the  market  for this type  of  condensed milk is ver.J limited. 
Thus  exports  of  sweetened  condensed whole  milk might  increase hardly at 
all (5 000  tons in 1977).  Imports  too will be  practically non-existent in 
1977  owing  to the  overall  declining market  in the United Kingdom.  From  the· 
assumptions  on  foreign  trade and the  estimates of domestic  consumption we 
obtain a  necessary production of 150  000  tons  of unsweetened and  25  000  tons 
of sweetened condensed whole  milk in 1977  (milk equivalent:  467  000  tons in 
all). 
- Wh~le  mil~_PO!!~: The  forecast for the  consumption of whole  milk pow(ler  in 
1977  can be  obtained directly from  Table  12  (25  000  tons).  The  downward 
trend in domestic  demand  and the  fact  that Austrian suppliers,  who  until 
now  have  been by far the  strongest  competitors  of the  UK  milk powder  industry 
on  the  domestic market,  will be  practically excluded from  the UK  market by 
the  levy arrangements,  could cause  a  sharp contraction in imports  of whole 
milk powder  (assumption:  10  000  tons;  for details see  Table 17*)1•  The  exports 
of the United Kingdom  milk powder  industry are mainly intended for developing 
1 At  the  end of January 1973  the Austrian Government,  in connection with their 
request  that  the  UK  Government  accord preferential treatment to Austrian ex-
ports of whole  milk powder exports to the United Kingdom,  El'"~nJn  ~hreatened to 
imposJ  a  "retaliatory duty"  on  UK  exports  of whisky to Austria.  It is very 
doubtful  whether Austria's request will meet  with much  sympathy from  the 
other EEC  member  countries.  t·le,  therefore,  saw  no  reason to revise  our as-
sumption  on  UK  whole  milk powder  imports in 1977  (see also The  Financial Times, 
London,  22  January 197 3). - 102  -
countries.  The  fact  that they may  rGceive  EEC  export  refunds would 
J:1abl~;;  ffi(  exporters to pursue  a  decidedly more  aggressive  price policy 
on  thes·e  markets.  This,  along vli th the  increase  in demand  on  the  part 
of  the  dev,sloping countries  on the  -vrorld  market,  could result in a  con-
sicbrabl::::  risG  in f~xports (to 15 000  tons  in 1977).  From  th::;  ·.;stimates 
on  consurxptio~l ancl  foreicns  trade  we  obtain a  necessary home  production 
of  30  000  tom3  o::~  1··rhole  milk powder  (mille equivalGnt:  252  000  tons). 
- ~i:1n.:,:9:~~~!::::  Est  ina  te  of  consumption (from  Table  12):  27  000  tons.  Both 
Denr.1arl~ and,  above  alJ.,  Ireland ought,  under EEC  conditions,  to strive 
to obtain a  lareer share  of the  UK  tinned cream market,  so  that we  can 
r3ckon  on a  rene'tied rise  in imports,  vrhich  have  been on the  decline  since 
1965  (assumption for 1977:  10 000  tons;  for details se0  TabL::  10*).  On 
that basis,  17  000  tons  (Iililk equivalent:  119 000  tons)  will  remain for 
domestic producers. 
- 2ho~!a  t~-~::.unb:  Estimate  of  cons,J.r::?ti on:  107  000  tons.  As  regards  imports 
of  chocolata  crumb  (exclusively from  Ireland),  we  must  content  ourselves 
with a  vague  assumption,  since at present it cannot  be  forese?n to  what 
e::-:tent  UK  parent  companies will,  under EEC  conditions,  transfer production 
to their Irish subsidiaries  (1977:  30  000  tons - this corresponds to the 
1969/71  av.erage:  31  600  tons;  of.  T8,ble  18*).  Exports were  intended  solel~t 
for  the  US  market;  since  imposition of  import  quotas by  the US,  th::;  sal:~s 
prospects for  UK  exporters have  been rather unfavourable  (assumption: 
5 000  tons  in 1977).  Necessary home  production:  82 000  tons  ( 219  000  tons 
milk equivalent). 
- Butt~E._~nd  che~!!~:  A total of 4 223  000  tons  of manufacturing milk  (1969/71: 
2  Cll  000  tons;  +  50.2 }b)  will still be  available for the  production of 
butter and cheese after deduction of  the  whole  milk requirements in the 
above  sectors. As  regards  the  "allocation"  of quantity of manufacturing 
milk to butter and cheese  production 'tve  assume  that,  nonnally,  higher 
profits per unit  of weight  of raw milk used are  to be  obtained from  pro-
cessing vrhole  milk into cheese  than from  converting it into butter.  Thus - 183  -
Table 
('000 t) 
¢ 1969/71  Percentage  change  Average  annual 
1977  ¢  1969/71  to.l977  percentage  change 
~ 1969/71  to 1977 
BUTTER 
Production  26.1  90.2  + 45.2  +  5·5 
Net  imports  405.1  264.8  - -
Consumption  470.0  355.0  - 24.5  - 3.9 
Degree  of self-
sufficiency  0~)  13.2  25.4  - -
CIGESE 
Production  135·7  200.0  + 47.4  +  5·7 
Net  imports  156.6  75.0  - -
Consumption  297.6  275.0  - 7.6  - 1.1 
Degree  of self-
sufficiency (  ,;~)  45.6  72.7  - -




butter ma.nufa.oturo  would ba  a  pred~in..'ll.ntly rasid.ua.lly  do·t.:.Jrmin~d. qua.rrtity 
(this can also be  sho'tm  to be  true: in ma,ny  continental· Eu~opean coun-trier:;)  .. 
Therefore,  the  proje  otion of the  domes-tic  production of  cheese  ia of  d::Jc~:.­
sive  significance.  The  comp~7ti  tive position of UK  ·cheese  ma.nufact1.1.rol"'S  on 
the  domestic market  should,  under EEC  condi·tion:3,  improve  rathGr then dete-
riorate •  Ne\'1  Zeala.n~, Australia a.nd  Canada will,  O\'ling  to  the.  l0VJ'"'  o.rrange-
ments,  find it diffioul  t  to hold a.  significant share  of ·the  u""K  mo.rl:et  ~I.ftcr 
the  e:lq)ira.tion of the  t.ra.nsitional  pariod1•  The  Netherlands,  Fr~.nce s.ncl 
Ireland in particular will.  certai1Uy try to increase  conaiderabl;:/ their 
share  of the  UK  market,  whe~eby not  so much  oompa·ti tion "ri  th r(3spect  to 
prices a.s  competition in terms  of qua.li  ty a.nd  marketing "t-sill  pr3rlomin~"1  t·a • 
As  regards  qua.li  ty,  the  lead of· domestic  cheese ·manufacturoro is alroac1y 
so gree.t  that foreign suppliers  ~Till find it diffioul  t  to catch up  r.)y  19'ri · 
£.~anufaoturing milk prices. in 1977  ~hould not differ too much  b0tvmon  th,.3 
Ulii ted Ki11gdom,  on the  one  hand,  and Ireland,  France  and tho  N$.thorlands, 
on the  other should,  \vi th  the  reeul  t  that this competi tiva  factor (cost  pt"iOB 
of  ra.'\·1  milk)  will lose  mu.oh  of its  significar.~.ce.  UK  cheese  manu:taotl1.r,.:;s  >s.ve 
already set their sights  on making a.ppropriato  u.s~· of  the  chances  offered. 
them  under EEC  condi  tioris.  The  English Counti""J  Cheese  Council  annot1.nc:ed,  in 
September 1972,  an advertizing campaign costine L  500  000  for trE:nglish  ch)nc:::" 
on  tel~vision,  in supermarkets  and in  o·~her retail trade establishments,  vrhich 
is :intended to  improve  the  starting position of ciornestic  cheese  manufc.cturars 
in the  market  struggle expected a.fter 19732•  li'u.r.thermore,  th3  UX  checf.:HJ  in"· 
dustry should in future  find substantially improved marketing  opportuni·t.i·:  :: 
in other EEC  countries  (Belgium,  France 
1  Germany and I·lialy abo"'.re  all)_.  rrhase 
considerations lead us to assume. that  ch(wse  prod1:.c·~ion 1-li :.1.  ric0 bet\-r::;e:n 
1969/71  and 1977  by 47  %,  to 200  000  ·ton;.~  ( i'vr  0.o·tp,iLJ  ~~;-:::.·,  ·~·_:,Lt·.  Juot 
Tha  amount  of cheddar cheese. which New  Zaala.nd v1as  allo'\-red  to  ir.1pu:  .. ·~;  -l~o  ·': 
United Kingdom  on preferential terms  (exemption from  ·the  normal  lr;;v;y·  on  :· 
per·~.?;  f:r.o:n  third countries, ·l'Th~reby Ne\·J  Zealand exporter.s have  to  k~::P  ~·  · 
prices  r;.bov~  a.  minimum  level)  oyza.s  fix·~d o.t  69  677  to~s in 197 3;  it itT~ll  ·'· 
to 15  484  tons in 1977.  . 
2  See  The  Fina.noia.l  Time a,  Lond.o11.,  12 September i972, under i4 000  tons are  already accounted for by  the  production of fanu-
house  ch9ese,  still leaving a  quantity of about 186  000  tons  (mille equi-
valent:  2 030  000  tons)  for cheese  production in dairies  or cheese  faotoriGH• 
The  residual quantity of manufacturing milk available  fo:r·  buttGr production 
can now  be  a.aoerta.iood (sec  above): 4  223  000  - 2 030  000 = 2  193  000  tons 
in 1977;  that would correspond to a  butter production of about 90  000  tons 
freoh weight  (1969/71:  62.000  tons;  + 45  }~). 
The  projected slight· dec:rease  in cheese  oonsump·liion,  together with the  large 
rise  in  dot~0stic production,  result in a  sharp d.ecline  of  52  ~·~  in the  expoctccl 
net  import  demand  for cheese  in 1977  to  only 75  000  tons.  As  a.  result  of  th;: 
pronounced convergent trend in production and consumption up  to 1977  n9t  iYuportc 
of  butt•~r too would fall  considerably (1969/71:  405  000  tons;  1977:  265  OCO  -~o:-ts; 
fall:  35  %) ,  although the  eXpected,  price-induced decline ill bu·tter col'lSUDp·tion 
is of the  greatest  signifioanc~ here.  Expressed in tenns  of  the  v-rhole  mill::  sc[tli-· 
valent,  the  net import  demand  of the United Kingdom  for buttor and  ch3t::;S3  in 
1977  would amount  to about 7 300  000  tons. 
k.  ~~s and  E0'9;ltr;ymea.~ 
I 
As  already explained in detail,  the  astimate  of the  dorn~stic production of  eggs . 
and. poul  tr;mea.t is based primarily on  the .  demand  :f'oreca.st  for these  t1·ro  pro-
duets.  H3  have  assumed that,  :in vielr of the  clear lead in to·rms  of efficiency 
of  thG  UK  egg and poultry industry over tha.t in most  other EEC  countri(3s,  do-
.  mestic productio11 in 1977  \-till  not  only cover domestic  consumption but also 
resul·t  in an admittedly modest  surplus for export  (of.  Tables  21*  and  22*). 
The  competitive  ·position of UK  producers  of  apples and pears is  e:~pec·lj~cl to 
deteriorate steadily bet'\-reen 1973  and 1977  (the period of the  graduaJ.  rem•·,o,~al 
of  UK  protective tariffs and quotas for fruit and vegetables  imported from 
o·t;her  EJ~C  co1~.ntrii:~s)  vis-a-vis producers  in France  and Italy in particular  • 
.  The  main  rer.~r3otl  for  ·t;hic  ic that th3  average  producer prices f.or apples and - 186  -
Table 
8 
( '000 t) 
¢ 1966/67  Percentage ~  Average  annual 
1977/78 ¢ 1966/67-1968/69  percentage c~ 
- 1968/69  ¢ 1966/67-1968/69  to 1977/78  to 1977/78 
APPLES 
Total  commercial  production  355  290  - 18.3  - 2.0 
Total net  imports&  303  533  - -
Domestic  coBSUmptiona  658  823  + ·25.1  + 2.3 
(1re 
of self-aufficiency  54.0  35.2  - - .  . 
PEARS 
Total production  49  44  - 10.2  - 1.1 
Total net importsb  121  137  - -
··b  170  181  6.5  + 0.6  Domestic  consumption  + 
Degree  of  self-suftioi~ 
(~)  .  28.8  :,  24.3  - -
FRESH  TOIIIATOESC 
Production (calculated)  176  130  - 26.1  - 3.0 
lfet  imports  163  249  - -
Domestic  consumption  339  379  + 11.8  + 1.1 
Dere of self-sufficiency 
(%  51.9  34.3  - -
a  Including preserved apples and cider apples 
b  Including preserved pears 
c  Calendar years ¢ 1967/69  and 1977 
··-
Source:  See  annexed Tables  23*,  24*  and  26*.  •  ~ - 137  -
?3ars  (dessert and cooking)  in the  Six are  considerably lower than the 
comparable  prices in the United Kingdom,  and so UK  producers must  reckon 
.  I 
with a  corresponding fall until 1977  in the  prices they obtain.  (This 
refers solely to the  long-term price level,  the  short-term and sometimes 
ver,y  sharp price  changes  due  to varying harvest yields having been disre-
garded.)  In addition,  it must  be  remembered  that French and Italian produ-
cers enjoy a  strong competitive  advantage  over UK  producers given.merely 
the essentially more  favourable  climate  in these  countries. Apart  from  some 
growers  in southern England,  most  UK  apple  and pear producers are,  in terms 
of both technical  competence  and  organization,  inferior to producers in 
France,  Italy,  the Netherlands and Belgium.  Marketing on  a  cooperative basis 
is only in its infancy in the United Kingdom  so that in this field too there 
is a  need to catch up  with the  above  EEC  countries.  Under  these  circumstances, 
it must  be  expected that many  UK  apple  and pear producers will have  to cease 
business after 1973.  For 1977,  therefore,  we  have  assumed a  reduction in the 
apple-grmr1ing area of  39  %  to  30  000  ha and a  reduction in the  pear-growing 
area of  25  ;:~  to 7  100  ha (for details see  Tables  23*  and  24*) •  Since  a  signi-
ficant  increase  in yields per unit area is hardly to be  expected,  the  assumed 
reduction in the  cultivated area would be  fully reflected in total production. 
An  increase  in the  consumption of apples as a  result  of a  fall  in prices was 
forecast,  and,  in view of  the  appreciably lower production,  this would result 
in a  sharp rise in the  net  import  demand  of 75%  between 1966/63  and 1977  (to 
533  000  tons).  In the  case  of pears,  however,  an increase  in net  import  demand 
of  only 13  ~:~  is estimated for the  same  period since,  according to the  demand 
forecast,  pear consumption will  not  expand further by 1977. 
As  regards  comr.'!ercial  tomato-growing under glass,  it is unlikely,  for  reasons 
similar to  thes3  set out in respect  of producers  of apples and pears,  that UK 
producers will maintain their share  of the  market after 1973.  It was  assumed 
-:;hat  total production would fall  by  26  ·j~  to 130  000  tons  between 1967/69  and 
1977  (of.  Table  26*).  ~n contrast,  it is forecast  that  the  total consumption 
of  tomatoes  \'lill  grow  rapidly so that,  in the  case  of  tomatoes  too,  a  consi-
derable  increase  in the  net  import  demand  can be  expected (+  35% to about 
870  000  tons between 1967/69  to 1977). - 188-
v.  Poreoasts of the Ale value of some  !!Eortant outwt itema in the 
D&U~  'Picul  t'a.al &ooGIUlta 
In priDOip1e,  it ahoald be  pointed Ollt  that "wll-fowade4 foncuta" of tiC 
agricul  ture.l reoeipta iA the  EmC  in 1977  cou.ld be  drawn up cml7 for thoee 
pndaota for llhioh datailed suppq toreouta had alreaq lleea worked  CMt 
in Part IV of the  at-u.q (aal for tdl.ioh,  by w.y of neceaaity,  hypotlleHa on 
the produoer prioee in 1977  had also been fonntl.ated.).  h  '!'able  33  DCIII8, 
cblriJtc  tJie ,.an 1967-69  reoeipts froa the alee of theM JII'Od,ucta  amounted., 
oa.  a:wereea,  to •or..  tbaD 80  tf,  of the total reoeip-te of 1I f'aaereJ  to that 
exteD.t,  Table  33  tees give at leut u. idea of the e2ptcted. oba.Jipe whioh 
oa&)lt  prim&ril7 to detemine total  ~oeipta in 1977. 
It is qui.  te eillple to enillate the receipt• trc. the •lea ot the  relevant 
products in 1977  if for the  refereaoe period adequate  inf~tion ia avai-
lable on tM price and quati  ty ccaponent• em  which the reoeipta for the 
ia4ividual ite•• are bafled.  Then it ia M08.a.J7 •rel7 to abtract the 
quazatit7 ia queriioa for 1977  fra. t:be  aapply foreoaata &'D4  to .W.tiply it 
b7  tbe  ~thetioal averap producer price tor 1977  (lib1d.lle ad.jute4 to 
•  :.rtce defiDed for the  refereDOe  period). UJI.torluD&tel;r,  w  ~- DO 
ilat~tioa ca the qu&llti'tJ' ad prioe ~  vhiell •re -.4 to a..  11p 
the aut01ll1aral aocoaata td the Uaite4 X:iJIF.ca.  In order to.-. 811\1  erii-
•"M at all ot the r.oeipta ia 1917  we  wn _,.lle4 to c.,..b•t a  IIOClei 
ot a11r  - u¥ac atplt qaati  tiea ... Jri•• tor tM n~enaoe .-riocl. 
!1M  _.....,. 1967/69 noei.- Wille• •t  •  thie buia _.. a  a n4 ia ~. 
33  with the tiprea JtrOri ...  by the tbaite4 n.p.  Ceatral IW.tiati•l ot-
ti•· Oa tlle •ole, tlae7 tally to a  ve17 larp erteDtf  there _. ODl.y .. 
illporiaat diacNJMICV',  ud tat - to be  tc:aDd  UDder  the  aeaAiRC •Cattle 
ud. 'Met". 'l'll.ia ti•cn...., o.Id., U.wr, M  expla"n•i •tllodi.-117 ad. 
- ta1tea into COMiu:ratioa. •2Plioi  tl7 ia the eriiM"- far 1977. 
WitA ••"  te tM ....  ti.tt.a of ---t UMd.,  it llhou.ld 'be  poiate4 •t  tllat 
iJa  'the -- fJ/6  ....,t, llarlq, ••  &114  )NJtat- it ia tlae  total alea ot - 189-
'l'able  33 - 'ftae  1'!otipt! of 1J( !fl'ioul  tun fra. the  ll&le  of ieporiazlt product• 
- 1967/69  azul tonaute tor 197t (lo  a) 
- 1967/69 
Peroentap obup - 1967/69 to 19.77 
1977 
Quzl.tity  Prioe  Inca.e 
!!!!!!!  - - oaloul&tion  84.3e  272.8  +  72.8  +  87.2  +  223.6 
- official etatietiCP  (83.3).  - - - -
lill.rlv  - - oaloulation  134.  7e  238.4  - 3.6  + 83.5  +  77.0 
- official etatietiOP  (134.1).  - - - -
Oat•  - - oaloulaUon  8.5e  9.4  - 27 ·9  +  53.3  +  10.6 
- official etatietio!  (8.o)•  - - - -
~bu.!  - - oaloul&tion  44.9'  49.0  - 7.2  +  17.4  +  9.1 
- offioi!l etatietiOP  (42.0)f  - - - -
!'~t!i!!  - - oal.CIIIl&UDD  86.2f  89.0  - 5·9  +  9-7  +  3.2 
- official etati!tice  (92.3)f  - - - -
.!l!.UJ..I....Yd...l!!l!  - - oaloul&tioa  291.2  771.5  +  28.3  +106.5  +  164.9 
- official etatietiCP  (319.1)  - - - -
Diffen110<1  (own  oaloul&Uon - official etati!tice)l 
al.Jr0111t  ent:l.rel7 reoeipte troa tbe aale of Iri!h etore 
cat'".~ which,  after be:LJw  illported into the United 
Kil\:;nca,  are fat-..4)  (27 .9)  (26.8)  (- 53.5)  (+106.5)  (- 3.9) 
SI!QIIo  Ei1e E  lab  - - oaloul&tiDD  89.6  215.9  +  17.6  +105.0  +  141.0 
- official etatiBtiCP  (87.0)  ·- - - -
Pig fo£ tliiUil!lJr  - - oaloulation  2)1.0  314.5  - 3-4  +  40.9  +  )6.1 
- official etatietiCP  (219.1)  - - - -
!Yolk  !:!!!l, !i;lk 'DrodnCt! 
Sale! throuP the tilk 
xamu~~g Board!  - - oaloulation  421.3  868.3  +  23.8  +  66.4  +  106.1 
ran. hCNPehold  c~UDD  - - oal.CillaUcm  22.1  24.0  - 34.7  +  66.4  +  8.1 
li'l.l'llhCNPe  cbeeeee  -- oaloulaUon  2.7  10.3  +  35.3  +180.6  +  261.5 
Xilk and ailk prodnct11  total  - - oaloul&tion  446.1  902.6  - - +  102.3 
- official etatietiCP  (449.5)  - - - -
J/JB!.c  - - oaloulation  171.0  220.8  +  12.5  +  10.9  +  24.7 
- official etatietice  (192.4)4  - - - -
~l  tr;t!'&t  - - oal.Cillatton  109.1  261.9  +  66.8  +  54·9  +  158.4 
- official etatietiOP  (110.5)  - - - -
Total reoeipte of 1J( 
agrioul  ture  - official etatietiCP  -.('2151.0)  - - - -
R~oeipt! from  the prodncte 
cow  red  - aw~~ oaloul&tion  1730.5  3392.6  - - +  96.0 
- official !t&tiBtiCP  (1737 .3)  - - - -
Pere$nta«e  of total receipt! 
acocru.nted for b7 the prodllcte 
covend (b&Pi!l  official 
etatistica)  80.8  - - - -
•  Elltiaated on the baaia of tbe projectiOD.! of prodnction ud utiliation azul alao on tbe  baai! of ....,u_ llll prodncer 
price• for 1977/78.  b  C-a»tion of 1iquii ailk 011 f- (iliiiAlud:LJw  direct !&lea fra. the tan.),  procluctiDD of tarahaaae 
butter,  fruh creu. c  Bell azul  cla.olt ._..  The  ve17 c-idarable diftereJI08 between  011r  - oalcalation ud tbe official 
atati!tica b  prillcipally beo&UM  ill CIIU'  OWil  oaloul&tiOJl all the bell ega ow.ld bll __  ,  only em  tbe  '1111111!  of the avenp 
producer prioe  ot the Briti!h ._  l!ll.rbt:Uw :BoaN.,  althCN,Ih •- of the eae aold treel7 (i.e. llOt  thrGuch  the ._  JlarbtiJtg 
~)  are pre-bl;y told at -idar&bl;y hicber price!. •  Av.np tor the 1966/67  - 1968/69 tam TM£11•  t  berap tor the 
1967/68 - 1969/70 t~  ,.are. 
!l!!E2!•  Central Statiatioal Office, .a.-&1 Ab!tr&ct of StatiattCP,  Ho  107,  Lcmdcm,  B.x.s.o.,  p.  2041  Olm oaloul&U- azul 
..  tiaatee. 
-· - 191-
alao '!able 33). J.ooOI'Cli.Jic  to GIU' fon-ta, tbenton,  the noeipta of 
1IC tu.N tr.  the ale of their  .aori i••11•t pi'Odv.ota  1fCIUl.d.,  1Uider 
BJOO  cOIIdi tiODa,  iiiOft... _.. aon 8h&rpl7  thaa  · ia ·a. nfereDOe  period. 
(1959/60  to 1968/69•  +36.2  ~). 
Partioalarl7 ill tM oue of cereal• ..a prodllou of JUUn f'aniDc 
(cattle,  ld:aeep,  ailk) & ~  iDonue ill noeipta 0&1l be  •218•ted 
(betwell 1967/69  aDd.  19771  + 129  ~ iA the oue of oenala &114  + 124-
iA the cue of prodaota ot puture fuaiJic) • .lb•t 75  ~ of thia boreue 
will nnl  t  ~  the u,_rd ad.jua1aellt  of UIC  fl'Odaoer ~-·  to tile :.0 
lnel &Dd  Olll7 abet 25  ~ tra. i.Acre&M4 •tJut (the latter will be  dD.e 
•i.Dl3' to the hiPer proclacer price~). ARNJ:X CERB&LS  JIOD& 
J.v 
P(w)  or ?('b) 
- a  -
1 Ana UDder wat in JUM  ( '000 ha) 
1 Awap D&tiaal total prochloer price (-.zbt price plv.a 
paazatee ,..,._nta) tor •at  or 'barle7,  where  appropriate 
(Ja/100 kg) 
1  QRotient tCJIUid.  oa diVidiDC the aaou.nt  ot precipitation (•) 
'b7  8UD11hiDe  ( hot1ra  per da7)  in BDgl&D.Cl  aD4 1f&lea  ill October 
ot the precedirlg ;,ear 
A  'b  1  Area Ulld.er  barle7 in JUDe  ( '000 1aa) 
POTATO  KODEL 
A.,  1 Ana UDder  -.i.Dcrop potatoea in JlDie  ( '000 :ba) 
P(ap)  1  Awrap prodaoer price ot the Potato ll&rbtiDg Bo&1'd  tor 
ainorop are potateea 
~(~)  1  Quotient toud on cliVidiDg the uomat of precipitation (•) 
Cl'l'!LB  JIODBL 
'by  II1DUihiDe  ( haa.rB  per da7)  in April iD tbe UDi  ted Xiupaa 
(  wighti~~pa BDgl.ud. u.d. Vales 0.  75,  Sootl.ud. 0.15,  Borthem 
Ireland 0.10) 
1  MeaD  dail7 air telllP8N.'tu.N  at aea level in April iD the United 
KiDid• (  wighti~~p: Bee  above) 
P(ld')  or P(s)  :  Anr&88  D&tio-.1 total producer price (•rket price plus 
gu&r&Dtee  ~nts)  for tat cattle or for tat ebaep &Dcl  fat 
P{m) 
P(p) 
lambs,  where  appropriate (Ja/100  kg live wight) 
1  Ave:rage  pool price ot all aales of liquid aDd -.zmtacturi.Dg 
milk thraugh the Milk l&rketiDg Boards  (1./100 kg at natur&l 
tat content,  free fran daiey) 
:  Average  -.tiOD&l total producer price (-.dtet price iJUilv.diDc 
p&l'ILDtee  papents) for fatteued pip ot all aorta (bacon &lid 
pol'k pip, but excludiJIC •on &nd boars)  (1./100 kg live wight) 
1  Jhuaber  of daiz,- cow in JUDe  ( '000) 
























- b  -
:  Stock of beef 001111  in Jue { '000) 
:  Total stock of oova  in June  ('000) 
:  Total available suppl7 of calves { '000) 
:  DCIIHstio  slaughteriDga of Dew-born  calves ( '000) 
:  Da-.r variable for the  calf aubsiq (of.  text for details) 
1  1b:port  of live calves ( 1000) 
1  Total DUmber  of calves retaiMd as replaoe.ntsJ)r tlae  stock 
of 001111  &Dd  bu.lls for Hrrioe and total maber ot theM 
retaiDed for fatteniDg or tor e2port as store or tat cattle 
:  Dcaestio oov slaqhteri.Dgs ( '000) 
1  B:rport of live cow tor slaughter ( '000) 
:  Total DUIIber  ot oal  vea required u  replaoe.nts tor the 
stock of oova 
1  Stock ot bulla for aerrioe in JUDe  0  •ooo) 
1  Da.estio alaupterizaga ot bulla tor Hrvioe ( '000) 
1  Inflow into the atook of bulla for service ( '000) 
:  Dcatestio alaughteriDP of h-.-bred fat cattle ( '000) 
:  Jbports ot hc:.e-bred fat &Dd  store cattle 
1  Gross  domestic prodllotion of beef and veal ( '000 t) 
:  Total milk prodRotion ( 1000 t) 
:  Average  lllilk ;yield per dairy cow  ( t) 
:  Stock ot ewes  in JUDe  ( •ooo) 
1  Da-.r variable tor the hill sheep subsiq (ct. ten) 
1  ._ber ot t.aba nared ( '000) 
:  Intlov into the eva  stock ( '000) 
:  D ..  atic al•pteri.Dp ot ••• ('000) 
1  Stock of ...  for aerrioe iD Jue ( 1000) 
1  »-eatic alaughter:l.Jtp ot 1'U8 tor aervide  ( 1000) 
1  Iatlow into tile  stock of Nll8 tor service ( '000) 
1  Total DU.aber  ot laaba rnaini  Dg for dCIIl8atic  tatteJd.Jtc  u4 
tor export as store ot tat lambs  ( '000) 









- c  -
:  Bxports  &)~ store and fat l&lllbs  from  domestic stock ( '000) 
:  Gross  domestic  pr~ction of mutton and lamb  ('000 t) 
:  Stock of aowa  in June  ('000) 
:  Average  producer prioe of the E.rg Jlarketing Board for top-
quality hen eggs  (•/100 kg;  including the guarantee prQ"aenta 
of the Government  to the Egg Marketin.n:  Board) 
:  Total available supply ot slaughter p1gs 
:  Slaughter pigs .ads available at home  for pork production ('000) 
:  (Porecast)  domestic  oonsumptioa of pork ('000 t  slaughter weight) 
:  Aa.amed  degree  of self-sufficienqy in pork 
:  Slaughter pigs used at home  for bacon production ( '000) 
:Exports of live pigs ('000) 
:  Groaa  d01118stic  production of pork and bacon in slaughter 
weight  ( '000 t) 
:Bet domestic production of pork in slaughter weight  ('000 t) 
:  Net  domestic production of bacon in slaughter weight  (LOCO  t) .  &  h  'l'&ble 1•- !!aWy ot "Del' fO£ -p  POERU• ta t'A!'  Vaite4 pete  12:i,@l';g- 19zo/n  ... tmwte ltr  1971  8 
( '000 t)  .  .. 
195&/59  1959/60  9160/61  1961/62  1962/63  196~/64  1964/65  1965/66  1966/67  1967/68  1968/69  1969/70  1970/71  1917/78  . 
~·!!!~~;~ 
1  123  1  49'1  1  468  1  454  1  720  1  646  1  960  1  698  1  788  1  861  1  632  1  821  2  561  961  1  311  1  300  1  282  1  539  1  484  1  787  1  541  . 1  647  1  710  1  483  1  671  1~  2  443  Barle;r (tor ~t1111, milliDC,  ae JIM.l'l  &114 
50  37  37  37  37  40 
fiakad barley etc.)  •••••••••••• , ••••••••••  )0  '0  50  50  :.o  50  37  O.t• for llilli~~tr ••••••••••••••••••••••  1 •••  101  12tl  110  112  120  98  107  107  100  109  108  108  70  a,. tor llilliDCJ for produottoa ot pm  ••  11  8  8  10  11  14  16  13  4  5  4  5  8 
'l!rr!Jfi~~!8?.~!. 
4  421  3  968  4  163  3  9)4  3  779  3  846  3  496  3 9!}4  3 70)  3 568  3 916  2  786  4  176  3  752  3  921  3  702  3  528  3  569  3  244  3 680  3 443  3 309  3 634  3 476  '58'7  2  443  Barle;r (for ro&PtiDC,  milliDC,  for tllllced 
1,11,:rle7°)  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  10  10  9  8  9  12  10  8  7  6  7  10  4  Oate tor llilliiiC •••••••••  • •••• • ••• • • • •.  • • •  72  15  29  26  23  30  18  24  20  8  7  5  5  liaise for the -r&oture ot OOl'll  tllllcee  ••  91  116  111  108  115  153  1 31  143  149  152  162  170  18J  208  Rie for diNot oOD!WIIptioa  &114  for use ill 
otber foode'Ntfe,  patted rie etc,  ••••  4 •••  66  68  tl6  105  1v0  11  90  93  77  85  98  115  Jl;re  for llilliDCJ  for produotioa of p:na  ••  6  7  7  5  4  5  3  6  7  8  8  15  11  J:otal &Ill! i!  !!IN!ilP f!!£ ~  !!OIIIJIIIIIDtiga 
~-!Si!.!!  !:!l!l.fiaig ICIIU'OII! ,.  11!1  do- )  544  5  465  5  r  .  .-;1  5  408  '>  499  5  492  5  456  5  652  5  491  5  429  5  548  5  347  M!Uo ...  t 
l'%'cmorti!.s ot h--a01111 oeaa11  i!.a  t!!S!il  DDly(~)2o.  :;  2'1  4  26.1  26.1  '1 .  3  30.0  35-9  30.0  32.6  34-3  29.4  47-9  'fU!J, 1nort1 ot  DI'Odllot!  !!Sil!i!B!II !!l!!al! 
'V-H2-tis  ta nai• m!valaat •••  583  529  541  560  481  466  31:5  308  234  139  125  125  &Ttaar ••.•••••...•........•..•.......  )6)  51)  '55  'J64  4i:~  450  356  288  212  117  103  118  117  100  Product! OOilt&illiDC  11beat  fillllr or 11beat  meal 
25 
( bnad.,  'bi8Cnli ta etc.  )  ••••••••••••••••••••  14  14  14  1b  1(  1b  1{  20  22  22  22 
:EB:S!l  la!il!stDI  !2£  DI'Odllota  221!t&~lli- 211:1111 
b£ IB•a sr&PIItie iD llli.B II!Jival.l&t  • •·  ~2  26  2U  29  ~3  ~4  ~3  :55·  42  46  49  60  llbeat  n.a~~r ••.••••.•...••  ~ ....•.•....•...•  13  6  7  tl  11  10  6  6  11  11  10  18  10  Prodllota ooat&illiDC 11beat  flllllr or 'tllleat  meal 
(bNad,  biaouita etc.) ....................  1'!  20  ~I  21  22  24  27  29  31  35  39  50  T2ta1 1!1!  il!!!etio gOD!WIIItioa  o!;  hSU""IfOI!!l !:!B 
6  09~  5  968  6  150  ')  959 
~  94'1  ' 
924  5  796  5  925  5  68:5  5  522  5  624  5  412  f9!'!icp ap&la fO£ bt.n  C9!!!WIJ!tioe  • • • • • • • 
.J 
~~~~Ff~~~ 
1  091  1  471  1  440  1  425  1  687  1  612  1  927  1  663  1  746  1  815  1  583  2  501 
17  ')  24  6  23-4  2].  9  28.4  2'7 .2  3}.2  28.1  30.7  32.9  28.1  46.2 
a  lFal'll;ye&N ber.llllilll 1  Jul;r.  b  OWn  e!tilllate  (a&IJUIIIPtiOIU 11:75  %  of total diapOII&l!  of h0111e-gr01111  rya  tor human  COiliiWIIptioa  &114  tor diati!liDB is aoc011nted  tor b;r  hUIII&Il  ColliiWIIption). 
0  OWn  e!tilllate  &ellllllption:  %  10 %  of total diapoDls of imported berle;r for food and tor bNwi.Jig  &114  mal  tiDC ia aocCIIlllted for b;r  food) •  Ow estilllate  ( ass11111ption:  ~ 75  ~ of the  total 
diapoaale ot foNign r,ye  tor human  OODIIWIIJition  &114  for distilliDC is aooCIIlllted for b;r  hUIII&Il  CODIIWIIptioa).  e  Ow eatilllate:  total auppl;r of hane-gr01111  &114  foNip caNal• for the  daneatic 
al1tet le!! export• and plua import! of flllllr &114  produ.ota ooataillilll C81'8al!. 
-··- .!9!!.!:2!1  Central Statiatical ottioe, Annual Abstract of Statistics,  London,  various isaues1  Central Statistical Office,  M011thl;r  Digest of Statistics,  Lond011,  vari011s  isauea1  CCIDIIIissioDere  of 
H.M.  CustCIDB  and  Exciae,  AIUIII&l  Statement of the  Trade  of the Ullited KiDgdom  with Canmcmwealth  C011ntries  and Foreign C011ntries,  London,  Vol.  II and Vol.  III, various isauea1  Miniatr,y 
ot Agriculture,  Fisheriel &114  Food,  Output  &114  Utiliaatioa of Fam Produ.ce  in the United Kingdara,  Londoa,  variCIIls  isaues1  C0111111cmweal th SecNtariat,  Grain Crops,  London,  variCIIls  iaaues1 
Ccaaonwal  th SecNtariat,  Grain Bulle  till ,  L!lldoa,  varillll! iuuea1 Ccaacmweal th SeoNtariat,  Rice Bulletin,  Lond011,  vari011!  iaaues1  OWn  caloulatiOil! &114  e!tilllate!. 'l'able  ~  - !!upplz ot oen&l• tot ptel f!!d ia tht Ullittd ''""'r  195§/59 - 197oJ11• NMl tmwtt tgr 19H{I8 
(  1000 t) 
1958/59  1959/60  1960/61  1961 /62  1962/63  1963/64  1964/65  1965/66 
~~·(i·tf!Mla.~.~ 5  613  5  790  6  320  6  140  7  798  7  709  8  633  9  089 
-pt01111  a  or  Hd ••••.•  1  540  1  295  1  493  1  146  2  015  1  257  1  783  2  331  u.4 cm.  tam ..............................  1'/2  26  31  108  23  81  39  112  !&lee to teed illdu!tr,r ....................  1  368  1  269  1  462  1  038  1  992  1  176  1  744  2  219  Total h- p01111  b&rle7 tor a:Aial .teed •••••  1  912  2  393  2  818  3  255  4  142  5  101  5  624  5  645  ued 011  f'aN ••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••.  1  0'(1  1  253  1  452  1  503  1  874  2  281  2  618  2  601 
aale• to feed iDduatr,r  ••••••••••••••••••••  841  1  140  1  366  1  752  2  268  2  820  3  006  3 044  Total h--er- oate for a:Aial feed  •••••••  1  8'(6  1  838  1  782  1  563  1  486  1  231  1  121  1  019  'liNd  011 faa ..............................  1  586  1  539  1  475  1  280  1  25;1  1  027  925  858  !!lee to teed iDia!tr,r ••••••••••••••••••••  290  299  301  283  227  204  196  161 
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 Table  23*  - Supply of apple& in the United l:il!l!!dca  1958/59 - 1970/11a and torecuu for 1971h8 
19)b/)9  ~~~~/60  1~60/61  1961/62  1~62/63  196}/64  1964/6~  196~/66  1966/67  1967/68  1968/69  1969/70  1970/71  1977/78 
Total area ( •  000  ba~ .....................................  . 
Apples - daseert  '000 bal .............................  . 
Apple&  - cookiDg  '000 ba  ............................  .. 
Applta1- t:idar  '000 ba  .............................  . 
Yielil !. t  !lal 
Apples  - daaeert  ~ t/.ba}  ...............................  .. 
Apple• - oookillg  t/.ba  ................................  . 
Apple• - oidar  t/ba  ................................  . 
Total produotion , ........................................  . 
lpplea - dileeert .......................................  . 
Apples - cookiDg .......................................  . 
Apples - cider ........  , ..  , , ..  , ..  , ..  , .......  , ......  , ....  . 
I T~  ~  .......  ~~·• ·- of a1111~~~,:  • ~~~~  • ~  • ~~~~  •: :: 
I ~ti  !!I!  ,.,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,  ..........................  . 
!o  iiii)orts  ........  , ................  , ...............  , •• 
t:;r!.app~t~; ~~~~-~-~~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Apples - preeervedd  .............  , .....................  , 
Total  l!!!t  moria ••••  8 ..........  ••• ......  •• ....  ••• ......  •• 
'l'oul avai a  le supplY  (• total  dC~Mstic coDIIUIIIption)  •• , • 
Total apples- dessert and ccokillgf  ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fresh coDIIUIIIption  of apple  a  - daaaert and cookiDg«  , ••• 
ProoeaBiDg of apples (daaaert and  cooki~~g) by iudllatr,yh 
Apple  a  - cidari ......................  , • .. ..  •  , •••• , ••••• 
Iaported preeerved ap,lea ..........  , ........  , ..........  . 
P!r capita cODIIUIIIption  (kg) 
Freeh apple  CODIIUIIIption  - de&Bert and cookiDg (kg)  •••••• 










































































































































































































































































































































a  Fal'll years begiODiDg  1  Augw~t. b  Dessert and cookillg applea.  c  llaiDly re-e:zporta of daaaert and cookiDg applea.  d  TilUied F- bottled applea,  llDINIIetenedJ  estiated for fam yeara (v..,1..  ) 
on the baaiB of figures for calendar yeara (J:t)  1  "t/t-l ~ t (It + J:t-l).  8  C-.ercial production plua btal net iaporta.  Total dcaeatic production of daaeert and cookillg apple• lliiU-l 
no-rketed production and total e:zporta,  plus iaporta of deseert and cookillg apples.  g  IncludiDg apples used in houeeholda for cookillg.  h  Illduatrial production of apple  JIUl'lle  and aillilar 
products:  these are estimate• by the  C~onwaltJl Secretariat ( aee Sources)  for calendar years but are clearly re~ated to the barveate in question vi  th the reaul  t  tbat they oan be ueed 
without reconversion in the  fal'll year balance.  Total dcaestic cidar apple  production plus cider apple  iaporta.  Imported preeerved applea,  and daaeert and cookiDg apple& used by the 
da.eatic food preservation iDdDatr,r. 
!21!!:2!.:  Miniatr,y of .lgricul  ture,  Fiabariea and Food,  Outpllt  and Utilisation of Fan Produce in the UDi ted Xill8d1111,  London,  varioua iaaueaJ •tmatr,y of Apiculture,  Fieheriea and Food, 
Departllent  of Agriculture and Fiaheries for Scotland,  •tniatr,y of Agriculture,  Northern Ireland,  Agricultural Statistic&,  London,  varioua  iBBUeBJ  C~onwalth Secretariat,  Fruit, 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ~otal pporta of M'el tatt !1!1 oilt ..••••. 
'fotal net illpori! ot ui8&l fate !!!1. oilt ••• 
'fotal Mt ieporit of ui8&l !lid '!!f!t!l!lt 
fata !!!l oil• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dca!ttic 'U'C!!l!ction ot u1e1 fatta 
'fotal elaachttr tat,d~  •••••••••••••••••••• 
tr.  net ~ttic  procluction of tlaupttr 
oa.ttle  ••••••••••.•••••••••••.  • .•  • • • • • • • • 
tr.  Det  ~ttic  prochlction ot tlaupttr 
oal.ue •..•..•....•..............••.•.... 
tr.  tlaupttrillp of iaported live 
cattle .................................  . 
frca •t  proclu.ction ot pipeat' ••••••••• 
tr. •t  production of -ua.  !!!1. lub' • 
t£:'$1  ~~.  ~~::~.  ~~~.  ~~?.  ~.  ~~.  ::~~d 
'fetal available dceetic npplz ot fDilal. !l!d 
!'1!1!ble tata fDd oiler •••••••••••.•••••••• 
Utilitatioa ot  oila ud tatea 
!w!  OC!!!!!!!pUOIU 
total arprt• production •••••••••••  , •• 
~toil  ..........................  . 
ao,ra oil ...............................  . 
cott-ed oil .........................  . 
:rapel!!d oil ...........................  . 
llllllfl-rteecl oil ......................  . 
coc-t oil ............................  . 
pala ker.l oil ........................  . 
pala oil ...............................  . 
ctiler veptable oila ...................  . 
total vept!l!le oile •••..•.•.••••••••••• 
lard ...................................  . 
other fDi•l rata .•••••....•.•••..•••••• 
llbale  IIZI4  fiab oil  a  ••.....•..••••••••••• 
total fDi•l oil  a  ........•....••..••.••• 
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(1000  t  raw oil  11<: tivalent or rendered fat) 
1  1  2  7  0  ()  1 
406  4}<>  542  500 
1  093  1  072  1  095  1  167  1  146 
(1000  t  raw  fat) 
65  66  68  66  66 
:s:s  35  }b  32 
0  0  0  0 
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t  .....__ ______  ._ --
-·--------~------~·-----~-----L------L-------L------L------~------~----~~----~------~~-----L----~~----~----~ 19)8  1959  1960  19b1  1\162  1961  1964  1965  1966  1967  1968  1969  1970  1971  1977 
('OOC  t  ,:ru.de  oil equivalent or rendered fat) 
'1'otal  prodaoU~ ot -.fac1ve4 e41ble 
fate 11M!  oil•-· ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  144  141  140  143  145  154  1)0  140  139  139  140  142  137  144  115 
palllldat oil ·········•·············•··· 
24  24  11  12  9  9  5  4  5  4  3  2  2  3 
........  1  ······~························· 
8  9  14  8  12  12  15  11  6  6  3  5  7  8 
ont-e4 oil  3  4  4  4  2  2  1  2  2  - - - 1  ___..,.  ........ , .....•........... 
0  4  6  6  5  4  (7)  .,.  ..... oil  - - - - - - - - ····•··•·••••·•••·····•·••··  - - - - - - - 0  2  5  5  2  - 3  aaafl:rm• 911  •••••••••••••••••••••••  -
0000.  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  2  1  1  2  2  1  1  1  1  2  1  1  1  1 
pal.ll kel'llel oil •...••......•.•.....•....  8  3  4  2  2  2  1  2  2  3  2  2  2  2 
pal.ll oil ••.....•.....•••....•.....•..••.  ;6  34  26  36  33  30  26  24  23  20  19  24  28  26 
otiler we  table oil• ....................  7  '!  5  4  3  4  5  )  B  3  5  3  1  2 
total· Yep  :ble  oil• ••••••••••••••••••••••  lib  80  67  68  63  60  54  49  47  44  44  48  49  47 
lal'd.  I  e  e  a  e  a  e  a  a  a  e  a  a  a  I  a  aS a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  a  4  10  21  15  1:1  2ti  39  23  16  12  14  10  14  31 
otiler am.-:1.  tat• ...•••••.....••...•..•.  4  ~  6  t  6  te  11  12  12  12  '(  8  10  13 
wbal.e .-tia oil ......••••.....•..•...  48  46  46  54  ')'i  ')!l  46  56  64  71  75·  76  64  )3 
total am.-:1.  oil• .  ~ ... ,  ...................  )l;  61  73  i  ~' 
1 
"2  '-oq.  '!I.  )11  ')2  95  '16  :14  BB  n 
. Direot ooMUa}JtiOil ot lard  ·····-············· 
'1;:1  1  )<,  1b1  1 )2 
I 
~  '.:::. 
I 
1:J(•  111  153  170  1'1~  ltJO  1  'I~  172  1';'2 
Otller e4ible tat• &114  oil• .....••.•...••.....  2W  22b  22[,  21'.'1  :066  2!'!  2i2  284  297  284  343  . 31''  365 
I!d!•t!i&l utili  ..  tiaa:  I  I  I  'l'otali .......................................  2'>;  3  ~'  )bcl  )1'  i 
,_;J""}  2c 1  ~.io  3)4  111  36b  )~1  2'11 
a  CI'IIAle  oilf oil, purified or rafillll4,  bllt DOt  Pror'He4 f'urtller (e.g. •olidified,  polymeriaad).  b  G0011e  fat,  other pig fat,  edible tallow "praaier jua" aDd  tile like.  0  Oleoatearin, 
laaolin,  De&t'• foot .oil &D4  oil troa bqne•,  eto.  ODlJ  ott&l fatal  the  following ratea were uaed- in coatgrmitJ with EBC  agricultural •t&ti•tica - in the calcnlaticn of offal fat 
prcd.uctiOil tor t::&ttles  4.5 'f.  of the  lll.aupter w:tpt, 1.0 'f.  tor calw•,  2.0 'f.  tor pip and 4.0 'f.  tof llbeep.  Eltter.l trade in live pigs &D4  llbeep  in Blaughter wight ia very -.n 
and  tbaJ"efore 4oe• aot lllle4 to be  oaloulate4 •JI&l'&telJ in tile ..  tiaation of ott&l tat prodllcUOil.  »-•tic &ni-.1. tat prodlaction ( ..  tia&ted)  plus 1111t  illport• ot &Dillal  and vep-
tabh tat• &lid  oibt tn-d tat am  (po~~~~ible) 4-•Uo prodllction ot fillh oil, tor 'llhich  DO  figure• are available,  are  DOt  iDOlu4e4 in alaughter fate.  In •o tar u  tlley are avai-
lable,  tlle:r are of ODlJ  .argill&l  iapo~.  Ia,. i• cr- f': Gre&t  BritainJ  reliable figure•  Oil  the qu&Dtiti  .. ot r&pe  ued for oil prolluotiOII are DOt  howver availlble.  g  Including 
c-iderable q~~&~~.titie• ot rap  ..  eed am  IIIUifiownee4 oil.  il!lltimate4 u  re•iclu&l  qwu1titiu:  118t  iaport• ot 1&1'4 lliDwl  &aOIUlt  of 1&1'4 -4  in the  productiOD ot -.rprillll am  ot 
maautactare4 edible tata &114  plua haDe  productiOil ot la.t.  Ra•ida&l  quantitJt  total available 4oaestic .uppl7 of aat.al and vept&ble oil• &ad  fate miaua  total bua&D  conauapticn 
(marpri1111,  IINIIIfac'tured e4ible tats, 4irect cca.aptiOil ot lar4 &lid  ot otller oils and fats). 
~~  Central Stati•tical Office, .lmmal .lb•traot ot Stati•tic•,  Lcmdon,  variiiWI i-•1 Central Statt.tical Office,  IODthlJ Digeat ot Statietica,  LondOD,  V&ri.CIWI  i•.ue&f 
C_i  ..  iOIIIII'II  ot R.I.  Cu•tams and E:min, .lmmal St&"-nt ot the Trade  of the Unite4 K;iugdca vi  th c-oaw&l  th COIUltriiiB  &lid  J'oreign Couatriee,  Lcmdcn,  Vol.  II and.  VoL  III, 
variCIWI  iaaues1  C-0D11111alth Secretariat, lleat Uld Dairy Prodllce Bulletin,  Lcmdon,  vari011• i•ue•f Own  c&lCIIllatioDII  am estiaate•. 